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Abstract
This thesis describes work on the selection of the optimal control 
criterion weighting matrices, based on multivariable root loci and 
frequency domain properties. The case with a crossproduct weighting term 
in the cost function is examined and a design algorithm is proposed. The 
frequency domain solution to the finite time optimal control problem for 
discrete time systems is described and controller expressions in closed 
loop form are obtained for the regulation and tracking problems. The 
design of a strip shape control system for a Sendzimir cold rolling steel 
mill is described and problems of implementation are discussed. Finally, 
a detailed comparison between an optimal and a multivariable frequency 
domain design for a dynamic ship positioning system is presented. The 
effects of using Kalman filters for state estimate feedback in non-optimal 
systems is discussed.
Summary of Contributions
1. The first solution of the finite time LQP optimal control problem 
for discrete time systems in the z-domain including a closed loop 
form output feedback solution for the regulator and tracking 
problems. (jL, 2^
2. The combination of a Kalman filter with the MacFarlane-Kouvaritakis 
design technique QQ.
3. The design of a control scheme for a Sendzimir steel mill to be 
implemented by the British Steel Corporation in their Shepcote 
Lane mills [4, 5^] .
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CHAPTER 1
An Introduction to Optimal Control Problems and Methods 
1•1 Introduction
There have been continuous advances in theoretical control 
engineering over the last twenty years, particularly in the field of 
Linear Systems. The work of Kalman is notable in this respect. During 
the last decade, frequency domain techniques for multivariable systems 
have been developed by Rosenbrock, Mayne and MacFarlane and their co­
workers [18,19,20]. The implementation of new control techniques has 
led to systems with tighter specifications and better performance. As 
control engineers take into account the overall needs of the process 
to be controlled, changes in the priorities of the objectives to be 
fulfilled lead to the development of appropriate control schemes.
A trend in the design of industrial systems is to consider energy 
losses in the process and the trade off between system performance and 
minimization of energy losses. To quantify this improvement, a cost 
criterion has to be defined. The controller which minimizes this cost 
function may be found using Optimal Control theory. The use of optimal 
control theory comes very naturally in the area of aero-space vehicle 
trajectory control and the design of aircraft control systems. In the 
following, optimal control will also be shown to provide a framework 
for the design of certain industrial systems.
As with the main body of control engineering results, the main 
work on optimal control theory is involved with Linear Systems and in
particular considering quadratic terms in the cost function. The main 
advantages of Linear Quadratic Optimal Control feedback systems stem 
from (i)the ease of obtaining the solution to a particular problem
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once the weighting matrices of the performance criterion are defined;
(ii)the guaranteed asymptotic stability of the closed loop system and
(iii)its direct and easy applicability to systems with many inputs and 
outputs. The main disadvantage of optimal control when applied to 
industrial problems where criteria like step response, overshoot, rise 
time, etc. , are of prime importance, is that there are few results 
relating those specifications to the weighting matrices of the 
performance criterion. In recent years a number of authors have 
presented papers trying to overcome this difficulty and have described 
methods of designing such optimal systems.
In the present thesis some contribution is made towards the 
problem of weighting matrices selection as described in chapter two. 
The solution to the finite discrete time optimal control problem is 
described in chapter three. The following chapter deals with the
idesign of the shape control scheme for a Sendzimir cold rolling mill. 
Chapter five gives a detailed comparison between an optimal controller 
(obtained using the design methods of chapter two) and one designed 
with multivariable frequency domain techniques. An overview of the 
research effort follows in the concluding chapter.
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1.2 Complex Frequency Domain Approach to Systems Analysis and Design
The s-domain approach to control systems analysis and design was 
developed by Wiener during the Second World War years. His famous 
dissertation on these methods was often refered to as the 'ye^ ow 
peril'. This stemmed from the yellow cover of the then classified 
report [l]. In this fundamental treatise on the subject he introduced 
several ideas which have been incorporated in later work. These may be 
classified as follows:
(i) Formulation of the filtering and control problems using optimal 
cost functions and solutions of these problems using s-domain or 
Parseval theorem approaches.
(ii) Use of the spectral factorisation in the optimal control 
solution.
(iii) The requirement that the optimal control or filtering solution 
has to be realised by causal components and the means to achieve this 
condition.
Wiener's work was classified during the war years but soon after 
was further developed by other researcher's such as Newton et al [2]. 
Although the s-domain approach created some interest it was never 
applied in multichannel filtering or multivariable control problems 
and the number of real applications were very few. The later work by 
Kalman [3,4] in the time domain (since 1960) found immediate 
application in the aerospace industry and in many other fields. In 
some ways the problem formulation and solution were very similar, the 
only differences lying in the form that the solution was achieved. The 
state feedback solution to the control problem was found to be 
particularly appropriate. Similarly the recursive solution to the
- 3 -
estimation problem enabled filtering algorithms to be implemented 
easily on digital computers. The calculation of either the optimal 
control feedback gain matrix or the Kalman filter gain matrix reduced 
to the solution of a matrix Riccati equation. This difference between 
the Wiener and Kalman approaches is crucial. The solution of most of 
the linear quadratic optimal control and estimation problems was 
reduced to the solution of only one sort of matrix equation which 
enabled computer solutions to be obtained for general system 
descriptions. The Wiener approach however cannot be systematised in 
this way. Each problem and system description must be treated 
individually and the solution procedure cannot be implemented via a 
standard algorithm.
The s-domain approach taken here does not overcome this later 
problem^ however the class of problems considered is wider than that 
considered up to now in the literature. Although not treated in this 
thesis there is a method recently developed which may offer a solution 
to the problem of achieving standard algorithms. Peterka [6] and 
Kucera [5] have developed a polynomial equation approach to systems 
theory which goes some way towards providing standard solutions. 
Kucera has proposed algorithms for most of the calculations involved 
in the polynomial matrix solutions. However there are no applications
in this area and computer packages are not yet available nor likely to
be, within the next two or three years.
Other authors have made contributions in the area of s-domain
analysis and design. Yula et al[7] in a relatively recent paper on 
Wiener-Hopf methods introduced one new important component into the 
problem solution. They recognised that the solution to optimal control
- 4 -
problems do not necessarily lead to stable closed loop configurations. 
They were considering the output feedback situation where a cascade 
controller is used. For example if a plant is non-minimum phase and a 
straight-forward minimum variance controller is designed [8] the 
closed loop system can be unstable. To avoid this situation the 
problem can be refoimulated and in this case the minimum variance 
controller by Peterka [6] is obtained which leads to a stable closed 
loop system. In the former case the optimal controller tries to cancel 
the right half plane zeros of the plant and thus creates unstable and 
uncontrollable poles. Hidden unstable modes always result in closed 
loop unstable systems and must therefore be avoided.
To circumvent the above difficulties Yula et al proposed that the 
control problem specification should be altered to include stability 
as well as optimality. This extra restriction is manifested in the 
control solution by additional constraint equations which must be 
satisfied. These authors were considering infinite time optimal 
control problems and they did not develop algorithms which could be 
implemented on computers.
Few authors have considered the solution of finite time optimal 
control problems. There are two main reasons, first that finite time 
optimal controllers and filters are more complicated than their 
infinite time counterparts and second that most filtering and 
estimation problems fall more naturally into the infinite time problem 
structure. However Grimble [9] and Fotakis and Grimble [lo] have 
developed a frequency domain approach to the solution of these 
problems. In chapter three the z-domain solution of the deterministic 
finite time optimal control problem is described. This procedure has 
the disadvantages mentioned above; that is, it is difficult to derive
- 5 -
a general algorithm for the multivariable case and finite time 
problems are not so often found in industrial situations. However, one 
important role for this approach has been found where these 
limitations are not so important. This is in the design of optimal 
controllers for self tuning applications, where the disturbances are 
of a deterministic rather than a stochastic nature. For example these 
disturbances may be represented by sudden steps into the plant 
(instead of white noise). The applications of these controllers in 
self tuning systems is not considered in the present thesis but the 
theoretical ground work is presented which will enable such 
controllers to be designed. It is of interest to note that self tuning 
controllers based upon optimal control criteria using k-step ahead 
cost functions are directly related to the deterministic controllers 
proposed here (for the infinite time situation). The solution of the 
finite time optimal control problem has not been obtained previously 
in the z-domain by other authors.
- 6 -
1.3 Frequency Domain Multivariable Design
Many authors have considered the design of systems in the 
frequency domain, notahly Bode, Nyquist and Evans for single input 
single output systems and Rosenbrock and MacFarlane for multivariable 
systems. The design of optimal systems in the frequency domain has 
attracted little attention. Grimble [ll] and Fotakis [12] have 
recently developed a method of specifying the Q, R and G weighting 
matrices of the performance criterion using frequency domain criteria. 
The hope is that gain and phase margin type of information may be 
specified and from this the performance criterion can be developed.
One of the difficulties of this approach is that the criteria so
specified do not completely define the Q and R matrices. The positive 
aspect of this is that this freedom in the selection of the matrix 
elements may be employed fruitfully by the designer. In the same time
this causes difficulties in the attempt to program the method as a
standard algorithm for the design of systems. However it is hoped that 
an interactive computer aided design facility (CAD) may be used to 
overcome this problem. The designer would use the constraints imposed 
by the frequency domain requirements to partly specify the weighting 
matrices and then, as at present, use his engineering judgement to fix 
the remaining elements of the matrices.
Although other authors (eg MacFarlane [13]) have considered the 
frequency domain properties of optimal systems, few have considered 
the design of such systems in the frequency domain. The work described 
here must be extended to incorporate other design criteria, but the 
simple examples given, show that the performance indices used have 
produced systems with reasonable response characteristics.
- 7 -
1.4 Review of the basic Optimal Control results
A brief review of the optimal control problem approaches both in 
s-domain and in state space formulation follows. Considering the 
linear time invariant plant described by the equations:
x( t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t) (1.1)
j(t)=Cx(t) (1.2)
and the criterion:
J(u)=<y(T), ^ y ( T )>+J(<y( t) f Qy( t)>£+<u( t), Ru(t)>|dt (1-3)
the problem of determining the control u(t) for 0<t<T which minimises 
the criterion J(u) is known as the deterministic linear optimal 
control regulator problem [15]- Because of the equation 1.2 the 
criterion j(u) may be rewritten as: 
j(u)=<
As has been proven [14 ,15] the solution to this problem can be obtained
from the matrix Riccati equation:
u(t)=-R“1BtP(t)x(t) (1 .4)
- H  t)=CtQC-P( t)BR“1 B ^ C  t )+P( t)A+AtP( t) (1.5)
with terminal condition P(t )=C^P^C (1 * 6)
This solution is given in a block diagram representation in figure 1. 
A second way of obtaining the control u(t) is through augmentation of 
the state space equations, by considering the cosystem (or adjoint) of 
system (A,B,C). The optimal trajectories are given by the equations 
[16]:
x(t) A BR’V x(t)
f i t ) CtQC -At */ \ x (t) (1
this solution is depicted in figure 1b and is equivalent to the
x(T), CtP<1Cx(T)>+/(<x(t), CtQCx(t)>+<u( t), Ru(t)>)dt
I “  SrK, "  *“  ~  ~  W-
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matrices C^QC and R should be both positive definite. It is
interesting that the nature of the problem leads to a state feedback 
closed loop system and this is asymptoticaly stable if and only if the 
pair (A,B) is stabilizable [37].
Next consider the criterion 
j(u)=<e(T), P1e(T)>+/(<e(t), Qe(t)>+<u(t), Ru(t)>)dt (1.9)1 ^Jo ' c.r
with e( t)=y(t)-r(t) (1 .10)
where r(t) is the desired output and e(t) is the error between actual 
and desired output. This problem is known as the deterministic linear 
optimal control servomechanism. The solution may be obtained either
using the Riccati equation or by considering the cosystem equations:
( 1 . 1 1 )
x(t)=Ax(t)+BR~^B^x (t)
x (t)=C^QCx(t)-A^x (t)+C^Qr(t)
This solution is shown in figure 2a. The Riccati equation solution is 
u(t)=-R~1 B*?(t)x(t)+R“1 Btg(t)
-?(t)=CtQC-P(t)BR"1P(t)A+AtP(t) (1.12)
g(t)=(AtP(t)BR“1B^)g(t)+CtQr(t) 
with P(T)=CtP1C and gtT^-C 1^  r(T)
and this is depicted in figure 2b. It is clear that both problems 
have the same solution structure and the same closed loop properties.
The frequency domain solution is reviewed next: first the system 
operator W relating input and output is defined through the well known 
convolution integral of the impulse response matrix w(t) with the 
system input:
y( t) = (¥u) ( t ) = t - t ) u ( t  )dx (1-15)*“ 0
the criterion J(u) (of equation 1.9) can be expressed as follows by
- 9 -
J(u)=<e, Qe> +<u, RuX = <(r-Wu), Q(r-Wu)> + <u, Ru> (1 .14)
— “  “  H r  ~  ~  -  rtr
From this relationship a gradient function g(u) may he defined and 
the necessary condition' for optimality is that g(u)=0 £ 17D•
Transforming this into the s-domain and using spectral factorisation 
[73] the solution is found as [17]:
u(s)=[Y(s)]“1i[Yt(-s)]"1Wt(-s)Qr(s)]+
=F(s)r(s) (1*15)
and Yt(-s)Y(s)=Wt(-s)Q¥(s)+R
and a feedback closed loop controller can be obtained as:
K(s)=F(s)[l-W(s)F(s)]"1 (1-16)
and this form of solution is shown in figure 2c.
-  10 -
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Figure 2 Optimal Linear Servomechanism
CHAPTER 2
Optimal Control Systems with Cross-Product Weighting 
Weighting Matrices Selection
2.1 Introduction
In dealing with the design of optimal controllers for industrial 
applications there has been two main criticisms. The first concerns 
the selection of the performance criterion weighting matrices and the 
second is the apparent need for phase advance [21, 22],This is only a 
problem when an observer is required for the implementation of the 
state feedback controllers. The phase advance in LQP systems follows 
because the determinant of the return difference matrix is greater than 
unity for all frequencies. [23,24] This implies that for a single 
input system the phase margin [25] is greater than 60°. To be able to 
have a smaller phase margin the locus of detF(s) must pass within the 
unit circle, and this can be achieved for an optimal system if a cross 
product weighting term, between the state and the control, is intro­
duced. In this chapter such a problem is defined, its properties are 
studied and a design procedure is outlined.
To help with the selection of the weighting matrices, use is made 
of recent results [33,34] on the asymptotic root loci properties of 
optimal systems. The use of root locus to design optimal systems 
originated by Chang [30] and was extended by Tyler and Tuteur [31]- 
The relationship between the Q and R matrices and conventional design 
characteristics has been investigated but there are not any results 
for the multivariable case [ 32 ]. Chen and Shen [ 33 ], Solheim [ 34 ] 
produced algorithms for this purpose but their methods have the 
weakness of considering only the eigenvalues of the system. Harvey 
and Stein [ 35 ] considered the state regulator problem when the system 
is controllable observable and minimum phase. In this work the output 
regulator is considered and the plant is assumed to be stabilisable 
and detectable only.
- 12 -
The initial development of the design technique presented in this 
Chapter was described in Grimble [22], [36] . The author contributed 
to the theoretical analysis and was responsible for the computer 
implementation and the applications of the technique to the industrial 
problems.
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2.2 Optimal Control Problem
We consider the following linear constant plant, controllable 
and observable represented by the state space equations:
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (2.1)
y(t) = Cx(t) (2.2)
with A,B,C the plant matrices and define as performance criterion
*00
J(u) = \ <£(t), Qe(t)>£ + <u(t), Ru(t)>£
• J0 r m
+ 2<y(t), Gu(t)>E + 2<y(t), Mr(t)>£ (2.3)
r d
where the weighting matrices Q and R are positive definite and the
error e(t) is defined as the difference between the plant output
from the desired output r(t):
£(t) = r(t) - 'y(t) (2.4)
To obtain a unique solution for the above optimal servomechanism
problem the two cross product weighting matrices G, M have to be
constrained. These constraints are obtained by .rearranging equation
2.3 ti remove the cross product terms:
<u, Ru >e + 2<y, Gu>E = 
m r
= <u + R_1GTy, R(u + R_1GTy)>E - <R"1GTe, GTe>E
m m
- 2<y, G R ^ G 1^  + <R“1GTr, GTr>E (2.5)
r m
Tby choosing M = GR" ^  both the cross-product matrices depend upon G
and if we set:
Q; = Q - GR_1GT (2.6)
UjCt) = u(t) + R-1GTi (t) (2.7)
the performance criterion may be rewritten as:
r co
J(u) = I <e(t), Qxe_(t)>E + <ui(t), Rux'(t)>E dt (2.8)
r m
-  14 -
where the last term in the identity 2.5 is omitted from the criterion 
since it is constant for any defined r(t) and does not affect the 
minimisation of J(u). The original plant is equivalent to the 
following:
x(t) = Axx(t) + Bui(t) (2.9)
y(t) = Cx(t) (2.10)
where Aj = A - BR“1G^C (2.11)
It is clear that a constraint for G comes from equation 2.8
where Qi a 0, that is
Q - GR"1GT > 0 (2.12)
The optimal control Uj(t) for the criterion 2.8 and plant 2.9
leads to the desired control u(t), for the original problem, through
equation 2.7. Both, the original system (A,B,C) and the system (A^,B,C) 
have the same state trajectories, for the same initial conditions.
All the above results apply to the state regulator problem (by setting
the matrix C equal to the unity matrix) and to the output regulator
by setting the reference t: = 0. It is well known that the state 
feedback solution for the optimal control problem is obtained by the 
Riccati differential equation and for the infinite-time problem, from 
the algebraic Riccati equation.
-  15 -
2.3 Return difference, Optimality condition
The frequency domain solution to the above problem is obtained 
as follows. Define the optimal state feedback matrix Kx:
Kx = R“1BTP x (2.13)
which leads to the control law (see also section 1.4):
UjCt) = -Kjx(t) + R - ^  (2.14)
or for the original plant
u(t) = -(Kx + R71GTC)x(t) + R-',BT£
= -10c(t) + R_1BT£ (2.15)
where
K = K2 + R_1GTC (2.16)
Now for the infinite time case the matrix P2 is the positive semi- 
definite constant matrix obtained from the algebraic Riccati equation: 
-PlAx - a Jp 2 + P1BR"1BTP1 = CTQxC ' (2.17)
We consider the matrix return difference of the examined system:
F(s) = I + K<Ks)B (2.18)
where
4>(s) = (sI-A)'1 (2.19)
and the plant transfer function is W(s) = C.<j>(s)B (2.20)
The optimal return difference equation follows after substituting 
into equation 2.17, equation 2.11 and 2.13:
-P2A - ATP! + KXTGTC + CTGKx + Kx^Kx = CTQxC (2.21)
so we have
Pl^s)-1 + 4>T (s)"1Px = CTQxC - I x V c  - CTGKx - kxTRKx 
T Tpremultiplying by B $ (-s) and post multiplying by cf>(s)B and using 
2.16 leads to
WT (-s)QxW(S) + R + WT (-s)G + GTW(s) -f WT (-s)GR_1GTW(s)
= FT (-s )RF(s ) (2.22)
-  16 -
This equation can be rewritten by use of equation 2.6 as
WT (-s)QW(s) + R + WT (-s)G + GTW(s) = FT (-s )RF(s) (2.23)
or
WT (s)Q!W(s) + (I + WT (-s)GR"1)R(I + R“1GTW(s)) =
= FT (-s)RF(s) (2.24)
Equation 2.23 becomes identical to the one discussed by '
MacFarlane (23,2^in the case where the crossproduct term G vanishes.
The above equation applies direct to the original optimal control 
problem; the equivalent transformed one is useful only for supplying 
the constraints on matrix G (equation 2.12).
MacFarlane Hfj has shown for the case with no crossproduct term the 
necessary condition for optimality is
|det F(ja))|* 1 V we R (2.25)
This implies that the Nyquist locus plot of det F(ju)) .lies outside 
the unit circle with centre (0,0) and for a single input plant this 
means that the phase margin will be greater than 60°Q25j. This is out 
of the range of the usual design criteria and is a.drawback if state 
feedback can't be applied because it requires a significant amount of 
phase advance to be introduced by a dynamic compensator which can 
cause noise problems.
By the use of the crossproduct term (matrix G) we can prove that 
the above equation (2.25) need not be satisfied.
Let v(s) be an eigenvector of F(s) corresponding to the eigenvalue
p(s):
F(s) v(s) = p(s).v(s)
Tpremultiplying equation (22) by v (-s) and postmultiplying by v_(s) we 
obtain:
-  17 -
vT (-s)WT (-s) QW(s)v(s) + v T (-s)[R + WT C-s )G + GTWCs )]v (s ) =
= P("s)p(s)vT (-s)RV(s)
because the term in Q.is positive semidefinite on the jtu axis o£ the 
s-plane the above equation leads to the following necessary 
condition for optimality:
1'pO*OP * -T(-jco) [R 7 T(-i,)G < (2 26)
v C-jo))Rv(jo))
T T . •in this equation IV (-jw)G + G W(jio) is Hermitian but not positive
definite and thus only when G = 0 the above gives |p(ju))|2 £ 1 for
all a). By use of the relation:
n
det F(jco) = n p-(jw) 
i=l
we see that the condition 2.25 does not necessarily apply when a cross- 
product term exists. Similarly the criteria developed by Porter [26j 
do not hold in this case. From the above we can conclude that the 
necessary condition for optimality becomes
|det F(ja))| £ r^ (2.27)
where r^ is the radius of a circle which can be less than unity.
If Q and R are predetermined it may not be possible to choose G
so that the det F(joi) locus can enter the unit circle because G must
-l Talso satisfy the condition of equation 2.12 Qi = Q - G R : G £ 0.
So we will assume that Q, Ra G can be chosen freely to satisfy 
equation 2.12 and equation 2.27 for a desired value of r^ < 1 so we 
are not going to evaluate r£ using equation 2.26 which would be a 
quite.difficult task.
From equation 2.23:
|det F(jcu) |2.det R =
= det [WT (-jai)QW(jto) + R + WT (-ju))G + GTW(ja3)] (2.28)
-  18 -
Figure 1 depicts a plot of det F(jio) for a system with cross- 
product weighting. The point of origin is the critical point for 
stability so for an open loop stable plant the feedback system will 
be stable if the origin is not enclosed. Hsu and Chen have shown [27]:
n
Jl (s - Yj)
det F^sj =    (2.29)
n (s - X.) 
i=l
where y. are the closed-loop system eigenvalues and X^ are the open 
loop system eigenvalues (eigenvalues of the plant matrix A).
The minimum distance from the origin to the plot of det F(jw) is 
a measure of the degree of stability of the system. And in this method 
of design this distance is specified in the beginning together with the 
frequency at which det F(joj) touches the circle of radius r^. It is 
found that this point is often very close to the phase margin point 
which is the point the det F(j(u) plot is cut by a unit circle with 
centre (1,0). This result is useful as it defines the frequency range 
up to which the optimal feedback system gives an improvement in 
sensitivity over the open loop system [25,28^
Rosenbrock and McMorran Q>l| have also shown that as the frequency 
tends to infinity det F(jw) tends to the (1,0) since the system is 
proper and it approaches that point with an angle of -90°.
-  19 -
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det F (jto) plane
critical point 
for stability unit circle
0.6 radius circle .
R (det F (jui))-1
-1
Figure 1 Frequency response plot of det F (jo))
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2.4 The Design Method
With optimal control for a given plant the design reduces to the 
selection of the weighting matrices Q, R, G. In all the design methods 
the usual procedure is an iterative process of trial and error until 
a satisfactory performance of the closed loop system is obtained. The 
.same holds here for this method. In the literature some ways are 
described of how to choose Q and R to achieve certain conventional 
system performance characteristics like steady-state error, peak 
overshoot etc. Those ideas can be applied properly modified to cal­
culate the G matrix.
The design procedure has the following steps:
1) Choose the radius r^ and frequency wm which is the minimum of
det F(jaj), o)m can be chosen very near to the desired system
bandwidth or phase margin frequency of the fastest loop in a 
multiloop system.
2) Expand Q-GR_1G $ 0 to obtain a set of inequalities which must be 
satisfied by the elements of Q, R and G.
3) Evaluate ~(|det F(ja))|2) = 0 and set w = (2.30)
Obtain also the equality
det[WT (-ju))Q.W(j<i3) + R + WT (-jo))G + GTW(ju)] _ 2 fo ,11
det R ' r£ 1 -1
This is the necessary condition that |det F(jw)| has minimum
rr at to . f m
4) Collect all equalities and inequalities the elements of Q, R, G 
must satisfy from steps 2, 3.
5) Choose Q, R, G such that the above relationships and any other 
conventional criteria are satisfied.
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Example 1
We consider the following single input three output plant 
originally considered by Fallside and Seraji(293 for the case with 
G = 0.
-1 0 0 "1”
X = -1 0 -2 x + 0
_0 1 -1 _0_
u (2.32)
y = 1 3x
The performance criterion is j(u) =
where Q = diag(qxq2q3) R = 1 G = (gig2g3)
The open loop transfer function matrix is
<3C, Qx> + <u, Ru> + 2<xy Gu>dt 
T
W(s) = u (s) * o J
T 2 + s + 2
-(s + 1) 
-1
(2.33)
pQ (s) = (s+1)(s2+s+2) = s3+2s2+3s+2
In general restricting Q to be diagonal matrix can result in no 
feasible solution but in this case with diagonal Q there exists a solution; 
we choose g^ = g3 = 0.
A(s) = WT (-s)QW(s) + R + WT (-s)G + GTW(s) =
p (s )p ~C-T j [qi (s2- s+2) .«12 C *-1 ). -qs] S+S+2-Cs+1) -1
or A(io) =
+ 1 + — g2(s-1) ♦ — (-g2(s+l)) pQ (s) pQ (s)
(o^ -  aco** -  8w 2 +  y  , A  o  o-----------     where a = 2 - q^ - 2g2
(06 - 2(0^  +(02 +4 n i3 = 3qi - q2 + 2g2 - 1
(2.34)
y = 4qx + q2 + q3 + 4 - 4g2
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for the local minimum -7—  = 0aw
(a-2)w2 + (2+28)w 6 + (12-d-28-3y)w **v ' m m y m
+ (4y-8d)wm2 - (y+48) = 0 
and |A(wm)|2 = r£2
T*the restriction on G: Qi = Q - GR_1G 5 0 qi a 0
q2-g22 j 0
q3 5 0 (2.35)
For w = 8 rad/sec rr = 0.7 m t
we have:
— ■= 0 /. 16777216(a-2) + 524288(1+8) + 4096(12-a-28-3y) + 256(y-2a)
- (y+48) = 0 
16772608a + 5160928 - 12033y = 32980992
|A|2 = rf2 : 4096a + 648 - y = 13764.
since there is no other requirement any solution of 2.34 which 
satisfies the inequality 2.35 is acceptable. By letting A(o) = 10^ so 
the d.c. gain F(o) = 102 gives: 
y = 410*+ 
a = 56.56 
8 = -843.8 
and from 2.34:
qi = 1 g2 = -27.28
q2 = 790.24 
q3 = 39091 
The optimal gain matrix becomes:
K = [6.634 -55.92 -128.81]
and the initial condition responses are shown in the figure 2 these 
are similar to the responses that Fallside and Seraji obtained but also
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the system has a more realistic phase margin.
For the same system but for = 5.5 rad/sec r£ = 0.7 we get the 
solution
qi = 2 g2 = -10 
q2 = 102
q3 = 2
which gives K = [.6637 -9.884 .7214]
and the responses for this case are shown in figure 3.
An attempt was made to computerise the above design algorithm but 
the effort was abandoned as the estimated programming time was far more 
than was available and there was inadequate library routines to obtain 
solution for the non linear system of equalities and inequalities.
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STA
TES
0.6
0.2
TIME (SECS)
- 0 .2
Q * diag'(l 790.241  39091} 
0 -27.78 0-1T
Figure .2 Initial Condition Responses
0
8
0.6
4
2
00
- 0 . 2 TIME (SECS)
Figure 3 Initial Condition Responses Q “ diag (2 102 2}G - |0 -10 0|T
2.5 Selection of the Performance-Criterion Weighting Matrices
Let us consider the same plant (A,B,C) as defined in equation 
2.1, 2.2, with the further assumption that the system is square. This 
assumption can be justified since the outputs defined through
equation 2.2 need not to coincide with the actual plant outputs; for 
example, additional outputs may be defined to square up the system.
Also CB is assumed full rank; the more general case when CB is not full 
rank is discussed later. The performance criterion to be minimized has
the following form:*00
J(u) = <y(t),Qy(t)>£ + y2<u(t),Ru(t)>E
•*0 m m
+ y<y(t),Gu(t)>E dt (2.36)
m
where Q, R are constant symmetric positive definite matrices and G
A Tis constant and Qi = Q - GR”1G is positive definite as shown 
previously. Let us denote by S the mxm full rank square root of 
Ql: = S .s and the pair (A,S) is assumed to be detectable. The
control weighting depends on the real positive scalar y. The solution 
of the above problem is the same as before (equations 2.14 to 2.23) 
excep.t for the inclusion of y:
u(t) = -K3c(t) (2.37)
K = (R”1/y2)(BTP1 + yGTC) = R_1BTPx/y2 + R_1GTC/y
= Kx + R”1GTC (2.38)
-PxA - ATPx + yKxTGTC + yCTGKx + y2KxTRKx = CTQxC (2.39)
this final steady state matrix Riccati equation gives rise to the 
equivalent frequency domain equation:
y2FT (-s)RF(s) = W T ( - s ) Q W ( s ) + y2R + yWT (-s)G
+ yGTW(s) (2.40)
The expressions for calculating the weighting matrices Q and R are 
obtained from the following theorem. The crossproduct matrix G is not
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determined by these results but as already described it can be chosen
to shape the system time response and has to satisfy the conditions
Tset above; furthermore G CB has to be symmetric or G is null 9
Theorem 2.1 Selection of Q and R
For the LQP problem defined above assume that m pairs (X^ v^ ) 
are specified. The optimal control weighting matrices can be selected 
to provide the given asymptotic behaviour, for y-H):
Q = [(CBN)T]“1(CBN)”1 (2.41)
and
r = (NT)"1A0V 1 (2.42)
where N = {vx” , ^ 00, ... vj”} and A°° = diag{ (lAx*50)2, (1/X2°°)2,... (1/Xm°°)2} 
As y-K) there are m infinite closed loop eigenvalues of the form
= Xi7u (2.43)
I 09 Iwhere |X^ | < °° with m corresponding closed loop eigenvectors:
CO 00  . . «x. = Bv- (2.44)— l — i
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The proof relies on results from optimal root loci theory and the 
closed loop eigenvector relationships summarised in Appendix 1. It 
is shown that the return difference matrix F(s) determines the vectors 
v^ through the relation
F(Xi)vi = 0 (2.45)
for each X^£ cr(A).^ Thus the frequencies {X^} are a set of closed-loop 
eigenvalues and the vectors {v^} relate to the closed loop eigenvectors.
The asymptotic behaviour of the closed loop system poles, is as 
follows:
As shown in Appendix 2.1 ( ti-m) closed loop eigenvalues remain finite as
00y->0. The rest of the m closed loop eigenvalues {X^ /y} approach
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infinity in m first order Butterworth patterns [38]. These 
eigenvalues must necessarily be a subset of the controllable modes, since 
the uncontrollable modes are invariant under feedback, that is, the
ooasymptotically infinite modes A^ /yj£cr(A). The eigenvectors corresponding 
to the (n-m) finite modes are discussed later in section 2.7, now the 
eigenvectors corresponding to the m infinite modes are determined as following. 
Let $(s) be expanded as a Laurent series [39] then W(s) may be written 1
W(s) = CCs"1^  + s"2A + s~3A2 + ...) B (2.46)
From the above equation 2.40 gives:
U2FT (-S)RF(S) = y2{R - ^p-[(CB)TQCB + 0(l/s)]
- — [(CB)TG - GTCB + 0(1/s)]} (2.47)]iS
T TAssuming that G satisfies the condition (CB) G-G CB = 0 and
denoting si = ys equation 2.47 becomes
FT (-s )RF(s ) = R - -\[(CB)TQCB + 0(l/s)] - -i-0(l/s) (2.48)S1 ^1
thus for a given finite frequency sj, as y-H) then |s|-*» and
FT (-s)RF(s)+ R - —^2t(CB)TQCB (2.49)
From equations 2.45 and 2.49 for each finite frequency A^ °° corres-
00 00ponding vector v^ and infinite eigenvalue A^ = A^ /y:
FT (-Ai)RF(Ai)vi°° = 0 (2.50)
[ R   —  (CB)TQCB]v .°° = 0 (2.51)
(Xf)2
TAs Q is symmetric positive definite it may be written Q = E E with
E full rank, this substituted in the last relation:
[((ECB)T)‘1R(ECB)‘1]ECBv.” =  i — ECBv.” (2.52)
(Xi
The above is an eigenvector equation, the matrix within the square
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brackets is positive definite and symmetric, therefore has positive 
real eigenvalues (1/x/”)2 and orthogonal eigenvectors ECBv^00. Assume 
the magnitude of these eigenvectors to be unity and define
then
- CO 00 CO- _ -N = (vj , v2 , } (2.53)
(ECBN)T (ECBN) = I (2.54)
If N is supposed to be specified then Q follows from equation 2.54:
Q = [(CBN)1]"1(CBN)"1 (2.55)
The matrix E may be chosen as E = (CBN)-1 which is full rank (m) but 
is not symmetric. Then equation 2.52:
> T  _ i CO 1 l 00(N RN)N xv. = — -—  N_1v.1 a”)2 1
from which if A°° is defined as A = diag{l/(Xi)2,- 1/(X2)2, •••
R = (NT)"1A°°N":l
Thus the infinite modes are given by X^ = X?/y as y-H) and the
associated eigenvectors are x^ = Bv^ as shown in Appendix 1.
00In the case where N is chosen as the identity then R = A is
r pdiagonal, Q =  [(CB) ]_1 (CB)"1 and as s^^EIV^-H^/s, further more, if 
CB is diagonal then Q will be diagonal also.
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2.6 Calculation of the weighting matrices, Example
As it was shown the weighting matrices Q and R depend on the
00 00 choice of the frequencies X^ and the vectors V^, but even when the
matrix G is null (absent from the performance criterion) the process
is not complete. The finite value of y must be selected and this
may lead to a modification of Q and R so that all the specification
requirements are fulfilled. The full design process is discussed' in
later sections.
The m closed-loop asymptotically infinite eigenvalues determined.
00by the m frequencies X^ may be selected to achieve given bandwidth 
requirements on the inputs. As an example, for a two-input system with
the actuator corresponding to input 1, ten times as fast as that for
00 00 00 input 2, then Xi = IOX2. The frequency Xi may also be normalized, so
XT = -1 and x” = -o.l. The vectors v” may be chosen so that the
associated inputs are decoupled at high frequency. That is, the matrix
N may be defined to be a diagonal matrix. An alternative method of
selecting the m-pairs (xT,v?) is to consider the desired output
bandwidth and interaction. Define the asymptotic output directions
as:
00 00 00y. = Cx. = CBv. (2.56)—1 — 1 —1
where i = {l,2,...,m}. Since CB was assumed full-rank
v”  = CCBrV”  ; (2 .57)
00and thus the vectors may be chosen so that there is low interaction 
in the outputs between the fast and slow mode terms. That is, if 
M = [yj, ,y°°] then M may be defined to be a diagonal matrix.
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Example 2 Output Regulator Problem
Consider the open-loop system discussed by Moore [AO]. The system 
matrices are defined as:
“ 1.25 0.75 -0.75
A = 1 -1.5 -0.75
1 -1 -1.25
B =
1 0 
0 1 
0 1
1 0  0 
0 0 1
Let the weighting matrix G = G and note that CB = I2. This plant is 
stabilizable but not controllable. For a finite-gain non-optimal system 
Moore chooses the following desired output directions:
Li “ c£i =
-0.9
0.32
y£ = cx2 =
1
0.1
corresponding to desired modes A 2 = -5 and A3 = -6 , respectively. These 
are taken below as the required asymptotically-infinite output directions 
and modes, and the Q and R matrices are determined.
For this problem CB = I2 and v^ = y\ thence 
“ 0.9 1
N =
and from (2.56)
0.32 0.1
Q = ( N Y  N" = (NNT)"
0.6687 1.1184
1.1184 10.767
(2.58)
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T i °° i R = ( N ) _1A N"1 =
0.0193 0.0238
0.0238 0.3718
Note that
T C QC
0.6687 0 1.1184
0 0 0
1.1184 0 10.767
and thus in the equivalent state regulator problem state 2 is not weighted. 
The time responses for this system are shown in figures 4 to 4eand these 
responses are discussed in the next section.
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2.7 Asymptotically Finite Modes
The expressions for the matrices Q and R were obtained by con­
sidering the behaviour of the m asymptotically infinite modes. The 
equations which determine these modes and the associated closed-loop 
eigenvectors were also obtained before. In the following the signi­
ficance of the remaining (n-m) asymptotically finite eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors is discussed and the defining equations are obtained.
This set of eigenvalues contains any uncontrollable modes. The 
relationship between the asymptotically finite closed loop poles (also 
referred to as optimal finite zeros) and the system zeros has been 
discussed by Kouvaritakis [3*f] and is summarised below.
Theorem 2.2 Asymptotically Finite Modes
The asymptotically finite closed-loop poles of a square minimum 
phase system S(A,B,C) are equal to the zeros of S(A,B,C). The 
asymptotically finite closed-loop poles of a square non-minimum phase 
system S(A,B,C) are given by the union of the set of left-half plane 
zeros of S(A,B,C) together with the set of the mirror images of the 
right-half plane zeros of S(A,B,C) about the imaginary axis.
Proof: The proof given by Kouvaritakis £3*0 depends upon the augmented 
system S(A*,B*,C*) defined in appendix 1. The system zeros are 
defined in appendix 3.
Note that the cross-product weighting matrix does not affect the 
above results (Appendix 1) even when the assumption made in section 2.5 
does not hold.
It will now be shown that if the plant is assumed to be minimum 
phase the asumptotically finite eigenvectors lie within the kernel of 
C. Thus uncontrollable modes for example, will not be present in the 
output responses which is a highly desirable practical objective. The 
following theorem, developed by Kwakemaak is now required on
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the maximum achievable accuracy of regulators.
Theorem 2.3 Maximum Achievable Accuracy
Consider the stabilizable and detectable linear system 2.1, 2.2
(B and C full rank) with criterion 2.36 (Q, R > 0 and G = 0) then
lim J(u) = 0, if and only if, the transmission zeros of S(A,B,C) lie 
y->o
in the open left-half complex plane [41, 42]
Corollary 1 Asymptotically Finite Eigenvector Directions
The asymptotically-finite eigenvector directions {x?} for the 
minimum phase plant W(s) lie within the kernel of C, that is Cx? = 0, 
for j e (1,2,___,n-m}.
Proof: The output may be expressed [40] in terms of the eigenvalues
Xj (the asymptotically finite eigenvalues are assumed distinct) and
eigenvectors x_j as follows:
n m Xity(t) = Z Cx. (£. x J  e j=l "I 3 ~°
(2.59)
rnwhere p^ ... g^] = [x^ X £ ,.... x^l”1, Assume now that Cx^ ^ 0 and
since Xq is arbitrary, assume that the output contains a non-zero term
in e^*. Each output component is therefore composed of n linearly-
independent terms on C(0,«) and at least one component must include a
term in e“^'t. The cost-function weighting matrix Q > 0 and thus
lim J(u) ^ 0 =t»W(s) is not minimum phase. It follows from the 
y-K>
contradition that Cx^ = 0.
Corollary 2 First Order Multivariable Structure
The closed-loop transfer function matrix T(s) for the square 
system S(A-BK°°, B, C) is of first-order type [43, 44j .
Proof: The closed-loop eigenvalues are assumed distinct and thus the 
matrix A-BK°° has a simple diagonal structure and T(s) may be expressed 
in the dyadic form:
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Tn Cx._z. B m a. T
T(s) = i=i W  = 3h  T i ^ T ^  (2'60)
where.the set of dual eigenvectors is denoted by {z^} and the 
asymptotically finite eigenvectors (belonging to the kemal of C) have 
been omitted in the second summation. A square multivariable system 
that has the dyadic structure in 2.60 was defined by Owens [43] to be 
of first-order type.
Theorem 2.4 Asymptotically Finite Eigenvector Directions
Consider the optimal control problem described in theorem 2.3 and 
assume that the plant S(A,B,C) is minimum phase, and the assumptions 
given in section 2.5 hold .The (n-m) asymptotically finite eigenvalues
and eigenvectors are related to the system zeros and zero directions
as follows:
(a) The (n-m) asymptotically finite eigenvalues {A°} are equal to the 
(n-m) zeros of the system S(A,B,C).
(b) The asymptotically finite eigenvector x° > corresponding to the
eigenvalue A°, is identical (except possibly for magnitude) to the
state zero direction u k , corresponding to the zero X?.
o A 00 o(c) The asymptotically finite input vector = -K x. is identical
(except possibly for magnitude) to the input zero direction a?, 
corresponding to the zero A°.
Proof: Part (a) follows immediately from theorem 2.1. From
corollary 1 of previous section the asymptotically finite eigenvalue 
A? and eigenvector x? satisfy
(A?I - A + BK°°)x? = 0 | A? | < oo (2.61)3 -J J
Cx° = 0, for j e {1,2,...,n-m} (2.62)
The definitions of zeros and zero directions are given in appendix 3. 
Note that the above equations are satisfied for a given limiting gain
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matrix K (as p-K)). It follows from theorem A3.2 in appendix 3 that 
A? is a zero of the system S(A,B,C) and x° is the corresponding state 
zero direction. Conversely, if (A?,x?) denotes a zero and state zero 
direction of the system S(A,B,C) and if this zero is assumed to have 
unit algebraic and geometric multiplicity [45], then the vector w? is 
unique (except for magnitude). Thus, identify w? = x? and part (b) of 
the theorem follows. Finally, part (c) of the theorem follows from a 
similar argument, given the above assumption.
The following theorem holds for a more restrictive set of 
conditions.
Theorem 2.5 (Harvey and Stein [ 35]  ^1978)
Consider the LQP optimal control problem described in section 2 
with the additional assumptions that the plant is controllable and 
observable and minimum-phase. Also assume that the transmission 
zeros of W(s) do not belong to the spectrum of A and are distinct.
As p-K) the (n-m) finite closed-loop eigenvalues {\°} and associated 
input vectors v? are defined by:
W(X°)v? = 0 |X°| < « (2.63)
and the corresponding closed-loop eigenvectors x° are given by:
x? = (A?I - A)"1Bv? (2.64)— J 3 n —J
for j e {1;2,...,n-m}.
Proof: From equations (2.40) and (2.45) the (n-m) finite eigenvalues 
satisfy (as p-K))
WT (-X°)QW(\°)v ° = 0, for j e {1,2,...,n-m} (2.65)
The stable closed-loop eigenvalues must therefore satisfy (2.64). 
The closed-loop eigenvector (2.65) follows directly from corollary 
A2.1 and theorem A2.2 in appendix 2.
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The results of this section for minimum phase plants may be 
summarised as follows. As p-K) (n-m) closed-loop eigenvalues 
remain finite and approach either the transmission zeros of W(s) or 
invariant zeros of S(A,B,C). The system has the desirable charac­
teristic that all uncontrollable modes (assumed less than n-m) 
become unobservable. The closed-loop transfer function matrix for 
the system, as p-K), has a simple dyadic structure and the system is 
of first-order type. The asymptotically finite eigenvector 
directions define (A,B) invariant subspaces [46,47] in the kernel 
of C.
The situation described above is not the same as that discussed in 
section.2.5, regarding the asymptotically-infinite modes. These modes 
and the corresponding eigenvectors are determined by the weighting 
matrices which are specified by the designer (via the (X^v^) pairs). 
However, the asymptotically finite modes are determined by the plant 
structure. The zeros and zero directions may only be varied by 
changing the combinations of inputs and outputs from the plant which 
may not be possible. The above results are nevertheless useful in 
design since they allow the (n-m) asymptotically closed-loop 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be calculated before the weighting 
matrices are chosen.
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Example 3 Calculation of the Asymptotically Finite Modes
The finite zeros and zero directions, for the output regulator 
problem may be determined using the results of Kouvaritakis and MacFarlane [48] 
The invariant zeros are found by determining matrices N and M such that 
NB = 0, CM = 0 and NM = I , and then computing the eigenvalues of the 
matrix NAM. Thence, NAM = -0.5 and the system has the invariant zero 
Si = -0.5. [49]. Notice that this zero corresponds with the position of the 
uncontrollable mode. The transfer-function matrix has the form:
W(s) = P0Cs)
"(s + 0.5) (s + 2.25) 0
(s + 0.5) (s + 0.5)(s + 1.25)
Sil - A B *i
c o_
where PQ(s) = (s + 0.5)(s + 1.25)(s + 2.25). Clearly the assumption that 
the zero does not belong to the spectrum of A does not hold in this example, 
The state and control zero directions can be found from the more general 
theorem 2.4. These directions may be calculated as follows:
= 0
thence
X! = [0 4 0]T
£1 = [3 -4]T
The above invariant zero is also an input decoupling zero for the plant
(the number of input decoupling zeros = rank defect of the controllability 
matrix = 1).
The time responses for various values of y, are shown in figures 4d
Tto 4e. The initial state is assumed to be = (0 0 1) . As y tends
to zero the two outputs tends to zero almost everywhere. However, the
uncontrollable mode has a dominant influence on state 2. This clearly
indicates that the eigenvector corresponding to the uncontrollable
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mode belongs to the kernel of C. It is also evident that this eigenvector 
direction does not change significantly for finite non-zero y, since the 
uncontrollable mode does not dominate the outputs for such values of y. The 
system responses compare'favourably with those obtained by Moore [40] 1
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Fig. 4: State and Output Responses
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Fig. 4: State and Output Responses
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2.8 Locus of the Closed Loop Poles as y Varies
An initial finite-value for y may be selected by choosing the 
distance of the faraway closed-loop poles to the origin and by using 
the relationship established in Appendix 4. If for example this 
radius or distance is chosen as r^, then y^ becomes:
y,. = —  (a2 det Q/det R)2m (2.66)
rf
where a is the coefficient of s in the zero polynomial W(s); that is, 
a = det CB. In example '-'"2 det Q = 5.95, det R = 0.00661, r^ = 5.5, 
m = 2 and a = 1, thence y^ = 0.996 (Figure 5).
The values of Q, R and y^ so defined, are good starting points 
for a design, however, it is very likely that the value of y^ will 
need modification. A suitable value for y^ may be selected from optimal 
root-loci plots for the system [j3, 55]. The root-loci start at the 
points for which y-*», which correspond to low feedback gains. In this 
case the closed-loop poles approach either the open-loop stable poles 
for the plant, or the mirror images of the open-loop unstable poles.
These results are summkrized in Appendix 2.5. The root-loci tend 
towards either the plant zeros or the infinite zeros, as y-K). This 
case was discussed in previous sections and corresponds to the use 
of high state-feedback gains Q>0j.
It is clearly desirable to have an efficient root locus plotting 
program. Such a program may be developed using the primal-dual system 
discussed in Appendix 1 and a multivariable root locus plotting 
package (as discussed by Kouvaritakis and Shaked [51]). However, in 
the present design method the alternative approach of calculating 
the eigenvalues of the closed loop system matrix Ac = A - BK is more 
desirable, since eigenvectors may also be easily calculated. Efficient 
algorithms are readily available for eigenvalue/eigenvector calculations.
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The gain calculation poses more of a problem since the gain must be 
calculated for each value of p. An approximate expression for the 
gain matrix is obtained in Appendix 6 and this enables the solution of the 
steady-state Riccati equation, for each yn , to be avoided. The results 
in this Appendix are particularly useful for hand calculations when y 
is small.
For machine computation a more efficient method of calculating the 
optimal gain matrix K(y) is required than repeatedly solving the steady 
state Riccati equation. Such a technique based upon a parameter 
imbedding solution of the Riccati equation, due to Jamshidi et al [56- 5^ 
is summarised in Appendix 7. This approach enables the gain matrix 
to be calculated for all values of y within some interval [yQ ,y^ ,] and 
involves only the solution of one steady-state Riccati equation and one
ordinary differential equation.
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2.9 The Case When C'B is Not Full Rank
The situation when the first M2r.kov parameter (CB) is not full rank 
is in; general much more complicated than that described previously. The 
equations which determine the Q and R weighting matrices may still be 
derived but the Q matrix must be calculated using an iterative algorithm. 
However, there is an important class of special cases where some of the 
Markov parameters are not full rank and yet the weighting matrix 
calculations are again relatively straightforward. For simplicity in 
the following assume that the weighting matrix G = 0.
Consider the situation where the first two Markov parameters are 
zero (as in the following example), that is Mq = CB = 0 and Mi = CAB = 0.
At least m closed loop poles approach infinity as y tends to zero[37jrand 
these are determined by the higher order terms in equation 2.47:
p 2FT (-s)RF(s) = U 2(R - r4-s- « C A 2B)TQCA2B + 0(l/s)) (2.67)
Assume S3 = ys3 remains finite as y 0, then
FT (-s)RF(s) (R - iy ((CA2B)TQCA2B)) (2-68)
If CA2B is of full rank then the analysis in section 2.5 
may be repeated to obtain:
Q = C(CA2BN)T)“ 1(CA2BN)’':l (2.69)
R = (NT)"1aTn”1 (2.70)
where
AT A diag-{l/(X“ ) e, l/(X” ) e, ..., l/(^” )6} (2.71).
In the more general case where the first k Markov parameters are zero 
and M^ - CA^B is full rank, the above expressions become:
Q = ((CAkBN)T)":1(CAkEN)'"1 (2.721
R = (NT)- 1^ +iN_1 (2.73)
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c A  ■ , det (C.Aj?B.) = -4.2692
where
\ +1 A (-l)k diag'{(lAT)2(k+1), .... a/x”)2(k+1)}
Systems of the above type have more than k cascaded dynamical elements
k+ibetween the inputs and the outputs (recall that = lim s W(s)).s***5
Example 4 Dynamic Ship Positioning Control System
This example is based upon the dynamic ship positioning control problem 
described in detail in Chapter 5. From the state space equations we note
that = 0, = 0 but A ^ B ^  *-s full rank reflecting the fact that
there are three dynamic cascaded elements between inputs and outputs. Thus, 
0.84243 0.4216
5.0654 -2.5327
and the weighting matrices may be calculated using the previous results. 
Consider the case when the control signal for the first input must be 1.5
times faster that that for the second input. For non-interaction between
_ CO COthe two sets of third order modes choose N = I2 and let Ai = 1.5, a 2 = 1.
From 2(69 to 2.7
“ 6, (lA?)6) -I
R = A7 = diag {0.08779, 1.0}
“ 1.75974 -0.175545
Q = -0.175545 0.04869
and det Q = 0.05487 > 0. The dominant time constant for the closed-loop
system should be approximately 10 seconds. A suitable value of y2 is 1.
00 00For inputs responding with the same speed choose Ai = Xz - 1« Then Q 
remains as above but R = diag {l.O, 1.0}. (For time response plots see 
Chapter 5.)
A 3 = diag {(I/A1) I/A2 } = diag {0.08779, 1.0} 1
“  45 -
.10 Conclusions
A design method has been described for optimal output regulating 
systems which enables the performance criterion weighting matrices to 
be specified. The designer chooses a desired set of input directions, 
corresponding to the fast modes, and a desired set of eigenvalues
COiX.7y}. There are various ways of selecting these quantities. For 
example, the eigenvalues may be chosen to achieve relative bandwidth 
requirements and the corresponding input vectors may be chosen to decouple 
the modes.
After Q and R are specified there remains freedom in the choice of 
the cross-product weighting matrix G and in the selection of y. The G 
matrix may of course be set to zero if desired and y may be calculated 
using (2.66). However, it is better to select this latter quantity using 
an optimal root loci diagram for the system. The most desirable set of 
closed-loop eigenvalues may then be determined.
A feature of the above design method is its simplicity, however, 
additional design objectives may be met with some increase in complexity. 
For example, by modifying the performance criterion appropriately 
a desired degree of stability may be achieved for all values of y. 
Alternatively, after selecting Q, R and y the closed loop eigenvalues 
may be shifted to more desirable locations using the technique developed 
by Solheim
The design method results in a system which has very desirable 
characteristics under the limiting condition y «*■ 0. The hope must be 
that the system maintains these characteristics as y increases and examples 
have indicated that this is the case. This is a point which clearly 
deserves more investigation. An important asymptotic property of the 
optimal system is that uncontrollable modes become unobservable . The 
remaining closed loop eigenvalues lie on the negative real axis and can
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be made fast as desired by letting U •* 0. The closed loop transfer 
function matrix for the system has a simple dyadic structure and is of 
first order type in this limiting case.
There are several areas for future research. For example, if the 
plant is non-minimum phase the results given in section 5 regarding the 
asymptotically finite eigenvector directions and input directions do 
not apply. Current research is concerned with the situation discussed in 
section 7 where some of the Markov parameters are rank deficient. The 
additional freedom offered by the G matrix will be illustrated in a 
future applications paper on ship positioning.
A further useful property of the system described above is 
that the system would have a known degree of robustness to parameter, 
variations [lOlJ. As described recently by Postlethwaite et al [99] 
and Sofonov et al [loo] the robustness of a closed loop system can 
be quantified by the use of the return difference singular values 
(principal gains). A modification to the design algorithm steps would 
be to use the above ideas instead of the time response simulation.
Thus, to decide upon the weighting matrices selection through an 
iterative procedure which provides the closed loop system with the 
desired frequency response characteristics and also good disturbance 
rejection properties.
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CHAPTER 3
Finite Time Optimal Control for Discrete Time Systems
3.1 Introduction
A new method of solving finite-time optimal control and filtering 
problems in the complex frequency domain has been introduced recently by 
Grimble (61-66]. The approach has enabled new optimal finite-time filters 
and smoothing filters to be defined having properties somewhere between 
those of the Kalman and the Wiener filters [64-66). The solution of the 
finite-time optimal control problem in the s-domain (for continuous time 
plants) provided useful s-domain forms for the controllers.
In the following the discrete-time optimal control problem is consider­
ed for a finite optimisation interval. This work was prompted by current 
interest in self-tuning regulators and the discussions in the literature 
concerning various control strategies £67-68). The object is to provide a 
derivation of the z-domain optimal controller and to give an example of 
the calculation procedure.
It is known that a closed form solution to the infinite-time optimal 
control problem can be obtained by working in the z-domain [69]. An equi­
valent result is obtained here for the solution to the finite-time optimal 
control problem. This is the first general solution, to the finite-time 
free end point problem, obtained in the z-domain. The results are very 
similar for the two cases and the solution to the finite-time problem in­
cludes the solution to the infinite-time problem. The technique described 
allows for the presence of an end-state weighting term in the cost function. 
The method of solution can also be modified to deal with the finite-time 
problem where either some or all of the states at the final time are 
specified [63].
The derivation of the expression for the optimal control is obtained 
as follows. The time-domain gradient of the cost function is calculated
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and this is equated to zero to obtain the optimum. This equation is 
transformed into the Z-domain using the Z-transformation and is solved for 
the optimal open loop control. If the optimal closed-loop system is re­
quired the time varying feedback gain matrix can be obtained from this 
Z-domain result, using the initial value theorem.
3.2 The Plant Description
The constant linear system to be controlled may be represented in 
either discrete state equation form or in convolution summation form. It 
is important to note that a state space description of the plant is not 
necessary and that a transfer function model is all that is required. How­
ever, it will be convenient to introduce the problem using a state equation 
model. The relationship between the z-domain solution for the optimal 
control signal and the usual state feedback solution, via the Riccati 
equation, may then be established.
To ensure the controllers are stable, in the limiting case where
T ->■00, it is assumed that the plant is stabilizable and detectable [i4[ and 
may be represented by the system S(A,B,C):
The time delay kQA(kQ < N) is an integer time increment and the vectors 
x(i) e Rn , u(i) e Rm and y(i) e Rr. The matrix CQ C in the output 
regulator problem and Cq A I in the state regulator problem.
The state trajectory may be calculated, for all i > 0, using the 
convolution summation:
i.x(i+l) = Ax(i) + Bu(i-kQ), x(0) = Xq 
y(i) = Cx(i)
(3.1)
(3.2)
z(i) = C x ( i ) , for i = {0,1,2,... } (3.3)
i-1
x(i) = $(i)Ax + Z $(i-j)Bu(j-k ) -  -° j=0 -  0
where
(3.4)
$(i) A A1"1U(i-l) (3.5)
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and $(1) = I , $(i) = 0 for i £ 0. Equation (3.4) defines x(i) for all 
i > 0. For other values of time, outside the optimisation interval, 
x(i) A 0. The state response is given in operator form as follows:
x(i) = dji) + (D0W0u3 (i) (3.6)
where
d (i) A $(i + l)x (3.7)—u —  —o
(Wu)(i) i E 1'1 i(i-j)Bu(j) (3-8)
°" “  j=0
(D^) (i) A u(i-kQ) ’ (3.9)
Similarly the system response to be controlled, is given by:
£(i) = d(i) + (DqWu )(i) (3.10)
where d.(i) A CQdo (i), (Wu) (i) A (^tfu) (i) and the weighting sequence, 
w(i) A CQ$(i)B
A^ 0 for all i £ 0
An adjoint equivalent of the system operator is calculated in Appendix 
3 and has the form:
(W*e)(i) = wT (k-i)e(k) (3.11)
k=i+l
TThe impulse response of the adjoint system is w (-i) = 0 for all i £ 0, and
the adjoint system is non-causal. The adjoint of the delay operator is
defined in Appendix 1 0  as:
(D*u)(i) = u(i+kQ) (3.12)
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3.3 The Performance Criterion and Control Problem
The performance criterion to be minimised is quadratic and is measured 
over a finite time interval [70]. The criterion includes tracking error 
and control terms:
N-l
J(0,N) = e1 (N) F^ e (N) + E (eT (i+l)Qe(i+l) + uT (i)Ru(i)) (3.13)
i=0
where the constant, symmetric weighting matrices F,Q > 0 and R > 0. The 
criterion may be re-written in a more convenient form by ensuring £(0) = 0. 
Then (3.13) becomes:
J(0,N) = ZN (£T (i)Q1£(i) + uT (i)Ru(i)) (3.14)
i=0
where
Qi A Q + F6(i-N) (3.15)
and 6 (i) is the Kronecker delta function 6 (i) ^  0 for i ^ 0 and 6(0) = 1.
Since the optimal control u(N) = 0 the criteria (3.13) and (3.14) are
equivalent despite the unit time shift. Let the specified response of the
system, within the interval i e [1,N] be denoted by z, (i), and let the
1
error signal e(i) A z, (i) - z(i) for i e [1 ,N].—  di —
The calculation of the optimal control law has a much simpler form if
the optimisation interval is [0,<»] instead of [0,N]. Therefore the finite­
time problem is embedded in an d/fti ^  d a l  infinite-time problem. If the 
desired response z^(i) is chosen appropriately both problems have the same
solution for the optimal control in the finite interval [0,N-1]. Choose
z^(i) as follows:
z^i) = zdiCi)CU(i-l) “ U(i-N-l)) + C ^ C i - ^ U a - N - l ) ^  (3.16)
The last term in (3.16) represents the free response of the system
Co$(i-N)}^+  ^ for i > N. The error signal
^(i) A z^i) - z_(i)'
is clearly zero for all i > N, when u(i) = 0 for all i £ N. Clearly the
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optimal control signal u(i) = 0 for all i ^ N. Also note that the terminal
condition x . is unknown but x , = Ax , and x * may be calculated. The —n+1 —n+1 —n —n
fact that the optimal control signal is zero for i ^ N ensures that the 
control which minimizes J(0,°°):
J(0,°°) A lim J(0,n) 
n-x»
within the time interval [0,N-1], is the same as that which minimizes 
J(0,N).
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3.4 Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Optimality
The cost function is expressed below using Hilbert space notation.
The gradient of the cost function is then calculated using the usual 
variational argument [69]. Thus, from equation (3.14):
J(0,°°) = <£, + (3.17)r m
where the inner product is defined as:
<e, y>„ = Z°° <e(i), y(i)>F , (for e, y e H ) (3.18)
 r i=0 — “  r r
For practical purposes the space consists of those functions which are 
z-transformable.
The error function may be expressed in terms of the reference signal 
r(i) A z^(i) - cl(i) as:
e(i) = r(i) = (Dq Wu ) (i) (3.19)
The cost function may now be written as:
J(0,«) = <(r - Dq Wu ) , Qj(r - DqWu )>h  + <u, Ru>H
r m
= <u, W*Q1Wu>h - 2<u, W*D*Qxr>H 
m m
+ KL> + ^ * R— >H (3.20)r m
Note that the following property of the delay operator (Appendix 1°)
<Dq z , QDq z>^ = <z, DJQD z>„ = <z, Qz>„ was used.in simplifying (3.20).
r r r
The Gradient of the cost function, with respect to u, follows as:
<5J = 2<g, <5u >h  (3.21)
m
giving
g = (W*QxW + R)u - W*D*Qxr (3.22)
= (W*QW + R)u - W*D*Qr - W*D*F6 (i-N)e ' (3.23)
The final term in the gradient may be simplified as follows:
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(W*D*F<S(i-N)e)(j) = f° .wT (k-j)F6 (k+kQ-N)e(k+kQ)
k=j+l
= wT(N-ko-j)Fe(N)U(N-kQ-j-l)
= wT (N-k0-j)c (3.24)
where the vector c_ A Fe (N) can be calculated once = :c (N) has been 
determined. The gradient follows from (3.23) and (3.24) as:
g(i) = ((W*QW + R)u)(i) - (W*D *Qr)(i) - wT (N-kQ-i)c (3.25)
It may be shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality is
that the gradient must be zero over the optimisation interval [71], that is
j[(i) = 0 for all i > 0. (3.26)
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J,»b Derivation or i,nt; uptxiuctx 'juunm mgiiai jm u*.w ^
The solution for the optimal control signal is obtained below by
transforming the expression for the gradient (3.26) into the z-domain. The
transforms of each term are obtained in Appendices 10to 12.
g(z) = (WT (z_1)QW(z ) + R)u(z) - «T (Z-1)Z °Qr(z)
- WT (z-I)z 0 - N„ (3-27)
The condition for optimality (3.26) is that the gradient should be zero for
all positive time. Thus, the transform of the gradient over the positive 
time interval {g(z)}+ = 0, where
g(z) = {g(z)}+ + (g(z)}_ (3.28)
and
’*£(z)>+ = Z2(£(i)U(i)) » 0 (3.29)
The control signal u(z) can also be expressed as the sum of realisable and 
non-realisable transforms:
u(z) = {u(z)}+ + {u(z)}_ (3.30)
and since the optimal control signal is required to be realisable (u(z)}_ = 0 ,
TThe matrix (W (z_1)QW(z) + R) may be factorised using standard 
techniques [72,73,74]:
YT (z - 1)Y(z) = WT (z-1)QIV(z ) + R (3-31)
The matrix Y(z) is chosen to have a stable inverse and to have the same 
pole polynomial as W(z). This type of spectral factor was defined by Shaked 
and is called a generalised spectral factor [75]. Define the matrix M(z) 
as:
M(z) = W(z)Y(z)”1 (3.32)
and note from equation (3.27):
YT (z“1)"1g(z) = Y(z)u(z) - MT (z” 1)z °(Qr(z) + z -) (3.33)
Let the final term in this equation be denoted by:
N(z) = M^(z_1)z^°(Qr(z) + z —) (3.34)
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{YT (z”1)"1g(z)}+ = 0 
{Y(z)u(z)}+ = Y (z)u(z) (3.. 36)
(3.35)
The solution for the optimal control signal u(z) may be obtained by 
equating the transforms of positive time terms in equation (3.27) and by 
substituting from (3.35) and (3.36):
Assume that the reference signal r(z) is separated into terms containing
This is the desired expression for the open-loop optimal control 
signal. The first term is identical to that normally found for the solu­
tion of the infinite-time optimal control problem [76-79]. The remaining 
terms are introduced by the finite nature of the problem. If the end state 
weighting matrix is zero then £  = 0 and thence £ 2(z) = 0. The term £12 (z) 
has two functions. The first is to ensure the control signal is zero out­
side the interval [0,N-1]. This results from the problem specification 
which required that the solution of the finite-time problem be obtained 
from an equivalent infinite time problem. This equivalent problem was 
constructed so that the control would be zero outside the interval so that 
both problems would have the same solution. The second function of the 
£ 12(z) terms is to modify the control within the interval to achieve an 
improved finite time performance.
u(z) = Y(z)-1{NCz)}+ (3.37)
z ^ and those not containing z
-Nr(z) = r^z) + ^(z)z (3.38)
Now define the following vectors:
n n (z) = {MT (z “1)z °Qr (z )}o v J + (3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
and note that from (3 .37):
u(z) = Y(z)"1(£h(z) + £ 1 2(2) + £ 2 (2)) (3.42)
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3.6 Calculation of the Vector c_, Optimal System Response
The optimal control signal is completely determined by equation (3.42)
given the vector c. This vector depends upon the plant state at time
t = NA and an expression is obtained below from which this may be calcula­
ted. From the transform of equation (3.6):
x(z) = c^(z) + z °Mq (z ) (ni i (z) + ni2(z) + n2 (z)) (3..43)
where Mq (z) A Wq (z) Y(z )"1. From Appendix 3.4
112(i) = m^(N-k -i)£, for ie [0,N-kQ-l] (3.44)
Inverse transforming (3.43) and letting ni (i) = nii(i) + ni2(i) gives:
x(i) = d^i) + S ^ V 1 m0 (i-k0-j)ni(j)
j=0
+ m0 (i-k0-j) m^(N-ko-j)C^Fe(N) (3.45)
j=0
for ie[0,N]. Now define the following summations:
Ii(i-ko) = E ^ V 1 m0 (i-k0-j)nx(j) (3.46)
3=0
I2(i-k ) = Z ^ c f 1 m (i-k -j)mJ(N-ko-j) (3.47)
j=0
and
S(N - kQ) = I2(N - kQ) (3.48)
The state x^ of the system at time t = NA may be calculated using equation 
(3.45), since
[In + S(N - V cIFCoten = + + s CN- V cIF5 d (Nn  f3-49)
Note that this equation may be simplified further by separating Ii(N-kQ) 
into terms containing and those not containing this vector.’
It is interesting to look at the modes in the system response to see
how they are determined and how they differ in the finite time and infinite
time problems. Let PQ (z) be the characteristic polynomial of the plant W(z) 
and let the polynomial Pc (z) be defined by the equation:
Pc (z-l)Pc (z) = P0 (-z)P0 (2)|WT (z'1)QW(z) + R|/|R| (3.50)
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From (3.31):
|Y(z)| = /JRT Pc (z)/P0 (z) 
and from equation (3.32):
M(z) = W(z) . !■ = yCg}^ f Z)' • -adj|Y-(Z)| (3.51)
The poles of the system M(z) are the zeros of the polynomial Pc (z)*
From equation (3.45) the end point weighting term in £  will introduce both
unstable and stable modes into the system response since it involves the
system with impulse response M(i) (and characteristic polynomial Pc (z-1)).
However, for the present consider the finite time problem where the system 
has zero initial state, the plant is stable and the end point is not
weighted (so that c_ = x(o) = 0). From equation (3.45) the response is then
given by:
ft(i) = E ^ V 1 M (1 - k0 - j)nn (j) + Ex' V j M(i- kQ - j)niz(j) (3.52) 
j=l j=l
In the previous section it was noted that the term nn(j) is the same as
that obtained in the usual infinite time optimal control problem, the first
term in (3.52) must therefore contribute stable modes and the second term
must be the source of the unstable modes that are present in finite time
problems. Since the system M(z) is necessarily stable it is clear that
][Ui(j) must contain only stable modes and the signal ni2(j) must contain the
unstable modes. Equations (3.39) and (3.40) confirms this result:
nu(j) = ZI1[{MT (z-1)Qr0 (z)z °}+] (3.53)
n 12 (j) = Z'1[{MT (z_I)Qrn (z)z -N}+] (3.54)
As described in the procedure for evaluating these terms in Appendix 12
nxi(z) contains stable terms corresponding to the poles of r (z) and ni2(z)-  —o
Tcontains unstable terms due to the adjoint system M (z**1). The difference
_Nbetween the two cases is caused by the presence of the shift operator z 
in equation (3,54) which moves the adjoint system response into the 
optimisation interval [0,N], so that it contributes to ii_i2 (j D -
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3.7 Algorithm for the Solution of the Finite Time Problem
The steps to be taken in the calculation of the optimal open loop 
control and the optimal trajectory are summarised as:
1. Find Y(z) from YT Cz-1)Y(z) = WT (z"1)QW(z) + R
2. Find M(z) M(z) = WCzjfYCz)]-1 and M(j) = ZT1[MCz)]
T lco3. Obtain nn(z) from the partial expansion of M (z_1)Qr (z)z by—  —■0
selecting only those terms due to poles of r^(z)
4. Findnn(i) fromni2 (i) = ZI1[nu(z)]
T i ko5. Obtain n i2(z) from the partial expansion of M (z- )Qr^(z)z by
Tselecting only those terms due to poles of M (z"1)
6. Calculate ni (i) = n n ( i )  + ni2 (i) and £i (z) =n_ii(z) + n i 2 (z).
7. Calculate Ii(i-k ) A Z* * M(i-k - j)ni (j )
j=l
8. Calculate I2(i-ko) A M(i-ko-j)MT (N-ko-j) and S(N-kQ) = I2(N-k0)
j=l
9. Solve for x„ from (3.49):—n
[In + S(N-ko)C^FCo])^ = do (N) + Ii(N-ko) + S(N-ko)CTFZd (N)
10. Calculate C = FQ^CN) - X,,), S^Ci) = mT (N-l)C, n 2(Z) = Z[n (i)]
11. Calculate u(z) = [Y(Z) ] “1 [n_i (Z) + n 2(Z)] and u(i) = ZlHuCz)]
12. Calculate X(i) = d^i) + Ii(i-kQ) + I2(i-kQ)C
The one sided and not the two sided Z transform is needed to obtain 
the solution for the optimal control. This results from the fact that the 
optimal control consists of the transforms of positive time signals and for 
this class of functions the single sided and two sided transforms coincide. 
Several steps of the above algorithm can often be omitted, for example if 
the end condition is not weighted then F, £  and n2(z) are all zero.
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3.8 A Tracking Problem
Consider the following linear time invariant system in discrete state 
equation form:
3c(i+l) = ax(i) + u(i) |a| < 1
y(i) = Cix(i)
The optimal control performance criterion to be minimised is defined as:
N-l
J(0,N) = e(N)Fe(N) + Z e (i+l)Qe(i+l) + u(i)Ru(i)
i=0
where Q - q, R = 1 and F = f and the input time delay kQ is less than N 
(for a non-trivial case). The reference input (desired output) is assumed 
to be a step of height H:
r(i) = is[l N]
J '■o all other i
The open loop control law is calculated first.
$(i) = a1“1U(i - 1) and 0(z) = 1
WQ (z) = C$(z)B = c/(z - a)
z - a
v V m . ) .
The numerator may be factorised into the form:
-az_1(z2 - (1 + qc2 + a2)z/a + 1) = -az_1(z - a)(z - 1/a) 
The spectral factor Y(z) follows as:
Yfzl =n  J V  (z - a)
thus
-l _ ciM fz) = W (z)Y(z) = ©o K ' o v ' v ' a z - a
From equation (3..33) first calculate N(z)+ = nn(z) + iii2(z) + n 2(z) by 
substituting for r (z), ^n (z) as:
r(z) = rQ (z) + rn (z)z“N = y (l - z N)
r (z) = T  r (z) = 1o J z - 1 n z - 1
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thence
n u (z) = {MT (z-I)zkqr0 (z)}+ = {(f)\h a Zk 7 -7 1 *+
- _n -1/a 1V  1 - 1/a z - 1
,T, - k  k-Nn 12(z) = { M ' t z - ^ z ^ ' V n W ) ,  = { ( f V ^ p ^ T T T 1*
(a) _ i
i / “N+k N-k+1 , , , XT i-1/a z - za -1/a k-N 1
1 - az (1 - 1/a) z - 1
In the case where the end point weighting is zero £  = 0 and £ 2 (z) = 0.
Thus
u(z) = Y“1(z)[n11Cz) + n 12(z) + n2(z)]
z - a rra ^ _  TT -1/a 1 fa ^ -1/a2
= y  r ^ a [(i? CiqH 1 •- 17 a T ^ T  - y  c >qHCl/a - 1
-N+k N-k+1 , , _k-Nz - za -1/a z+ - < - J1 - az 1 - 1/a z - 1
The above expression for the open loop control may be written as 
u(z) = N1(z)ro (z) + N2(z).H
for which a closed loop expression can be derived, fig.3.1.
( .55)
H- N,(z) H— »-
Nj (z) w (z)
F (z)
r ■+<x)4 F (z) A ______ W(z)
Open loop system Closed loop system
FIGURE 1
u(z) = F2(z)H + Fi(z)(ro (z) - y(z) = F2(z)H + Fi(z)(rQ (z) - W(z)fl(z)
or
fl(z) = (I + Fi(z)W(z))-1Fi(a)H + (I + F1(z)Q(z))'1Fi(z)ro (z) (3.56)-  1
by comparison to (3.55) we have
Ni(z) = (I + F,(z)W(z))-1FI(z) N2 (z) = (I + F1(z)W(z))-1F2(z)-ll
or
Fj (z) = N!(z)(I - W(z)Ni (z))"1 F2 (a) = (I + Fj (z)W(z))N2 (z) (3.57)
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This shows that a closed loop, output feedback solution is possible for 
the discrete tracking problem.
The above closed loop solution to the finite time optimal control
problem is the first to use output feedback. The advantages of such a scheme
in comparison with the more usual state feedback solutions are obvious [82].
Recall that the usual solution to the finite time servomechanism problem
involves an optimal state feedback regulator with a time varying gain matrix,
fed from a time varying block which represents the adjoint system equations.
This latter block has an input from the reference signal. This realisation
of the optimal controller is considerably more complicated than that 
proposed here.
The controllers Fi, F2 are time invariant and are therefore simple to 
implement, whereas the time-domain solution involves time varying feedback 
gain matrices. The question therefore arises why the solution presented 
here differs from the usual solution and if there are any disadvantages.
The difference in the results is associated with the assumptions made 
regarding the initial state of the plant. In the above example this was 
assumed to be zero but it could have been included in the solution and 
would have resulted in an additional term in the control signal depending 
upon x ^  The closed loop solution would have changed this term but would 
have still resulted in a signal to be added to the output of the controller 
Fi depending upon the initial state.
In the event that the output matrix equals the identity matrix the 
expression for the control signal is the same as that obtained via the 
time-domain approach. However, the time invariant controller is obtained 
at the expense of adding the initial condition term. Now in tracking or 
servomechanism problems the response of the system to external reference 
inputs is of importance and the initial condition response may be neglected.
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This assumption is based upon the observation that if the system has a fast 
closed loop response initial conditions will also be regulated efficiently 
(assuming a controllable plant). In these circumstances the z-domain 
controller has considerable advantages since it is simple, time invariant 
and is valid for output feedback systems.
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3.9 A State Regulator Problem
In this section the state regulator problem is considered and an 
expression is obtained for the optimal control signal. For the state 
regulator CQ = In , z_(i) = x(i) and 3^ (i) = 0, for ie[l,N]. Thus, from 
equation (3.16) :
x^i) = $(i - N)U(i - N - 1 ) ^  (3.58)
The state reference can be defined as in section 3.4
T_(i) = *3 ^  ” i o (i:) f^0r i > °^
= $(i - N)U(i - N - l)Axn - $(i)U(i - 1)Ax q (3 .59)
Now $(i) = A1"1U(i - 1) and Zi($(i)) = $(z), and Zi($(i - N)U(i - N - 1)
- N= z $(z). Thence 
r(z) = z ^$(z)A;3^ i - $(z)Axq (3.60)
r (z) = -$(z)Ax (3.61)—o  —o
r (z) = $(z)Ax (3.62)—n v J v J -n
From (3.34) and (3.35):
nn(z) = fitz)^ (3.63)
ni2(z) = f2(z,N)3cn (3.64)
where
fi(z)i -{M^(z-1)Q4’(z)Azk°}+ (3.65)
fi(z,N) A {M^(z'1)Q$(z)Az >+ (3-66)
The following summations may now be defined by substituting into equation
(3.41)
111(N - k ) = EN’1C°‘1 m (N - k - j)fi(j) (3.67)
j=0
Iiz(N - kQ) = SN'k<>"1 m0 (N - kQ - j)f2 (j,N) (3.68)
j=0
The optimal control signal depends upon the state x^ which may be 
calculated as follows. From equation (3.44):
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(I + S(N - k )F)x = (d (N) + 111 (N - k )x + I12CN - k )x  ^n v oJ J-n v- o v J o —o 1 v cr-n
or if
^CN,k0) A (In - Ii2(N - k0) + S(N - k ^ F ) " 1^  + 1) + I11CN - kQ))
then (3.69)
(3.70)
The matrix ¥(N,ko) is a transition matrix for the optimally controlled 
system. For example, assume the delay kQ = 0 and let cj)(i,0) denote the 
state transition matrix for a closed-loop optimal system, employing the 
usual state feedback Kalman gain matrix, then <f>(i,0) = T(i,0). Note that 
T(0,0) = I . Also since the optimal system is asymptotically stable, under 
the assumption in sections 3.2 and 3.3 then lim T(N,0) = 0.
It remains only to calculate the term n2(z) in the expression ( 3.42) 
for the optimal control. From (3.24) and (3.46):
N-*»
c = Fe(N) = -Fx (3.71)
(3.72)
= -Zi ((£(N - k0 - i)F(U(i) - U(i - N + ko)))j^ (3.73)
This equation may be written in the form:
nz(z) = f3(z,N - ko)3^ (3.74)
The optimal control signal follows from equation (3.37):
fl(z) = Y(z)-1[fj(z) + (f2(z,N - ko) + f3(z,N - ko))f(N,ko)]xo (3.75)
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3.10 A State Feedback Solution to the Regulator Problem
An expression is obtained below from which the optimal control gain 
state feedback gain matrix may be calculated. First define a matrix 
Kj(z,N - kQ) from equation (3.75):
KiCz.N - k0) = Y(z)-1[£i(z) + (f2(z,N - ko) + £3(z,N - k0))'J,(N,k0)] 
then (3.76)
fi(i) = kj(i,N - k ^  (3.77)
To obtain an expression for the time-varying gain matrix the control action
through the optimisation interval must be considered. The control which 
minimises J(0,N) has an initial value of
u(0) = k x(0,N - kQ)x(0) (3.78)
The system and performance criterion weighting matrices are time-invariant 
and thus for some other initial time, say time i, the control to minimise
J(i,N) is
Ui(i) = kj(0,N - kQ - i)x(i) (3.79)
This may easily be shown to be the same as the optimal control within the 
optimisation interval [61] so that
u(i) = K(i)x(i) (3.80)
where
K(i) A kj (0,N - kQ - i) (3.81)
Alternatively, using the z-transform initial value theorem:
K(i) A lim Ki(z,N - kQ - i) (3.82)
z-x»
This expression provides an alternative to the Riccati difference equation 
by which the state feedback gain matrix may be calculated.
An output feedback solution to the optimal tracking problem may be
derived by using the open-loop solution (3.42) (with - 0) and the usual
relationship between open and closed loop controllers. This type of
solution is required in self-tuning control problems.
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Example 2 State Regulator Control Problem
Consider the following linear time-invariant system in discrete state 
equation form:
xi+l = axi + ui> l a l < 1 (3.83)
where a = 0.5 and the plant is thus stable and controllable. The optimal
control performance criterion to be minimised is defined as:
N-l .
J(0,N) = x Fx + £ x(i + 1) + u(i)Ru(i) (3*84)
n i=0
where Q = q, R = 1 and F = f. Let the input time delay be of magnitude kQ 
seconds (let A = 1 second). For a non-trivial problem kQ is assumed less 
than N. The open loop and one step control laws are required and the
state feedback gain is to be calculated from the former.
$(i) = a* *U(i - 1) and $(z) = z - a
W (z) = $(z)B = l/(z - a)
YT (z-1)Y(z) = W^(z-1)QWo (z) + R
_ (1 + q + a2) - az - az~1 
(z-1 - a)(z - a) (3.85)
The numerator polynomial above may be factorised into the form
-z_1a(z2 - C* + ^ + a z + 1 = -az-1(z - a)(z - 1/a) and if q = 65/28 thena
a = 1/7. This choice for q ensures the closed loop time response for the
infinite time problem includes terms in a1. Thence, letting Y(z) be
defined as a generalised spectral factor:
• y V * ) y ( z )  ■ f  g : i :  g g  = g  t 3 . 8 6 )
and
(3i87)
thus
M0 (z) = W0 Cz)Y(z)-1 = T r e 5J.
» f r z - > W ( z ) A  - (z-. -aT
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From equation ( 3 ..65) :L ICqf, (z) - - {Ccta) qz_________(z“ 1 - a) (z - a) +
k
= - (aa)J2q{-7r— -— -r- (7— -— 7 + -— j--- r-) }(1 - aa) (z - a) (z~J - a) +
■  - { r ^ T  r h >  * ■ o-««)
where y = 0 if k = 0 and y = 1 if k > 0  and m = 1 - y. Also define yi as o okoy! = a y + m. Thence, from equation (3.63):
ako+l
nn(z] = -gi(Yi + ^  (3 .89)
h hwhere gi A (aa) q/(1 - aa) = (a/a) (a - a). From equation 3.64:
, ^  ko-N
" I” *''1' {(1 - riij * (I'' ■ <,)».
- ko-N ko-N= C^a) q ,az + r_z . (3.90)(1 - aa) '•(z - a) (1 - az) +'
The final term may be simplified as follows:
ko-N z______
(1 - az)
, > - N - ko-N„ 2 2 N-k° N-*o,i-n %•} = z (1 + az + a z + ... + a z )f l z r +  v
-N+k0 N-k0+l z - za
(1 - az)
Thence, from equation (3.64):
ko-N-3. -N+k0-l N-k0
ni2(z) = gi((i . az-i) - f r f - F W  + (1 - z-‘7aT)2Sn (3‘91)
From equation (3. 74) :
fsCz.N - ko ) = -Zi(MT (n - kQ - i)f(UCi) - U(i - N + kQ)))
-N+k0 N-k0
= «lf=TTr«7 - W r ^ y  (3- W
and from equation (3.74):
N-k0-l _j -N+k0
n 2 (z) = - g z C(1a . z-'l / g  - (! :"£^75)-32n (3-93)
where g2 A (a/a) f. The time functions corresponding to the above terms 
may now be defined as:
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and
nn(i) = -gi(Yid(i) + a 0 U(i - 1))^
k0+i-N N-k0-i N-kn-in i2(1) = giC(a - a )U(i - N + kQ) + a 0 U(i))x
N-k0-l-in2(i) = -g2a (U(i) - U(i - N + k0))3^
m0 a) = ( S j V - V i  - 1)
The summation terms in (3.67) may be evaluated using the above 
results:
N-k -1 , N-kn-j-1 k0+j111CN - k ) = - Z (-) gia (Yi<S(j) + a U(j - 1)
j=0
N ^ o ”1 , . ,a.^ ko (1 - (a/a) 0 )A- - y  gia (Yi + fc)a ( I V -  )
and if kQ = 0 this result simplifies to
Iu(N) = -(f^gi I a)"* = “N - aN (3’94}
Similarly, from (3.68):
N ' V 1 a >5 , ,CN-k0-j)I12(N - k ) = £ <§) gia-V
j=0
2CN-k0)
and from (3.46):
S(N - k ) = £ © a0 j=0 a
(1 - a )
■ (i } gia (i"-"az)—
2(N-k0)= ra. (1 - az______ )_
(1 - a2)
Thence, from equation (3.69):
(aN + 111 (N-koY)
(•3.95)
(3.96)
f(N’ko) = (1 - Ii2(N - k0) + S(N - kQ)f) 
and
« h .o, . * < i . (. - « ) < . { © ?  * I  <= •” >
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Open Loop Control Signal
The optimal control signal follows directly from equation (3.75) and
the above results. To simplify the solution consider the case when the
delay is zero, then
u(z) = Y(z)_1[fi(z) + (f2(z,N) ;+ f3(z,N))’i'(N,0)]xo
, _ ,-z(a - a) . r az~N _ (z - a)z /a
“ (z) ( (z - a) ” (z - a) (z - a) (z - 1/a)
(z - a)zaN nVffl „
(z - a) (z - 1/a)-* *
. a (za^1 - z - ^ a - 1) (N.O)^a (z - a)(z - 1/a) -o
The control sequence, for all i £ 0, is given by:
u(i) = (-a1 (a - a) + (a -a) [aa1"1*"1 - a1" ^ 1
- (i I “f] a'1+N]V(N,0)U(i - N - 1)
+ aN (a - a) [a a1 + ~ “f] a-1]?(N.O)U(i)
-  ¥  (“i+N +
. Hf ( V - N  - a’i+N [* : a"1)t'(N)0)U(i - N)
It is a tedious but simple matter to show that u(i) = 0 for all i ^ N, as
_Nrequired. Clearly terms involving z in the expression for the control 
signal do not contribute to the control within the optimisation interval and 
may be neglected. Thence, u(z) simplifies to the following:
- f  ' z V „ ; } r - : !a o
The control sequence, for i e [0,N-1], becomes:
u(i) = (-a*(a - a) + aN y? -gy [(1 - aa)a-i - (a2 - aa)ai]T(N,0)(.1 - a )
N+lr -a f ^ + “'i'1 (3-99)
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The control and state trajectories for this example are illustrated in 
Figure 2. The above solution and the usual state feedback Riccati equation 
solution give identical trajectories, as required.
One Step Control Law
Consider the special case when N = 1, then the control at time zero 
becomes:
u(0) = (-(a - a) + -[~f CC1 - aa)a - (a - a)a]T(l,0)
-  I c“2 + (3-10°)
This one step control law may be simplified and written in the form:
u(i) = (n  C-l + aa + (1 + a)a2 - (2a + l)a3 + a**)li * ® J
- fa)x(i)/A (3.101)
where
A A 1 - aa + a2 + af/a 
This control law is time invariant and minimises, over each sampling 
interval the criterion:
J._(0,1) = x2(i + 1) (f + q) + u2 (i)
State Feedback Control Law
The state feedback control law may now be determined. From (3.76) and
(3.98) with kQ = 0, identify K(z,N) and note
lira K jCz .N) = -(a - a) + ((a - a) - |)aN¥(N,0)
N-*»
Thus, from equation (’3.82) the feedback gain matrix becomes:
K(t) = -(a - a) + ((a - ct) - |)aN_1¥(N - i,0) (3.102)cI
Note that the one step control law in (3.100) and (3.101) is equivalent to 
repeated use of K(0), as may be verified easily. Note that K(N - 1) given 
by the above results is the same as that from the Riccati equation:
K(N - 1) = -(q + f)a/(1 + q + f) (3.103)
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If the controller is to be used in a self-tuning control scheme there
exists the possibility of maintaining the closed loop pole, a, fixed or of
maintaining the weighting elements fixed. For example, assume that the 
parameter a is varying then a is chosen so that (1 + q + a2)/a = a + 1/a. 
Thus, either q may be assumed to vary as a remains fixed, or q may be fixed 
and a will be a variable. Thus, it is possible to achieve either an optimal 
control law (fixed q,r), or a suboptimal control law (fixed a) which main­
tains a fixed closed loop response. This latter controller will be termed 
an optimal pole assignment regulator. Note that this regulator is not the
same as those proposed by Wellstead [79]. At the end of each N second
interval an identification algorithm must provide the new parameter 
estimate a, however, it is not appropriate to consider this problem here.
Note that the above computation of the control law is rather compli­
cated, however, an algorithm has been developed which can be implemented 
using well-established numerical routines. This has been described for the 
dual filtering problem by Grimble [81].
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3.11 Conclusions
A solution to the discrete finite time optimal control problem was 
obtained and a z-domain representation for the controller was given. An 
output feedback transfer function solution was proposed which may be of use 
in self-tuning control systems. Note that the controller is expressed in 
terms of the plant parameters and it may therefore be combined with an 
explicit identification algorithm to obtain a form of self-tuning 
controller. It may also be possible ta use the discrete-time filter 
previously proposed [65], together with this control law, to obtain a 
solution to the stochastic optimal control problem. Consider, for example, 
the situation whereby output measurements are taken every N seconds but the 
control can be updated every second. The time invariant filter can provide 
the state estimate x(N|0) and the time invariant controller can use this as 
the initial state for the next time period. The advantage of such a 
controller is that it is time-invariant and is in transfer function form.
An expression was obtained for the optimal state feedback gain matrix 
in terms of the z-domain results. This provides a link between the z-domain 
controller and the usual time-domain state feedback solution. An examplei
was given to illustrate the solution procedure. This illustrated the 
flexibility of the technique and provided the open loop control signal in 
both weighting sequence and transfer function forms. The single step and 
state feedback control laws were also easily calculated. Note that the 
expression for the controller was obtained in terms of the plant parameters. 
There is, therefore the possibility of combining the control calculation 
with an identification algorithm to obtain a form of self-tuning controller. 
This is an area for future research.
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CHAPTER 4
The Design of Strip Shape Control Systems for a 
Sendzimir Mill
CHAPTER 4
The Design of Strip Shape Control Systems for Sendzimir Mills 
4.1 Introduction
It is only recently that the producers of flat rolled steel 
products have considered the use of closed loop control systems to 
control the flatness of the product. Shape control refers to control 
of the internal stress distribution in rolled steel strip so that 
sections of strip will lie flat on a flat surface. A typical shape 
defect is for the strip to have "long edge” which will manifest itself 
in a wavy edge to the rolled strip. Shape control became possible as 
a result of the appearance of several commercially available instruments 
for on line "shape" measurement [83J• Shape is the second largest 
single cause for the rejection of cold-rolled steel strip (gauge being 
the primary cause). Bad shape may sometimes be corrected by further 
processing but this is expensive [8^Q. The customers for rolled products 
are now in a "buyers market" and they may therefore specify closer shape 
tolerances. Thus, there are considerable economic pressures for the 
rapid development of automatic shape control schemes.
The internal stress distribution caused by a transverse variation 
in the gauge reduction is termed the "shape" of the strip and strip 
with a uniform stress distribution is said to have perfect shape [85] .
The differential elongation causing bad shape is caused by local 
mismatch between strip and work roll profiles under load. Shapemeters 
are normally placed from one to two metres from the roll gap and these 
measure the tension distribution across the lateral stress distribution. 
The first index of shape measurement was introduced in 1964 by Pearson 
[86]. He noted that from the users point of view errors in flatness
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are generally of more concern than residual stress and he defined 
shape as being given by (A£/(J£a))) 101* mons/unit width where A£ is the 
length difference between longitudinal elements of mean length Z 
spaced m across the strip.
Much of the early work on shape control was conducted by Sabatini, 
Woodcock and Yeomans [87-89] and Wistreich [90] at the British Iron 
and Steel Research Association. More recently Spooner and Bryant [85,9i 
have shown how correct scheduling and set up procedures improve the 
quality of strip shape and they have developed off-line models for 
shape control and scheduling. The proceedings of the Metals Society 
1976 conference on shape control [85] can be taken as a useful guide to 
the state of the art although many systems have been implemented since 
that time.
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The Sendzimir Mill
The cluster mill considered in the following study is shown in 
figure 1. It is 1.6 metres wide and is used for rolling stainless 
steel. The motor drives the outer second intermediate rolls, I, K,
L, N in figure 2. The transmission of the drive to the work rolls is 
applied through the inter—roll friction. All the inner-rolls (I to T) 
have thrust bearings and are free to float sideways. The outer-rolls 
(A to H) are supported by eight saddles per shaft, fixed to the mill 
housing. The saddles contain eccentric rings which can rotate in the 
circular saddle bores. These assemblies are used in the screw down 
and shape control mechanisms. The screwdown racks act upon assemblies 
B,C and F,G. The top assembly B,C has both screwdown and shape actuator 
eccentric rings. These actuators are referred to as As-U-Rolls by the 
manufacturers. A rack position change causes the screw down ring to 
rotate and thus the roll assembly moves towards or away from the mill 
housing. The screw down system enables the average load to be varied 
during rolling, without substantially bending the rolls.
The As-U-Roll eccentric rings on shafts B,C enable roll bending 
to be achieved, for shape control, during rolling. Each of the eight 
saddles on those two rolls has an extra eccentric ring which can be 
moved independently from the screw down eccentric ring. When the screw 
down system is operated the bearing shafts and screw down eccentrics 
rotate at all the saddles simultaneously but the As-U-Roll eccentrics 
do not rotate. Thus the bending profile set up by the As-U-Roll is 
maintained.
There is also provision for an indirect control of shape with the 
first intermediate rolls (OPQR). The top rolls, 0,P, are tapered at 
the front of the mill and the bottom rolls QR are tapered at the back
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As-U-Roll”
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of the mill. Moving these rolls axially in and out of the cluster 
controls the pressure at the strip edges within certain limits.
As mentioned previously the screw down and As-U-Roll eccentrics 
(even though they have the same common shaft) are non-interactive.
The shape control system proposed involves the continuous use of 
As-U-Rolls but only intermittent use of the first intermediate rolls. 
This approach simplifies the design stage.
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Sendzimir Cold Rolling Mill
4.3 The Shape Measurement Sub system
Comparing the various types of shape measuring devices [84] the 
Lowey Robertson Vidimon shapemeter [92] and the ASEA Stressometer 
shapemeter [93] seem to be the most reliable and successful. The 
latter is considered here since it is employed on the mills of interest. 
The stressometer measuring roll, figure 1, is divided into a number of 
measuring zones across the roll. The stress in each zone is measured 
independently of that in adjacent zones with magneto-elastic force 
transducers which are placed in four slots equally spaced in the roll 
periphery. The periodic signals from each zone are filtered and the 
stress a(x) in each zone is calculated. The average stress a is 
calculated and the difference Aa(x) = a(x) - ao is displayed on a 
separate indicator for each zone. These signals are also available 
for feedback purposes.
The shapemeter filter is changed with the line speed and the 
dominant time-constant may have one of five different values in the 
range 4.35 to 0.11 seconds. The smoothed signals appear to contain a 
white noise component. The number of measuring zones which are operat­
ing depends upon the width of the strip.
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4.4 Static Model of the Mill
To enable us to design a shape control scheme an analysis of the 
rolling stand is needed. This model has already been developed by 
Gunawardene, Grimble, Thomson [95]. The static model includes all the 
mechanical force-deformation relationships. These are both non-linear 
and schedule dependent.
Considering a small perturbation in an actuator setting the 
stress profile across the strip is calculated and thus mill gains can 
be obtained for the given operating point. These gains are used in 
the dynamic model of the mill, and are valid for small variations around 
the operating point. If the strip shape deviates significantly from 
the original point, used to obtain the gains, the non-linear nature of 
the actual plant would have to be considered.
A set of linearized gains are given below between the 8 actuators 
and 8 equally spaced points across the strip width. It relates the 
shape output at the roll gap and the actuator change.
3.79 3.46 -0.75 -1.44 -1.38 -1.18 -1.56 -0.96
1.30 2.30 1.03 -0.41 -0.62 -1.43 -1.60 -0.87
-0.44 0.86 1.88 0.67 0.23 -1.04 -1.33 -0.80
-1.02 -0.75 1.29 1.61 1.35 -0.10 -1.34 -0.96
-0.96 -1.34 0.10 1.35 1.61 1.29 -0.75 -1.02
•-0.80 -1.33 -1.04 0.23 0.67 1.88 0.86 -0.44
-0.87 -1.60 -1.43 -0.62 -0.41 1.03 2.30 1.30
-0.96 -1.56 -1.18 -1.38 -1.44 -0.75 3.46 3.79
If the strip is centred across the mill then G^ has the
O I
where g. are column vectors and g. has the same elements as g. but 1 1 1
in reverse order.
By the definition of the shape, as the deviation in the tension * 
stress from the mean, the average value across the strip must be zero 
ie the column sum must be zero:
8
Z g = 0  V j e{l,2, ..., 8} (4.2)
Also the row elements sum to zero since if each shape actuator is changed 
by the same amount there will be no effect on the strip shape but only 
change in the strip thickness.
8
L i  gij = 0 V is{1.2,3,4,... ,8} (4.3)
The elements of the matrix vary with the type of the coil 
being rolled and with the particular pass of the coil as mentioned 
above. For a different pass becomes:
m
3.9 1.8 -0.5 -1.3 -1.3 -0.7 -0.6 -0.3
1.3 3.9 0.7 -0.1 -1.2 -1.3 -1.1 -0.8
-0.3 0.2 1.7 1.5 -0.4 -1.0 -1.0 -0.7
-0.9 -0.8 0.9 1.6 1.0 -0.5 -1.0 -0.7
-0.8 -1.1 -0.3 0.5 1.9 0.8 -0.7 -0.5
-0.7 -1.0 -0.9 -0.6 1.2 1.6 0.2 -0.2
-0.8 -1.1 -1.2 -1.3 “0.5 0.9 3.4 0.9
-0.5 -0.8 -0.7 -1.0 -1.4 -0.4 1.5 2.8
(4.4)
These gain matrices obtained from the static model program 
contain numerical discrepancies, however, using the symmetry properties 
^g 4-2, 4.3) these errors can be reduced. That has been done in the 
case of matrix Gm in 4.1. The control design should be able to cope 
with this kind of innacuracy in G^.
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4.5 State space description
The basic components of the Sendzimir mill shape control system 
are depicted in figure 1 and in block diagram form in figure 3 . The 
description of each subsystem follows.
The back up roll actuators are non interacting and each is 
represented by a second order system, assumed to be an integrator 
accompanied by a cascaded time constant. Because there are position 
feedback loops around each of the actuators their transfer function 
can be chosen as:
Ta(s) = %
(1 + 0.2s)2 
The state space equations become:
(4.5)
2ta(t) ~ Aa x^(^) + Bau^(t) 
y^(t) = Ca xa (t)
(4.6)
(4.7)
with X-a(t), ]£a(t) e R° and the matrices A a , Ba, Ca are in block 
diagonal form. Each block has the form:
I—Jo( 0 ~
A = B =a -25 -10 a 25L '
C = I 1 a 1 (4-8)
The next subsystem is the mill cluster. Here it is assumed that the 
dynamics are so fast as to be neglected relative to the rest time 
constants in the system. Thus any change in the As-U-Roll actuators 
has an instantaneous effect on the stress distribution at the roll gap, 
For this linear model the gain matrix Gm, relating the actuators move­
ment to the strip stress, is used. The evolution of Gjq was discussed 
in section 4.4. The mill equation then is:
^(t) = Gm ya (t) (4.9)
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(4 .10)
The vector represents shape disturbances due to changes
of the input shape profile or changes of the strip gauge profile, 
material hardness or thermal camber. For the present study the 
number of the outputs y^t) are taken equal to the number of the 
actuators (eight,8). This number can be different in the control 
design because the shape profile is usually parametrized and then a 
matrix G,^ which’ is a function of the parameters can be used. A 
further discussion on this matter follows in the parametrisation 
section which follows.
There is not considerable interaction from the gauge control 
system of the mill since the screw down system on a Sendzimir mill 
doesn't involve roll bending, in contrast with four high mills.
The dynamics of the strip exiting from the roll gap to the shape 
meter is under debate. Previous workers suggest a representation either 
as a pure delay or as a simple lag [96]. Experience from the plant 
suggests that both effects are present to a certain degree. In our 
model the state equations become:
The matrices AS,BS,CS depend upon the strip dimension and the mill 
speed, ie they are schedule dependent. A convenient representation 
to model the above dynamics is by a second order transfer function for 
each zone of the strip. By choosing this TF to be a simple lag and a 
Pade approximation for the time delay both effects are taken into 
* account [96]. Through simple response tests on the mill the above 
transfer function may be identified. Thus
xs(t) = As xs(t) + Bsym(t) 
IsCt) = Cs _2s(t) 
y^ct) = ys (t - T)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
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T s (s) = ---(1_^st/2)------  i 8 { u u )
(1 + sf/2) (1 + STi)
with t  = D/v and t i  = D^/v, v is the strip speed in metres/second,
D = 2.91 m the distance from the roll bite to the shapemeter and 
Di = 5.32 m the distance between the coiler and roll gap.
Finally the last block, the shapemeter, forms the output subsystem 
and a number of independent second order transfer functions are used
as candidate representations. The shape measurement noise consists
of a sinusoidal part proportional to the speed of the measuring roll 
and a wide band component. This noise signal vector Vj)(t) is assumed
/ /  9 2to be white noise plus a coloured noise with spectrum $ o M s + w o) •
The state equations are:
io(t) “ A p ^  Ct) + B0y^(t) (4 .15)
£o(t) = CoX/t) (4 .16)
zo(t) = yo(t) + v(t) (4 .17)—0
The matrices b o » Cq are speed dependent and are switched by the 
shapemeter electronics.
In transfer function form:
To(s) = _________ 1____________ i8 .18)
(1 + stq) (1 + 0,01s)
and the time constant to is 1.43s for speed up to 2 m/s, tq = 0.74s 
for up to 5 m/s and tq = 0.3s for 15 m/s. These time constants of 
the filter are switched so that the maximum ripple on the shape measure­
ment signal doesn’t exceed 16%.
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The combination of the state equations provides the total state 
space description of the system:
X(t) = A 2X(t) + A2X(t - t) + Bu(t) + D ^ ( t )  
Z0(t) = C X (t) + V^t)
(4.19) 
(4 .20)
A 0 0 0 0 0a
Ai = BsGniCa A s 0 a 2 0 0 0
0 0 A 0_ 0 BoCs 0
Ba 0 Xa(t)
B = 0 C = [o 0 Co] D = Bs X(t) = Xs(t)
0 0 x0(t)
To use the above differential-difference equation in a model for 
the mill, will complicate the control design procedure. At the
same time it is considered that this approach does not gain greater 
insight in the system behaviour. It is better to use^ an ordinary 
differential equation by use of the already mentioned Pade approxim­
ation to the time delay. Thus the equations to be used for control 
design become:
x(t) = Ax(t) + B u  (t) + D vm (t) 
£ 0(t) = C x (t) + y^t)
(4.21) 
( 4 22)
A a 0 0
A = BsGmCa A s 0
0 B0CS A 0
The A matrix being lower triangular allows some computational 
simplifications. The system Markov parameters are given by
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M0 = CB =  0  
Mx =  CAB =  0
M2 = CA2 B = CoBoCgBgGjnCaBg^
The matrix M2 is full rank if the matrix Gjq is full rank.
This state space description of the mill forms the basis of the 
dynamic model simulation. For control design the transfer function 
form of the plant is more convenient. Also the plant structure is 
indicated far more clearly than in the time domain equations. As was 
already noted all the.dynamic elements are non-interactive. The As- 
U-Roll actuators are modelled by eight non-interactive second order 
transfer functions. As the strip is represented by eight zones the 
resultant system has eight effective outputs; this has the advantage 
that the system is square. Combining equations 4.5, 4.9,4.14 and 
4.18 the total plant transfer function matrix is obtained:
W(s) = . T g ( s )  Ts(s) Gm Ta(s) = n (s) Gjq ( 4 * 2 3 )
d(s)
where n(s) and d(s)-are the zero and pole polynomials respectively.
The plant is open loop stable, non-minimum phase and speed dependent.
The polynomials n(s) and d(s) take the form:
nA(s) = (1 - 0.727 s)
d (s) = [(1 + 0.2 s) 2(1 + 0.727 s)(l + 2.66 s) (1 + 43 s)(l + 0.01 s) ]A/
nm (s) = (1 - 0.291 s)
dm (s) = [(1 + 0.2 s)2 (1 + 0.291 s) (1 + 0.64 s) (1 + 0.74 s) (1 + 0.01 s)] 
Uh^) = (1 “ 0.097 s)
dh(s) = [(1 + 0.2 s) 2 (1 + 0.097 s) ( 1 + 0 . 355 s) (1 + 0.15 s)(l + 0.01 s)] 
for’the low, medium and high speed ranges respectively denoted by the 
subscripts I, m, h. In all cases n(0) = d(0) = 1.
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4.6 Parameterisation
The use of parameterisation of the shape profile presents several 
advantages and so is often used. As the shape profile is a smooth 
curve it can be parameterised by means of a low order polynomial.
This gives rise to a system with a small finite number of variables 
to control. The number of shape measurements varies with the strip 
width which also makes parameterisation desirable. This results in a 
system with the same number of effective outputs. For the following 
discussion it will be assumed that there are eigjht shape outputs, 
as in the described dynamic model. Using orthogonal polynomials 
simplifies the calculations and the effect of increasing the number 
of parameters (ie increasing the order of the polynomials) is very 
easy to deduce.
Let (Pi(w)} to be a set of orthonormal polynomials and 
w e [-1,1] represent the distance across the strip width measured 
from the mill centre line. The shape profile may be written:
kS(w,t) = Z pWw) y£(t) (4.24)i=l
where k is the number of polynomials used and y^(t) the ith parameter 
used to describe the shape at time t. From physical consideration up 
to fourth order behaviour may be expected thus k = 4. Also from the 
definition of shape, as the deviation from the mean, there is no need 
to include a constant term or zero order polynomial. Let zj(t) be the 
actual shape measurement at the jth zone of the strip at time t. The 
relation between the vectors z^ (t) and _y(t) can be expressed as:
£(t) = X y(t) + e(t) (4.25)
or
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Z l(t) Pl(wi) P2(wi) P 3 (wi) Pi+(wi) yi(t)
Z 2(t)••
Pl(w2)
••
P2(w2)
•
P3(W2)
%
Pif(w 2) • % y2 (t)
GO 
• •
It 'w' 1
•
Pi (wa) P2(w8)
•
P 3 (w8 )
•
P4 (w8) yi+(t)
+ £ (t)
so the x£j elements of matrix X is x£j = Pj (w£) ie the jth order 
polynomial evaluated at the ith width zone ? = -1 w2 = ”5/7
w 3 = -3/7 W0 = 1. If the polynomials pj (w) are orthornormal,
X X = I^and the least squares estimates for the parameter. y(t) are:
y(t) = (XTX)- 1XT f  (t) = XT z(t) (4.26)
The reference r can be defined in relation to the above such that to
determine any desired shape profile: 
4
S (w,t) - I P • (w) r£ (t)£=1 (4.27)
An input transformation is now required which will relate the 4 
controller signals u(t) to the 8 actuator inputs u a (t) . This will 
produce a new square 4 x 4  system. As all the interaction in the plant 
comes from the mill matrix Gm, see equation (4.23) the input-output 
transformation acts on this matrix Gm to produce an effective Gx
4 x 4  matrix. The input transformation may be selected freely so a
Tmatrix M which yields a diagonal G„ = X GmM is very attractive. In 
the case of the mill such a selection is not advisable because of the 
limited possible range of settings on the As-U-Roll shape actuators 
ie the difference in the settings of adjacent actuators should not be 
greater than certain limits. However by choosing the same types of 
input profile via the actuators as is used for parameterising the shape 
outputs this property can be achieyed (figure 4): ^a(t) = Xii(t) and 
the transfer function matrix(4.23)becomes:
Wv (s) = XT W(s) X
or Wx (s) = n(s) X GmX = n(s) G
d(s) d(s)
mx (4 .28)
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4.7 Shape Control Systems Design
To proceed to the control system design the characteristics, 
requirements and properties of such a system have to be traced and 
specified. Physical considerations, and the experience of mill 
operators dictate the following.
An acceptable control scheme will demonstrate:
(i) Transient response with small overshoot and rise time 
in the region of 5 seconds
(ii) Relative insensitivity to errors of calculation and 
variations of G^
(iii) Relative insensitivity to line speed changes
(iv) High open loop gain at zero frequency for good reference 
following.
Moreover it may be that certain shape profiles must never be reached, 
even in transients, for the safe operation of the mill. For the present 
these aspects are still under discussion with the mill engineers, so 
it will be neglected in this study.
As described in 4.5 the mill is a multivariable plant with 
eight inputs and effective outputs. Straight forward application 
of either of the two modern multivariable design methods ie the 
Characteristic Locus [20] or the Inverse Nyquist Array [18] will 
produce compensators highly dependent on Gm 1 as all the interaction 
in the plant stems from Gm* The matrix Gm computed from the static 
model (4.4), is often full rank but from the aforementioned properties 
in equations 4.2,4.3 this should not be the case. This is caused by 
numerical errors. Consequently a control scheme cannot be basedQ.n 
G^1 as outlined in requirement (ii) above. This disadvantage is not 
present if output feedback optimal control is used for the controller
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design [97]; however these controllers are much more complex to 
calculate. This is discussed further in section 4.9.
Consider now the use of an input-output transformation of the plant 
to obtain a system with smaller dimension of input-outputs as described in 
the previous section 5.6. This yields a four by four multivariable system 
with significant reduction of sensitivity to the plant matrix Gm ; as 
demonstrated by the results in Appendix 13. The transformed matrix Gx 
has some useful properties. Assume that the matrix X is partitioned.
X = [Xi X2]
where Xj represents the low order polynomial terms and X2 represents 
the high order terms; for the case under consideration X^ may contain
the first and second order terms and X2 contains the third and the
fourth order terms. The transformed matrix Gx is written as:
Gx = XTGmX =
r XiGmXj XiGnfc
(4.29)
During the calculation of the Gx matrix for different Gm matrices it
Twas observed that the two diagonal blocks X.GmX£ became almost diagonal,
1the lower off diagonal term^always diminished in size relative to the 
rest while the upper off diagonal term remained big compared to the 
diagonal terms. This shows that a high order demand on the mill will 
produce a significant'low order component, in contrast to the case of low 
order demands which produce negligible high order terms. In addition it 
was noted that G% exhibited a different kind of "symmetry11. That is, 
the interaction components were mainly even order if the demand was even 
and they were odd order for odd order demands. All these properties 
indicate that the multiroll construction-of the mill show up as a 
smoothing filter in spatial terms.
T  xIt was noted that X2GmXi -»■ 0 but X 1GmX2 cannot be neglected
thence Gx can be considered to be essentially block triangular. The 
interaction between odd and even terms was found to be very small and 
so the diagonal blocks are almost diagonal. Thus Gx is upper triangular 
and invertible. A suitable precompensator P for diagonalising the 
plant can be written as:
The effects of using such a precompensator in the system must 
be determined because of the uncertainty in the knowledge of G^, and 
the innacuracies during its computation. Now the effect of an additive 
perturbation <5G is examined. Define:
Under the assumption that the numerical errors in 6Gm are due solely 
to modelling inaccuracies and that the structural properties of the 
matrix Gm + <SGm are correct, since the basic form of the shape changes
A-1 - A - V m Az-11-1P = Gx (4.30)
0
where Ax = X^GmXi , A2 = x Jg^  M = X^GmX2.
6Ai = Xx6GmX1 SA2 = X^SG^X*
£ = ”1M -11 2 <51 = A“1XT6GmX2A"1 1 1 2
then the perturbed plant matrix with the above precompensator
XT (Gm + fiG^X . P = XT (Gm + SG^XG”1 = I + XT6GnX G x- 1
-6AXZ + a 16£
= I + (4.31)
T -1^2s6^X2 1 T l-X2.6 6 ^ 2  + 6A2 A2
due to the actuators are well known. It then follows that <5A x, ^ 2
Tare diagonal matrices and X26GmX1 0, thus from equation 4 .31
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X1 (Gm + dG^X Gx1 = I +
-1
<SAl Aj -6A 2z + A jSe 
0 -16A2 A 2
(4.32)
This final relation indicates lit-tle effect of the perturbations in 
the diagonal elements in a high gain system. The off diagonal block 
in equation 4*32 is not a null matrix and the interaction reappears 
in the transient response but can be easily overcome in the steady 
state if sufficiently high gain or integral action is employed.
The selection of the dynamic diagonal compensator is based on 
good transient response characteristics. This compensator C q ( s ) must 
be such that the interaction introduced by the modelling errors is 
reduced and limited. It was noted that this interaction is from high* 
order into low-order loops mainly. From the perturbated transfer 
function of relation 4.32 the forward path transfer function matrix 
becomes:
W v (s).P.C0(s) = XT (Gm + 6Gm) X G " 1 C0(s) =X d(s) X
W, W-
W,
(4.33)
The closed loop transfer function matrix becomes:
T(s) =
(I + WiCx)-1 Wx-C! 
0
(I + WxCx)"1 W 3C2U: + W2C2) 
(I + W2C2)”1 W 2C2
-1
(4.34)
In the last expression the diagonal blocks contain diagonal matrices 
and the interaction is due to the off-diagonal block. To reduce the 
magnitude of this interaction the gains of the first two loops are 
chosen to be larger than the gains in the third and.fourth loop (block 
C2 in (4.33). Consequently the first and second loops should be faster
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than the other two and all loops should be fast relative to the 
disturbances. This implies that failure of the low order loop has 
more harmful effects on the plant behaviour than failure in the 
higher order loops.
A final remark: the use of the above partitioning, as in 4*29,
provides a very convenient way to add extra higher order polynomial 
terms in the transformed system and to study the effect of these on 
the system. Because of the upper triangular form of the transformed 
matrix Gx, any higher order terms do not change the compensators.for 
the low order subsystem. All the numerical calculations of the 
transformation X are described in Appendix 13.
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A.8 Performance and Robustness ,
The characteristic loci [20] for the transfer function W (s) 
of the transformed but uncompensated system is shown in figure 5.
It is noted that all the loci have the same shape because the dynamics 
are the same in each signal path. It follows that the loci may be 
balanced in gain and the interaction can be reduced with the use of a 
constant precompensator P. The misalignment angles {Mi} of the plant 
characteristic directions from the standard basis vector are independ­
ent of frequency (figure 5b) and less than 20°. These angles give a 
measure of the interaction and may be reduced by choosing P to 
approximately diagonalise the transfer function W^Cs)• As was noted 
in section 4J the transformed mill matrix Gx = X^GmX has approximately 
upper triangular form and then the condition G P = 1^ is very easilyX
solved to give P
0.1 0 0.05 0
0 0.1 0 0.25
0 0 0.3 0
0 0 0 1
The characteristic loci and misalignment angles of the compensated 
system are shown in figure 6a,6b . A very similar precompensator is 
obtained by applying the ALIGN algorithm [20]. It has to be noted 
that exact diagonalization is not important because of the uncertainty 
in the Gm values.
To improve the transient and tracking characteristics of the 
system and to allow the closing of the loop the following dynamic 
compensator may be introduced:
10.0
1,0
1.0 “ 2.0
1.0
4.0
-.. ■" ■■... ■"» m vM2 » '
15 ,Mi
10. ,
| M3 5 0
1 *
Figure 5 (a) Characteristic Loci (b) Misalignment Angles
for the transformed but uncompensated system
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- 50
14.
10 .
4.0M3
( b )
Figure 6 (a) Characteristic Loci (b) Misalignment Angles
for the system with constant precorapensator P
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This yields a high low frequency loop gain for good trucking 
characteristics. The characteristic loci for the dynamically 
compensated plant Wx(s).P.Cq (s) are shown in figure 7. These 
show that the closed loop system has an adequate degree of stability, 
no overshoot in time responses, and interaction will also be limited.
The responses of the system, using the above controller, were 
obtained from the dynamic simulation program [98]. The shape profile 
disturbance is added at the output of the roll gap and has the form 
shown in Fig 8. The outgoing strip shape is shown in Fig 9 and tbe 
control signal to the shape actuators is shown in FiglO. The closed 
loop controller was not introduced until after 1 second and this 
enables the open and closed loop responses to be compared. The
variation of the demanded change to the shape actuator does not
exceed the maximum of 2 volts (one division) recommended by the 
manufacturer. The shape actuator racks can move roughly up to ± 80 mm 
corresponding to the full scale demand signal of ± 10 volts.
The above controller was designed for the medium speed range and 
is calculated to give good transient performance for that line speed. 
The effect of line speed changes may now be investigated. Assume that
the same precompensators P,Cq (s) are used while the plant operates in
either the high or the low speed. The responses for a step into the 
first reference input are shown in figure 11 for the high, low and 
madium speed ranges. These responses show that it may be necessary to 
switch the controller parameters with line speed. However, it is 
encouraging that the system remains stable over the whole speed range 
with the same controller.
Because of the structure of G “ X'fc'Xthe major interaction isx m *caused by interaction between high and low order loops, as was already
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discussed in section 4.7. The precompensator P reduces this inter­
action when the mill matrix Gm is at its modelled value. The effect 
of mismatch between the calculated and actual mill gain matrices 
was investigated using a range of simulation tests. As is noted from 
the calculations for Gx in Appendix 4.1, although the diagonal terms 
of Gx decrease with increasing loop order the interaction terms tend 
to become larger. Thus the worst cases of interaction result from 
reference changes in the highest order (number 4) loop and the same 
was demonstrated in the simulation results, figures 12,13,14. The 
mill gain matrices used in these simulations are Gm and Gm the nominal 
and perturbed respectively given in(4.1) and (4.4). The situation represented 
here is similar to that when the controller is used for the wrong coil 
pass for which it was designed. In the three cases shown in figures 12 
to 14 the following controllers are used:
n /_\ _ 0.4(s + 0.7)T (l) Co(s) s 4-- o.ooi lk
(ii) C0(s) = ° ‘s(lo.ooi) diaS U .  » !• » 0-25 , 0.25}
(iii) C0(s) = diag {0.4(s + 0.7), 0.4(s + 0.7), 0 . 1 ( s V  2), 0 . 1 ( s  + 2)}/
(s + 0.01)
For the first case the same dynamic compensator is employed in all loops 
and mismatch produces overshoot and ineraction but the system settles 
down relatively quickly. In the second case the ideas described in 
section 4 .7 are followed and thus the gain in the high order loops is 
reducedto a quarter of that for the low order loops. This results in 
slower, but acceptable responses and the interaction is considerably 
reduced. In the final case, the high order loops are made slower 
than the low order loops, but the low frequency gain is reduced by a 
factor of 0.71. There is an obvious trade-off between speed of response 
and amount of interaction. Thus the actual desired specifications by
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Medium
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6.0 105.06.3
Figure I K  System Responses using the Medium Speed Controller
0 . 0
2 010. 15.5.0
Figure 12: System Outputs when Mismatch is present (case i)
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0.0
2 05.0 10. 15.
Figure 13: System Outputs when Mismatch is present (case ii)
0.0 15.10.5.0
Figure 14: System Outputs when Mismatch is present (case iii)
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the plant engineers dictate the controller to be implemented. For 
the present, the results preferred are those with case (ii).
Due to modelling errors and second order effects the mill matrix 
Gm may not be singular. Then a possible design would be to use as 
precompensator the inverse of Gm together with some dynamic compensation. 
The effect of mismatch was to produce unacceptable interaction and in 
some cases unstable responses, although the same perturbed G^ as before 
was used. The explanation lies in the fact that the inverses of the 
two matrices are quite different; G~* has elements in the range [0.1>
11 ] but G“* within [10, 42Cf], and this makes such a design impractical.
The transformed 4-loop system performed much better than the 
original 8-loop square system. Some of the reasons for this may be 
considered. The eigenvalue spectra for Gx has a much smaller range 
than that for Gm and the perturbed Gx has a very similar spectrum to 
that for Gx , given in Appendix 13. (both in the range 1 to 8) . The 
characteristic direction set is also the same as the eigenvector set 
for the constant precompensated mill matrix. The low order eigenvectors 
are already aligned before the use of the compensator’?, thus predicting 
low interaction.in low order demands and high order outputs. All this 
phenomena provide further confirmation for the use of the parameterization 
approach.
A further useful property of the transformation is that the eigen­
values of G (or G ) are similar to the dominant four eigenvalues of x x
G (or G ). That is, the transformation maintains the larger modes m m *
in G^ and also limits the range of the spectrum. These larger modes 
remain relatively the same for a range of different mill gain matrices 
ie in the range [0.7, 9.0] . The improvement in robustness properties 
may be attributed to this transformation which rejects the lower and 
sensitive modes. Similar remarks apply to the singular values of GX
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and G (singular values of a real matrix F are the non-negative square m Troots of the eigenvalues of F F). Following the work of Postlethwaite 
et al [993 , and Safonov et al |l00| , robustness may be analysed using 
principal gains (singular values) and in figure 16a plot of the 
principal gains for the return difference matrix of the system F(s) =
[ j  +  M(s)] * .  The forward path transfer function is
M(s) « W (s) . P CQ (s) = G . P C0(s) = XTG X K(s)x u x d(s) u m
and considering an additive perturbation 6G in G ie G = G + <5G 0 r m m m m m
then
M(s) = XT (G + 6G )XK(s) = XTG X K ( s ) + XT6G XK(s) = M(s) + 6M(s) m m  m m
The largest principal gain of [j + M(s)]"*1 is 1.6 (figure 15) and thus
from the small gain theorem [99] the system will remain stable under
all perturbations <5A(s) which are stable and have maximum principal
gain 1/1.2 = 0.825. Unfortunately this result does not translate
easily into percentage allowable variations in Gm>as the relations
between the elements, the eigenvalues and singular values of a matrix
(in this case 6M) is very complicated.
The optimal output controller expressions which are obtained 
in the next section can also be used with the transformed system. 
Their performance is as good or better than that obtained with the 
simple controllers considered above; that is with faster and more 
damped response. Also results on the robustness of optimal controllers 
exist (Athans [lO^ ) • This of course had to be expected as these 
controllers are much more complex and this reason puts them in reserve 
for the practical implementation. For the simple controller the 
quality of responses is considered acceptable for the present.
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4.9 Output Feedback Optimal Control Solution
An output feedback optimal controller Cg(s) is obtained first 
for the determininistic case and then the stochastic controller is 
considered. The state feedback solution for the problem would be
the fact that all remain unaccessible except the actuator states 
which are directly available and for which already local feedback is 
used to obtain the desired actuator dynamics. The step response for 
the system is important and hence the reference is chosen as _r(s) = 
k/s with 1c a constant vector. Initial conditions for the plant are 
assumed to be zero : xg = 0 .  This is a reasonable assumption since 
the closed loop system will be made fast so that initial condition 
response may be neglected.
The performance criterion to be minimized is defined as:
where Qj, Rj are the weighting matrices and L is a linear dynamic 
operator. The optimal controller Cg(s) is calculated from the 
following theorem:
Theorem 4*1_
For the asymptotically open loop stable plant W(s) the closed 
loop controller to minimize the criterion J(_u) is given by:
quite impractical in view of the number of states of the plant and
<(Le)(t), Qx(Le)(t)>„ +<u(t), Riu(t)> dt
(4 .35)
C0(s) = F0(s) (Im - W(s)F0(s))_1 (4.36)
where Fq (s) is defined from the equation
Y(s)_1 {Y(-s)_T WT (-s)LT (-s)Q1L(s)r(s)}+ = F0(s)r(s) (4.37)
and Y(s) is the generalised spectral factor [[75] obtained:
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Y T ( - s )  Y ( s )  =  W T ( - s ) L T ( - s ) Q 1L ( s ) W ( s )  +  R x  (4.38)
The proof of this theorem is given in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
The above defined controller may be simplified by substituting 
L(s) A, Im and for the plant matrix W(s) from equation (5.25). First 
the spectral factors are written in terms of the polynomial matrix 
N(s) (ie Y(s) = N(s)/d(s)):
T n(-s)G^QiG n(s) NT (-s)N(s)
Y (-s) Y(s) = W (-s)QiW(s) + Ri = ------ 2---2----  + Rj = ----------
d(-s) d(s) d(-s) d(s)
(4.39)
Then equation (5.39)becomes:
F0(s)^ = Y(s)“1{H(-s)'Vn(-s)Q1i} = Y(s)'1 N W G ^ Q i fw s m s + m s
(4.40)
The closed-loop feedback controller follows from (4.38):
Cq(s ) = jQY1 g”T N(o)TN(s) = n(s)Gj|”1d(s) (4.41)
and if G-1 exists (or Gv J) m x
C0(s) = N 0 (o )TN ( s ) - n(s)ll"1G“1d(s) (4.42)L m m m j m
It has to be noted that the polynomial matrix inside the square brackets 
in the last equation is not diagonal except when the frequency is zero 
and when the control weighting matrix R^ is zero, which is physically 
unrealistic. Thus in general this controller does not attempt to make 
the system diagonal. Another choice for the error weighting matrix 
Ql which leads to a diagonalized closed loop system is as follows.
Let T
Ql = G Qo G"1m m
and choose Qq and Rj diagonal then N(o) = (Qq + Ri) 2 an<* ^rom (4.41)
Cq (s) = [Qo'CQo + Rl)2 N(s) - n(s)dJ|“1G~1d(s) (4.43)
where the matrix in the square brackets is diagonal. This choice 
for Qj corresponds to the case where a transformed shape error
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profile is weighted. This transformed shape error represents the 
error profile which the outputs of the shape actuators must correct 
and thus it is important to limit these errors because of the mechanical 
construction of the mill.
An alternative way to obtain a diagonalised closed loop system
is the control weighting matrix chosen so that the spectral factors
Tare diagonalised. Let Rj = an<* f°r Ql> ^0 chosen diagonal
equation (4»/0) becomes:
„ n(-s)G'I'QiG n(s) + d(-s)GTRnG d(s)
Y (-s )Y (s )  ------------- S _ _ 5 ---------------------- S __S -----
d(-s)d(s)
d(-s) d(s) (4.44)
where Ni(-s)Nj(s) A  Qi n(-s)n(s) + Rod(-s)d(s) then 
F0(s) = G^NjCsJ-^iCo)"^!
and the controller
C0(s) = G"1N 1(s)-1N 1(o)“TQ 1(Im - ^  N 1(s)_1N i (o)_TQ1)
= d(s)G-1jQ71N 1(o)TNi(s) - n(s)ll_1 (<4.45)
This expression for the closed loop controller is comparable with 
the one in equation (4-.43) as both produce non-interactive loops.
Integral action is a feature usually desirable [88]. This can 
be achieved with the optimal controller when the dynamic operator in 
the cost function L(s) = lm /s. With the same assumptions as for the 
previous Theorem 4.1, the following Theorem .4.2 provides an 
expression for the controller:
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Theorem .4.2
For the system of Theorem 4.1 and L(s) = I / s the closed loopm
optimal controller is given by:
(4*48)
(4*47)
lim _ N(s) ~ n(s)Mi (4.49)
Proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 14,
As with the previous discussed case#, here the controller exhibits 
integral action and a suitable choice of the Qi, Rj matrices provide
Q q  and Rj are diagonal. The calculation of the above controllers is 
relatively easy, (Appendix 15), as the matrix to be spectrally 
factored is diagonal and thus the problem reduces to polynomial 
factorization. For the selection of Qq, Ri has also to be noticed 
that there are certain shape defects which are more important than 
others. For example, loose edge causes difficulties and this situation 
has to be avoided by proper selection of Q q  elements weighting the 
edges shape error.
of m single loop systems, the controller expression for the medium 
speed (5 m/s) using the plant transfer function (4.23) for each loop is
(0.01+1.33s+0.49s2+0.127s3+0.173s4+0.979 10“ 3s5+0.302 I0_5s6) 
This was designed for a steady state error of less than 1% with = 
100 and r.. = 1 the Bode diagram of the loop gain and the time response
"“Ta non-interactive closed loop system. That is if Qi - an(*
As the closed loop with the above controller takes the form
C0(s) = (0.25+l)2(0.74s+l)(0.01s+l)(0.291s+l)(1.0645+1)
n
for a step input is depicted in figure 16. The controller poles are 
sj = - 306 S£93 = -1.473 ± j 4.315 szfj5 = -7.68 ± j 3.22 sg = -0.0075.
The first pole may be cancelled with the zero (0.01s + 1)^as both are 
very higher than the rest^to reduce the order of the controller.
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Figure 16 Simulation Results and Bode Diagram
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4.10 Discussion of Results - Conclusions
The mechanical construction of a Sendzimir mill is such that 
there is significant interaction between various actuator inputs and 
shape changes measured at the roll gap. This interaction is non­
dynamic which leads to an interesting special case of the general 
multivariable problem. The mill gain matrix may be calculated from 
a static model but the complexity of the model ensures that there is 
significant uncertainty attached to the value of the gain matrix 
elements. It is impracticable to reduce this uncertainty by plant 
tests for more than a few (two or three) rolling schedules. Thus the 
major objective for the control system design must be to produce a 
closed loop system which is robust in the presence of modelling errors 
and uncertainties. This was achieved using an input-output dimension 
reducing transformation based upon physically desirable control 
objectives.
The control system design was shown to be relatively insensitive 
to the changes in line speed for the mill. This allows a minimum 
number of controller gains and time constants to be used and stored.
The approximately upper triangular form of the transformed mill matrix 
leads to a simple constant precompensator and simple dynamic compensation. 
The steps in the calculation of the controller were:-
(a) Calculate the* transformed mill matrix G ,- X
(b) Calculate an approximate diagonalising diagonalising precompensator
P,
(c) Calculate a diagonal dynamic compensator Cg(s) using single loop 
techniques.
The use of the Characteristic Locus CAD package provided more 
flexibility during the above design steps. The physical reasoning 
behind the derivation of the controller and the simplicity of the
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resulting controller provide confidence in the practicality of the 
design technique. Further work will be concerned with an extension 
of the robustness analysis and the development of a control system 
for the first intermediate rolls (a second shape control mechanism).
Optimal output controllers were considered and it was shown that
the system can be reduced to a set of single-input single output loops
through a specific choice of the error weighting matrix Qi : Qi =
-T QoGm . In this case the diagonal matrix Q q  penalises errors 
referred to the mill inputs. This result has some value since adjacent 
As-U-Roll actuators can only be changed by a limited amount. By 
choosing Q q  and Rj, the relative importance of shape error and control 
action at any particular As-U-Roll is considered. The optimal control 
solution produced a high order controller and indicated cancellation 
of the plant poles would be helpful. The plant has a number of break­
points in the same frequency range, and using classical design methods 
these must also be cancelled to achieve faster, damped responses and 
relative stability.
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CHAPTER 5
A Comparison of Characteristic Locus and Optimal Control 
Designs in a Dynamic Ship Positioning Application
CHAPTER 5,
A Comparison of Characteristic Locus and Optimal Designs in a Dynamic
Ship Positioning Application
5.1 Introduction
The increasing need to exploit the mineral and oil resources 
of the seabed . has led from exploration in shallow waters close to 
the shore to deeper less accessible and less hospitable locations.
At first platforms and support vessels were held stationary over 
the required position with the use of anchors and moorings. Deep 
water exploration and the time needed for setting up an anchoring 
system for positioning has led to the introduction of Dynamic Ship 
Positioning systems.
In general, a dynamically positioned vessel must be capable 
of maintaining a given position and heading by using thrust devices, 
without the aid of anchors or moorings. The position control system 
is not expected to hold the vessel absolutely stationary but to 
maintain its station within acceptable limits, under a range of 
weather conditions [l02j3 . A maximum allowable radial position error 
is usually specified eg ^ to 5 percent of water depth
The motions of a vessel stem from wind, current and wave 
drift forces which are low frequency forces and also from high 
frequency forces due to the oscillatory cpmponents of the sea 
waves. Only the low frequency forces (less than 0.25 rad/s) are 
to be counteracted by the use of the thruster. The control 
system must avoid high frequency variations (eg greater than 
0.3 rad/s) in the thrust demand which is referred as thruster 
modulation. Any attempts to counteract the high frequency motions 
causes unnecessary wear and energy loss in the thrusters. The
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position measurements must be filtered to obtain a ’good* estimate of 
the low frequency motions of the vessel, control of these low frequency 
motions may then be applied. The control systems for the first dyna­
mically positioned (DP) vessels fL02,]C3[included notch filters and PID 
controllers. The notch filters were used to remove the sea wave com­
ponents on the position measurements.' The major difficulty with the 
conventional PID/Notch filter schemes is that improved filtering action 
may only be achieved with a deterioration in the control system per­
formance Ep Q
Difficulties with thruster modulation and with the selection of 
the "best” notch filters led to the use of optimal control schemes 
involving Kalman filters 10U . The Kalman filter introduced a smaller 
phase lag on the position measurements and also offered the possibility 
of adaptive filtering action via the extended Kalman filter 105,106 .
This combination of Kalman filter and optimal control state estimate 
feedback is now the accepted solution to 'the DP problem.
Having shown the Kalman filter to be the most appropriate for DP
systems there remains the question of the design for the controller.
Previous authors have employed optimal control theory via the separation
principle.. It is now appropriate to consider whether any of the recent
multivariable frequency domain design methods might be used for the
controller design. Rosenbrofck’s Inverse Nyquist Array design technique
has been used [iOT] but not in conjunction with a Kalman filter.
«
The characteristic locus design method[2(5J has not previously been 
applied to the design of DP systems. A recent design philosophy inte­
grates this frequency response method with the root locus approach and 
results in an inner/outer loop structurejl08]. This is particularly 
appropriate for non-square systems formed from a plant and Kalman filter 
in cascade. Thus, in the following the integrated characteristic locus/
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root locus method will he employed for DP system design and the
results will he compared with the corresponding optimal control 
designs.
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Wimpey Sealab Dynamic Positioned Vessel
5.2 The Ship Positioning Problem
The major components in a dynamic ship positioning system are 
the position measurement system, the thrusters and the control 
computer. Various forms of thruster configuration are employed 
and the two most common forms are shown in figure 1. The first 
involves the use of the vessels main propulsion units together with 
an array of tunnel thrusters. Otherwise steerable thrusters, hung 
below the vessel and rotated to the desired direction, may be 
used. -The vessel shown in figure 1 is used for offshore drilling 
operations but DP vessels are also used for survey, fire fighting 
and oil rig support duties.
Once a desired drilling location has been established (usually
by radio navigation) a local position reference is required
A short baseline beacon configuration is often used to provide the
position reference. This consists of a single sonar beacon mounted
on the sea bed. By measuring the difference in the time of arrival
of the acoustic energy at the hydrophones the distance to the beacon,
can be accurately measured (figure l). Other position measurement 
systems may be used in conjunction with the acoustic system and
each has different dynamics and noise characteristics. Problems
concerned with the pooling and filtering of signals affect the
filter design but do not affect the controller design and are not
considered here.
The environmental forces acting on a vessel induce motions
in six degrees of freedom (surge, sway, yaw, heave, pitch and roll).
In the DP mode of operation, only vessel motions in the horizontal
plane (surge, sway and yaw) are controlled. The other motions and
their interactions are considered negligible. It is usual to design *
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the control for sway and yaw together and then include the surge
as a separate design. This is possible because the linearised
vessel dynamics for surge are decoupled from those for sway 
and yaw motions. Thus in the following, the control of sway and
yaw motions only will be considered.' The major disturbance acting
on a vessel is due to wind forces. Wind gusts and drift forces
have frequencies in the range 0 - 0 .0^ c/s whereas the wave
induced ship motions are in the range 0.05 - 0.25 c/s. The current
speed and direction can be considered constant over long periods
of time compared with the wind and wave force changes.
The requirements for a DP system may be summarised as:
1 To maintain positional accuracy or heading under specified 
adverse weather conditions (see Table 5*1)
. 2 Avoidance of high frequency variations in the thrust demand
U  0 .0 5 6 )
The positional accuracy can be calculated [119]" using:
radial error = exd + w/2 + e2
where
ei is the per unit error- of the position measurement system 
d is the water depth
w is the peak to peak wave motion in surge or yaw
e 2 is the error due to the control loop
The wind forces are often the most important disturbance acting
on a vessel and they vary much more rapidly than the current or
wave drift forces. A wave filter is designed to render the control
system insensitive to high frequency first order wave force motions.
Wind feed forward control is often used to counteract the effect
of steady winds and gusting and it is convenient to assume that 
the position holding will be affected by a white noise component
of wind only. Integral action is normally employed to counter
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the -wave drift and current forces. The integral action may he 
introduced in optimal stochastic controllers hy modifying the 
usual performance criterion £^9]. However, in practice the 
integral action is often included as part of a sea current model 
and not part of the optimal solution. Thus, for simplicity both 
the feed forward control and the integral action will not he 
considered here.
Table 5.1
Position Accuracy Requirements
Duty En"
Wind
(knots)
ri.ronmental Conditic
Significant Wave 
Height (m)
>ns
Current
(knots)
Accuracy
Drilling 25 3-9 3 3% water depth 
(minimum of 7 hi)
Diving
Support
30 U.5 1 ±3 m heading ± 2°
Equip­
ment
Supply
20 2.0 1 heading ±1°
excursion 1.5 ni 
(maximum)
Fire
Fight­
ing
Up to severe gale or storm ±15 metres
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5*3 State Equation Model for a Vessel
The mathematical model for the vessel dynamics is highly 
non-linear [llO, 111] and may he derived from theory and substanti­
ated by model tests. It is usually assumed that the vessel motions 
are the sum of the outputs from low and high frequency sub-systems.
The low frequency sub-system is controllable and has an input from 
the thruster control signal u. The high frequency sub-system
has no connection to the thruster control input. Thus, the total 
motions of the vessel is the super position of the horizontal man-
oeuvering motions in a calm sea and the motions induced by the
high frequency wave exciting forces. The low frequency equations
relating surge, sway and yaw velocities u, v and r may be expressed
by the following per unit form, for the oil rig drill vessel
Wimpey Sealab [lO^ i],
XA + 0.092 v 2 - 0.138 uU + 1.8U rv ( 5.1)
u ( 5*2)
Ya  - 2.58 vU - 1.8U v 3/U + 0.068 r|r| - ru (5.3)
v (5.U)
Na  - 0.76U uv + 0.258 vU - 0.162 r|r| (5*5)
r (5.6)
U is used to denote the vector sum of surge and sway velocities
u and v, XA ,YA are the applied surge and sway ’direction forces 
due to the thrusters and the environment. NA is the applied 
turning moment on the vessel, and x,y,z are the surge sway and
yaw positions. In DP systems it is reasonable to assume that
changes in velocity and position are small so that a linearised
set of equations may be obtained for sway and yaw motions as the
linearisation process removes the interaction with surge: 112:
x (t) = A £  (t) + + D o “ 0^ )  (5-?)“ X I I  I i ■ *
££(t)  = cW t )  (5,8)
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l.Okk ll = 
x =
1.8U v = 
y =
0.102 r = 
z =
where 2^^) eR6, eR2, ^(-t) eR2. The signal to(t) is
assumed to he zero mean, white, noise. .The system matrices for 
Wimpey Sealab are:
0 .05^6 0 0.0016 0 0 .5U35 0.272
1 0 0 0 0 0
0.0573 0 -0.0695 0 3.2680 -1 .63^0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1.55 . 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.55
0 0 0 0 1.55 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.55
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0.5^ 35 0 0 0 0
0 0 9 .T85 0 0
The high frequency model is obtained by fitting the spectrum of 
the output of a dynamical system (driven by white noise) to a 
standard sea spectrum [ll3]« This shaping filter output represents 
the worst case high frequency motions since in practice the vessel 
dynamics tend to attenuate these motions. The high frequency 
model has the form:
( 5 - 9 )
(5. 10)
4(t )  = A j ^ t )  + Dh <^(t)
4  = Ch 4 (t)
0where A?n Dt
and the sub matrices for the sway, and yaw directions are; 
for a typical sea state (Beaufort scale 8):
^  - * h
0 3.101* 0 0 0 0
0 0 3.10U 0 0 0
0 0 0 :3.10l* Dh= 0 Dh=
0
0.15 -1.881* -8.555 0.088 0.01*03
ch =
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
The state equations for the low and high frequency models of 
the ship can be combined and be written in the form
X
~SL = a a 04 0 \
z .—i r
z 2 = [ce chJ
x.
^h
*h
B
u +
De 0
0 Dh 03"h
(5.H)
+ v (5.12)
Where v is a zero mean, white signal representing the measurement 
noise. The assumption that the above linear models may be employed 
will be validated by simulation results based on the non-linear 
model of the vessel.
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Optimal Filtering and Control
The linearised equations of the vessel as expressed above are 
now in the form normally used for specifying the Kalman filtering 
problem. The Kalman filter provides unbiased state estimates for 
state feedback control. In the present case the position control 
system must respond only to the low frequency error signal and the 
state estimates of the low low frequency sub-system are required 
for state feedback control. The Kalman filter includes a model 
of the system, therefore provides separate estimates for the low 
and high frequency sub-system states. It is .shown in figure 2 and 
defined by the equations:
dx( t )  = A|(t) + Kf [z.(t) -£(t)] + B u(t) ( 5.13)dt
£(t) = Cx(t) (5.1!*)
where the Kalman gain matrix K can be partitioned into low and 
high frequency gain matrices:
S
Kfh
( 5 - 1 5 )
The matrix K^ * is computed using the matrix Riccati equation. Al­
ternatively the steady state value of K may be obtained using 
s-domain methods [11b]. The linearised low frequency equations for 
the vessel are independent of the sea state and known. The high 
frequency model depends upon the sea state but may be assumed 
constant for given weather conditions. The covariance of the 
white noise signal ufo feeding the high frequency block is fixed by 
the assumed sea spectrum. Thus, the only unknown quantities required 
to compute the Kalman gain if are the low frequency process noise 
covariance Qj^(t) and the measurement noise covariance R6(t).
An estimate of the power spectral density of o)£ can he hased upon
covariance can often he obtained from the manufacturer of the 
particular position measurement system.
The steady-state solution for the gain matrix K may he em­
ployed since the gains are changing over a relatively short initial 
period. In the following discussions it will he assumed to he 
fixed for a given weather condition. Such a solution is easily
implemented as a set of gain matrices for different weather conditions 
and these would he pre-calculated and stored in the vessel’s control
computer.
The hehaviour of the Kalman filter and its suitability for
the DP problem has been examined in detail elsewhere [lO^, 105jl&5» 116].
It is noted here and it will he demonstrated in a later section
that the transfer function between u and x. is the same as thatJX.
between u and Xg, assuming the filter model matches the plant 
equations. That is the Kalman filter in comparison with a notch 
filter (the solution used up to now) does not introduce phase lag 
between the thruster control input and the position error estimates. 
Thus, even though the filtering performance of the notch and the 
Kalmon filter might he similar there is an essential difference 
in their transfer characteristics. This difference is due to the 
fact that the control input is fed to the Kalman filter which is 
not done in the case of the notch filter. .
The optimal control solution to the DP problem may he obtained 
by the usual method of minimising the performance criterion:
, . rT
the Davenport wind The measurement noise
J(u) = lim 1_ E { (<x(t), Q,x(t)> + <u(t), R u(t)>„ ) dt (5.16)Him2T
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The separation principle of stochastic optimal control theory 
gives that the optimal control signal becomes:
u^t) = - Kcx(t) (5-IT)
where x(t) is the estimate of the states x(t) obtained from the 
Kalman filter. It may be shown [l09]that there is no feedback from 
the uncontrollable high frequency sub-system:
(t)
%  (t) (5-18)
^(t )  = - [ 0]
The gain matrix K^1 may be calculated using the solution of the 
steady state Riccati equation (Chapter l)
= - ~ Alvl + p£BJtR i BIP£ (5.19)
Kii = HTIBIP{, (5*20)
It may be noted that the above equation is based upon the fixed 
low frequency state equation matrices only, so the feedback control 
gains do not vary with the sea state. This is not the same for 
the filter whose gains do depend upon the sea spectrum, confirming 
the view that the ship positioning problem is basically an adaptive 
filtering rather than an adaptive control problem.
Several authors have described optimal control solutions to the 
DP problem [l03,112] but only recently have methods for selecting 
the performance criterion weighting matrices (359 36)been developed. 
These methods are related to the work of Harvey 8s Stein and 
the work described in chapter 2.
The optimal control responses which are shown in later sections, 
were based upon weighting matrices obtained as described in chapter
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5.5 An Integrated Approach to Multivariable Analysis and Design
The two most important concepts in the classical control theory 
are Gain and Frequency. The inter-relation between these two concepts 
forms the basis of the two most powerful approaches to the design of 
feedback systems, that is the frequency response approach and the root 
locus approach.The key roles played by gain and frequency may be 
demonstrated by the following arguments.
It may be stated as a general principle in feedback, that the 
requirement for an open-loop gain operator of large modulus is a pre­
requisite for good accuracy of tracking, insensitivity to parameter 
variations and rejection of disturbances. Unfortunately, the 
application of gain in a feedback situation alters the system 
characteristic frequencies and often leads to the violation of the 
requirement for stability. Thus the inter-relation between gain and 
frequency causes the conflict between the requirements for accuracy 
and stability. It is the designerfs task to devise feedback 
configurations that reach the best possible compromise between the two 
conflicting requirements.
The generalisation of the concepts of gain and frequency to 
multivariable systems then emerges as the natural way to extend 
classical control theory. Appropriate use of the theory of algebraic 
functions of a complex variable leads to the definition of the 
characteristic gain and characteristic frequency, and gives rise to 
the characteristic locus (CL) and multivariable root locus (MRL) 
methods [20,55,117].' These two methods provide the means for the 
generalisation but also unify the work of Nyquist,Bode and Evans. They
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lead to an integrated design philosophy that draws from both the 
frequency response approach and the root locus approach, combining the 
two in a complementary manner [108], and is summarized below.
5.5.1 The Characteristic Locus method
Consider the algebraic function g(s) given by 
[gI-G(s)| =|gI-C(sI-A)"1Dj= 0 (5.21)
and defined on an appropriate Riemann surface. Then, almost 
everywhere on this surface , the m branches of g(s) form a set of 
locally distinct analytic functions, g^(s), called the ♦characteristic 
transfer functions1, to each g^(s) there corresponds an eigenvector 
function of s, w^(s), called the ♦characteristic direction1 of G(s). 
The paths traced by the eigenvalues of G(s) as s describes the Nyquist 
contour once in a clockwise direction, are called the ♦characteristic 
loci1 (CL). The g^(s) and the g^(ju) provide the generalisation of the 
gain and frequency response to multivariable systems.
The importance of g^(s) and w^(s) stems from the fact that unity 
feedback leaves the eigenvalues unaltered and leads to eigenfunctions 
which obey the usual scalar open to closed-loop transfer function 
relationship. Expressing both the open and closed-loop transfer
function matrices, G(s) and R(s) in dyadic form we have:
m
? Si i=l
t0(s) = 2 B,.(s) { 5 _ 2 2 a )
R(s)=  S Si(s) , ».ti = l n i  v(s)v_(s) (5-22b)1 + g.(s) 11
The r^(s) emerge as the scalar transfer functions which coordinate the 
input signals as seen through the eigenvector frame.
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Consideration of equations 5.22 a&b indicates that the CL 
contains the necessary information about closed-loop stability. 
Furthermore, the CL together with the misalignment angles (MA), which 
measure the eigenvector spectral arrangement with respect to the 
standard basis vectors, characterise most aspects of closed-loop 
behaviour. A brief summary of the main results of the CL method is 
given below.
(a) A necessary and sufficient condition for closed-loop stability is 
that the net sum of counter-clockwise encirclements of the critical 
point by the CL is equal to the number of open-loop poles.
(b) Low interaction, namely the condition where the system outputs y^ 
respond primarily to signals applied at the ith input, requires that 
at any frequency, the moduli of the CL be large and/or the w^(s) be 
well aligned with the standard basis vectors.
(c) The classical concepts of relative stability margins (gain/phase 
margins, M-circles etc.), bandwidth, etc. may be applied to the CL in 
order to assess the closed-loop performance of multivariable systems.
(d) Good accuracy of tracking in the closed-loop requires large CL 
except in the case of badly skewed eigenvectors when it is necessary 
to consider the CL of- the Hermitian form of G(s) [20].
5.5.2 The Multivariable Root Locus method
To generalise the root locus approach, the MRL considers the dual 
characteristic equation to 5.21:
|sI-S(g)| =|sI-B(gI-D)"1C-A|= 0 (5.23)
and thus associating the eigenvalues of the nxn frequency matrix, 
S(g), to the algebraic function s(g) called the characteristic 
frequency function. (Note that as with g(s), s(g) is not defined over
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simple copies of the complex plane, but over an n-sheeted Riemann 
surface).
The systematic study of the variation of s(g) for g=1/k and k 
varying, reveals that the scalar root locus method is a special case 
of the multivariable problem. Multivariable root loci do not intersect 
each other on the Riemann surface,.they depart from the open loop pole 
locations for k=0 and as k-^oosome loci terminate at finite locations 
called Finite Zeros (FZ). The remainder, attracted by the set of 
Infinite Zeros (IZ), go to the point at infinity along asymptotes that 
arrange themselves into groups of Butterworth patterns. To each group 
there corresponds an integer number which defines the order of 
divergence, the number of asymptotes in the group and their special 
arrangement. The orientation of the patterns and the speed of 
divergence depend on the non-zero eigenvalues of a set of parameters 
which are obtained by suitable projections of the Markov parameters 
[ 108].
The FZ are the frequencies whose transmission through the system 
is blocked. They emerge as the characteristic frequencies of the part 
of the system internal mechanism which is blocked from the inputs and 
outputs. This blocking action is due to the null spaces N,M of the 
input and output maps, B and C respectively. The FZ for a proper 
system with CB full rank are given by the eigenvalues of NAM, where N 
and M are matrix representations of N and M. When CB is singular the 
FZ of a proper system are given by the solutions of det(sNM-NAM)=0 
whereas the FZ of a non-proper system with a full rank direct pass 
operator D, are given by the eigenvalues of the frequency matrix S(g) 
at g=0, ie by S(0)=A-BD~1C.
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Other aspects of the MRL method concern the angles of departure 
from the open loop poles, the angles of approach to the FZ, the points 
of intersection with the imaginary axis, etc. All these quantities may 
be calculated in terms of the elementary state space matrices A,B,C,D 
[55].
5.5.3 The Design Procedure
Phase lag is often the source of difficulties in control and it
arises out of the non-squareness of the input and output maps B and C.
Thus, it would be advantageous to make use of all available inputs and 
measurements. The classical feedback configuration prescribes the 
comparison between reference inputs and commanded outputs only. This 
is restrictive since it does not allow for the utilisation of all 
available measurements. To emphasise this point we state that the 
presence of right half plane zeros (finite and infinite) in the 
classical feedback configurations would prohibit the use of high gain 
but would not necessarily prohibit the injection of high gain in loops 
that make use of all the available measured information.
To make efficient use of all available measurements the integrated 
design philosophy, prescribes two design stages, an inner-loop and an 
outer-loop stage. In the first, multivariable root locus techniques 
are employed for the adjustment of the system, closed loop 
characteristic frequencies. Thus, the measurements are combined by a 
feedback operator F (figure 3) in such a manner as to produce a set of 
outputs, equal to the number of inputs. Non-square systems, 
generically do not have FZ and yet square systems do, so that F may be 
thought of as generating FZ. Any FZ that are generated in this manner
are placed in the left half of the complex plane. Furthermore F may be
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chosen judiciously so as to keep the order of asymptotic divergence to 
a minimum. Subsequently a square full rank compensator K of constant 
gains may be introduced to manipulate the asymptotic directions and 
thus secure good stability margins. The inner loop is then closed and 
a scalar feedback gain k is injected to conduct the characteristic 
frequencies to preferred sectors of the complex plane.
A transfer function matrix representation G(s) for the system 
from commanding inputs to commanded outputs with the inner loop 
closed, is derived and the design enters the second stage, that is the 
outer loop stage. The purpose of this is, to secure good system 
accuracy by attaining large characteristic gain, a task made possible 
by the improved stability margins. The overall outer loop controller 
K(s) is composed in the following manner. The minimisation algorithm 
ALIGN [20] is first applied to obtain the controller which 
suppresses interaction at high frequencies. To improve the gain/phase 
characteristics of CL classical lead/lag controllers k^(s) are 
designed and introduced into the feedback configuration through an 
Approximately Commutative Controller (ACC) Kffl(s). Finally, an ACC is 
used to introduce integral plus proportional action to suppress low 
frequency interaction, improve steady state accuracy and balance the 
low frequency gains (see figure 3).
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KCs) kl
Figure 3 Inner-Outer Loop Configuration
K(s) Hi
Figure 4 Outer Loop Configuration
5.5.4 The Use of Filters in the Integrated Characteristic Locus
Multivariable Root Locus Design Method
The two stage design provides an effective way for reaching a 
compromise between the requirements for stability and accuracy. It 
does this by pre-conditioning the system during the inner loop stage, 
improving its stability margins and subsequently injecting gain into 
the CL of the outer loop system. Thus, given a system with state 
space matrices (A,B,C), depending on the stability margins it may or 
may not be necessary to include an inner loop. The corresponding 
configurations are depicted in figures 3 and 4 where u^, y^, and
denote the input, output and state vectors of S^, respectively.
Note that figure 3 refers to the situation where the entire state 
vector is available for the purposes of feedback.In general, however, 
only a limited number of measurements may be available and this will 
restrict the design freedom available during the inner loop stage. The 
question then arises as to whether observers may be used to obtain 
estimates of the required number of states for the purposes of the 
inner loop design. The answer to this is affirmative and recent work 
[118] has shown that from the MRL design point of view it is possible 
to invoke a form of the separation principle to separate the design of 
the operator F from the design of the observer.
A more challenging situation arises when apart from the 
unavailability of excess measurements the outputs themselves may not 
be measured directly due to the presence of various disturbances and 
noise. A solution to this problem which is often prefered by 
practising engineers is to use notch filters to remove the effects of
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disturbances at known frequencies. An alternative approach would be to 
introduce into the feedback loop a Kalman filter which would make 
available estimates of the system states as well as the system outputs 
and thus would enable the formation of both the inner and outer loops. 
The feedback configuration resulting from the use of Kalman filter and 
notch filters are depicted in figures 6 and 5" respectively
In the absence of noise and disturbance the Kalman filter would 
be designed as a simple observer and by the separation principle one 
may use exactly the same controllers for the configurations of both 
figures 3 and 5 [ie: K*(s)=K(s), k f=k and F f=F], It is of interest to 
know whether the same applies in the presence of noise and 
disturbances.
Consider the Kalman filtering configuration of figure 2 and 
assume that the measurement vector z is the sum of the actual output 
y^ of the given plant model S^=(A^B^,C^), and an output of a
dynamical system SgsCA^B^C^) which describes the effect of 
disturbances and a vector v of white measurement noise. Assume also 
that an uncorrelated white noise input vector w, enters the system S^. 
The situation certainly corresponds to the Dynamic Ship Positioning 
application but is also widely encountered in other industrial 
applications. Then the state space equation for the Kalman filter may 
be written as:
x 1=A1x1+Kl(z-y)+B.Ju 1 (5.24)
x^A^Xj+K-gCz-y) (5.25)
y=ci M 2x2 (5-26>
where to obtain the matrices K^ and one needs to specify the noise 
covariance matrices. The estimate of the state vector of is
KF
Figure 5 Feedback Configuration with 
Kalman Filter
NF
Figure 6 Feedback Configuration with
Notch Filter
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provided by the component x.j of the filter state vector and the 
estimate for the output vector is given by the vector
The description of the transference from the system input u^ to 
the output of the Kalman filter y«j is obtained by manipulation of the 
state space equations of the system and is given by the augmented 
state space model:
-Sl°2
£1 A l
0
•£ — 1 = 0 A i  -  K 1C 1
4A 0 - K 2C 1
A [ C l C i  0] *1
A2 ” K2C2
X B ,—1 1
£ 1 + 0 £1
A
£ 2 0 (5.27)
£ — 1
(5.28)
where 6^ is the estimation error x^-x^. Clearly then the filter modes 
are uncontrollable from u^ and as such do not affect the transference 
from u.j to y^ which is given by:
^  = C l(sI-Air 1B lu 1 (5.29)
Thus, the transference from u^ to y^ and u^ to y^ are identical.
The same result can be obtained for the transferance of the inner 
loop of figure 5 if the matrix in 5.24 is replaced by F. We may 
state therefore that the introduction of the Kalman filter in figure 3 
does not affect the MRL properties of the inner loop and the CL 
properties of the outer loop system. As a consequence, a form of the 
separation principle may be invoked and we may introduce the same 
inner and outer loop controllers that we would use, had there been an 
excess of measurements and no noise and disturbances (see also section 
5.5.3).
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In contrast to the situation above the same does not apply to the 
configuration with the notch filter (figure 6). Notch filters do 
affect the system loop transference and will normally result in a 
certain deterioration of the system stability margins and speed of 
response.
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5.6 The Charaoteristic Locus and Multivariable Root Locus design
studies
The design specification for the CL/MRL method are formulated 
with the servo-mechanism problem (rather than the regulator problem) 
in mind, and include aspects such as closed loop stability, accuracy, 
dynamic performance and interaction. At first glance the CL/MRL method 
is best suited to deterministic problems. However, under noisy 
conditions the introduction of filters provide estimates for the 
corrupted deterministic signals. The success of the CL/MRL scheme will 
therefore depend upon the accuracy of estimation. The effects of 
disturbances and noise will be discussed in a later section.
For the sake of comparison, three different design studies are 
undertaken. The object of the first two is to investigate the 
suitability of the Kalman and notch filters in a simple outer loop 
configuration. The third study examines the effectiveness of Kalman 
filters in feedback configurations including both inner and outeri
loops.
5.6.1 The Kalman Filter in an Outer Loop Configuration
We consider the feedback configuration of figure 5 with the inner 
loop broken (Ff=0, k f=1). Alternatively as a result of the discussion 
in the previous section the controller K(s) may be designed
considering the configuration of figure . 3 with F=0 and k=1. The
description of the system is entered into the computer package
using the matrices previously defined to represent the low frequency
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ship dynamics (section 5.3)*
The analysis begins by assessing the stability properties of the 
uncompensated plant under unity feedback. For this purpose the 
frequency response (s)=C^(sI-A^) is evaluated at a number of 
points in the range 0.01-10 rad/sec and the eigenvalues of G,j are 
computed to give the CL shown in figure 7. Clearly the generalised 
stability criterion, which requires no net encirclements of the 
critical point (as the open loop system is stable), is not satisfied 
for any value of the gain kl and the need for compensation is 
apparent.
Further evidence of the need for compensation is provided by 
figure 8 which displays the variation of the MA with 'frequency w. The 
MA remains small for all values of w and thus predicts low 
interaction in the second loop. However, for all w>0.2 rad/sec the 
conditions for suppression of interaction in the first loop are not 
satisfied.
Following the outlined CL procedure we apply the ALIGN algorithm
at w. =0.2 rad/sec to obtain the controller of constant gains: h
K r
0.0356 0.00651
0.0729 -0.013^
Subsequently the dynamic controller Km (s)=k(s)l2 is introduced where 
k(s) is a lead network,say
k(8) - i 2 f 45 1 1
Because of the even gain/phase distribution among the CL achieved by
it is not necessary to introduce individual compensation to each CL
and thus K (s) need not be designed to be a commutative controller, m
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Figure 8 Misalignment angles before compensation
The resulting CL plots together with the constant magnification circle 
(the M-circle) are shown in figure 9. Thus, the overall compensator 
k(s)Kh , apart from improving the system interactive properties at 
high frequencies, also yields a set of CL which under unity feedback 
satisfies the Nyquist criterion. The resulting CL also have large dc 
gains, ensuring good steady state accuracy and display, ample 
gain/phase margins, ensuring a non-oscillatory fast response with a 
predicted maximum overshoot of about 19%. The MA of the compensated 
plant are shown in figure 10.
The above predictions for the closed loop behaviour is verified 
by the digital simulation results shown in figures 11a&b. These 
display the output response when a unit step signal is applied to the 
first and second reference input, in turn. Because of the flexibility 
of the method the designer is now in a position to finely tune the 
parameters of the dynamic controller, in order to reach an acceptable 
compromise between engineering constants and design specifications.
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Figure n  Step response of the closed loop compensated system 
with step in (a) .input to reference 1
(b) input to reference 2
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5.6.2 Notch Filters in an Outer Loop Configuration
An alternative way to obtain estimates of the output of the low 
frequency ship dynamics is to use a notch filter which removes the 
effects of the high frequency wave motion. It is the practise for this 
application to use a cascade of three notch filters each with a 
transfer function of the form [102]:
h . ( s )  =  s 2 +  0 .2 o )n- s +  u.2.1 — ----- ----- —  for i = 1,2,3s + 2w.s + co.2i i
whereto^, are chosen as: 1.0912, 1.71864 and 2.728. The cascade
of the three notch filters h(s)=h^(s)h2(s)h2(s) is introduced into
each of the two system loops with the effect of scalling the open loop
transference, G,j(s) to give the new loop transference Q(s)=h(s) .G,j (s)
Thus the introduction of the notch filters will leave the system
multivariable structure unaltered and will simply scale the CL by
h(s). As a consequence, the design steps of the previous section
(5.6.1) may be applied to produce similar results. However, on account
of the excessive gain attenuation and phase lagging properties of the
notch filters, clearly demonstrated by the Nyquist plot of h(jw) shown
in figure 12, the resulting CL will display poorer gain/phase margins
and will have lower bandwidths. Naturally this will reflect itself on
slower and more oscillatory responses. Applying ALIGN at 0.2 rad/sec
and using the dynamic controller k(s)I2 with 
, N '2 0 S t i
lc(3)=- 2 T T T
yields the CL plotted in figure 13 and the time response results 
shown in figures 14 a&b. (It is of importance not to apply excessive 
lead action in higher frequencies as this will counteract the 
filtering action of the notch filters introduced in order to reject 
the noise corrupting the outputs [102]).
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Figure
5.6.3 The Kalman Filter in an Inner and Outer Loop Configuration
The use of an inner as well as an outer loop affords the designer 
greater flexibility because it enables the utilisation of all the 
available measurements. The introduction of a Kalman filter into a 
configuration like this (figure 5) enhances the effectiveness of the 
integrated design because it provides estimates for all system states 
and this enables the arbitrary placement of all inner loop zeros 
(finite and infinite). This facility is of crucial importance for the 
design of systems which, due to poor stability margins, prohibit the 
injection of gain in a simple outer loop configuration.
This is the case with the DP problem. An inspection of the
2products and C^A^B^ shows that the first two Markov
parameters are zero whereas the third is non-zero and non-singular 
with one positive and one negative eigenvalue. Thus the low frequency 
ship model has third order infinite zeros only and these will be 
associated with MRL asymptotic directions distributed in space as the 
cubic roots of +1 and -1. Compensation on the system may improve 
the distribution of these asymptotes but cannot alter the order of the 
IZ. Thus each Butterworth pattern will conduct at least one pole into 
the unstable half of the complex plane.
In contrast to the outer loop situation where the output map C is 
fixed, in the inner loop design one is free to choose F. Thus the 
first Markov parameter of the inner loop system may be made non­
singular yielding the maximum number of FZ and IZ of first order. 
Subsequently, placement of both the FZ and IZ in the stable half of 
the complex plane would produce an inner loop system with infinite
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gain margins.
kThe inner loop design begins by deriving controllers which affect 
the placement of the zeros at desirable locations. Unlike the case of 
pole placement where it is often difficult to choose a desirable pole 
pattern, in placing zeros one obtains guidance from the shape of the 
MRL.
To derive suitable solutions for the matrix F we adopt the
following procedure. Partition the state vector x = [ x ^ ...>Xg]^ of
into two vectors p^ = [x^ ^ ^ x^x^]** and P2=[x5,x6]t. Then by
conformal partition of the matrices A, B and F and the application of
the NAM algorithm [48] it can be shown that the inner loop zeros are
-1given by the eigenvalues of the matrix F-p Rewriting this
matrix in the form:
A11-k(A12)(F2"1F1/k)=A-kIc (5.30)
we see that the inner loop zeros are also the closed loop poles of 
the system S(A,B,C) where A=A^, 8 = ^ 2  and C=F~V,j/R under the scalar 
feedback gain R. Hence , to influence the locations of the inner loop 
zeros we must place the poles of S(A,B,C). To calculate these we 
exploit the structure of the system matrices in the DP problem. Thus, 
for convenience, interchange the second and third states of S to
A  A  A Aobtain the equivalent state space description S(A,B,C). A partition of 
the vector x=[x^ into the vectors p.j = [x.j and
P2=[x2,x1j]t and application of the NAM algorithm will show that the
r*J A— *] Azeros of S (or S) are given by the eigenvalues of -C^ C^. The matrices
A Aand depend entirely upon the parameters of the controller F and
so may be chosen freely. One is able to place the zeros of S at z by
A A A  A -1setting C^=-zCy Furthermore the choice C^=B^ ensures that all the IZ
of S are first order and stable. By a judicious choice of the location
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of z of the zeros S and suitable choice of the gain k one is able to 
attract the closed loop poles of S and hence the zeros of the inner 
loop system to desired locations. The corresponding solution for the 
matrix F may be constructed by considering the relation of the
A  Acomponents of F, F^ and F^ to the matrices and C^,
The objective of the inner loop is to conduct the characteristic 
frequencies further to the left in the complex plane and thus pave the 
way for the characteristic gain adjustments of - the outer loop. At 
first it seems desirable that the zeros of the inner loop (and hence 
the zeros of S) should be placed on the real axis £nd should be made 
as negative as possible. However, a comparison of the resulting MRL 
for two different z (figure 15 a&b) shows that the more negative z is 
chosen the more the root loci are deflected away from the real axis at 
intermediate gains. For high values of gain of course the root loci 
will tend to the zeros (finite and infinite) and thus arbitrarily fast 
and stable responses may be achieved. A limit to this process does 
exist and is dictated by the amount of gain that is practical to 
inject into the feedback system. Gain constraints therefore imply 
constraints on how far to the left the zeros of.S and the zeros of the 
inner loop should be placed.
With the engineering constraints of the DP problem in mind the 
following two solutions were studied. The first, places the two FZ of
S at z=-0.5 (figure 15a) and the subsequent choice of k=2 places the 
inner loop FZ at about -1.3, -1.25, -0.8 and -0.75. The resulting
controller F is calculated to be
1.839 0.919 0.306 0.153 1 0
F =
3.678 1.839 -0.612 -0.306 0 1
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then a scalar inner loop gain of k=5, has the effect of shifting the 
poles of from their original locations at (-1.55, -1.55,
-0.0742,-0.0499, 0, 0) to (-7.3, -7.3, -1.02, +J0.145, -0.927).
In the second case the FZ of S are placed further to the right at 
z=-0.2 (figure 15b) and the gain k is set equal to 1.0 in order to 
place the inner loop zeros at about -0.8, -0.85, -0.25 and -0.28. The 
resulting controller has, as expected, reduced gains :
0.919 0.1839 0.153 0.0306 1 0
1.839 0.3678 -0.306 -0.0612 0 1F = (5.52)
The effect of this F is to shift the poles of to (-3.6, -3.6, 
-0.53, -0.44, -0.35, -0.3)* Both schemes therefore result in a marked 
improvement of the relative stability margins of the low frequency 
model of the ship.
The outer loop stage may now be entered. This is done by the 
loops around the estimates of the states of provided by the Kalman 
filter and forming the transfer function matrix from the ship inputs 
to the estimates of the system outputs (namely the estimates of thei
second and forth states of S^). Note that in order to avoid feedback 
around the estimates of x^ and x^ twice (once in the inner loop and 
once in the outer loop) which would be inefficient, it is necessary to 
move that part of the feedback compensator F that operates on these 
two signals around the loop to the forward path. Under unity feedback, 
in the outer loop, such a rearrangement would not affect the stability 
improvement achieved by the inner loop design.
The CL of the outer loop system, with the inner, loop closed, 
using the controllers F of equations 5.31 and 5.32 are shown in 
figures 16 a and b respectively. A comparison of these with the loci
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Figure 16(b) Outer loop characteristic loci for inner loop
compensator of equation ,5.32 and gain 1.8
attained in section 5-6.1 (figure 9) highlights the advantages gained 
by the use of an inner loop. The inner loop, even though it does not 
make use of any dynamic compensation, produces compensating action 
which is comparable to that of a lead network. The gain/phase 
characteristics of the CL obtained even for the lower gain inner loop 
compensation of equation 5-32 are substantially better than those 
obtained by the direct application of phase advance in the design of 
section 5-6.1 . The new CL have also better bandwidth and M-circle of 
less dynamic magnification. The resulting time responses therefore are 
expected to be faster with less overshoot of the CL which will largely 
suppress interaction in the closed loop.
Figures 17 a&b and 18 a&b show the responses of the inner/outer 
loop configuration to unit step signals applied at the first and 
second reference inputs respectively , for the compensators of 
equations 5-31 and 5-32 . The performance of both schemes satisfies 
all the design requirements described in section 5-2, namely that of 
stability, accuracy, speed , damping and low interaction. The 
assessment above of the scheme designed via the CL method was based on 
the linearised model of the vessel. Given the non-linear nature of the 
problem it is important to confirm such an approach by simulations 
based on the non-linear model of the ship. Figure 19 shows a 
representative step response for both the linear and non-linear models 
with feedback through a Kalman filter configuration as developed in 
this section The good agreement between the two responses justifies 
our earlier assumption that the design can be based upon a linearised 
model.
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Figure 19: Closed loop step response of linear (continuous line) and non-linear
(broken line) plants with state estimate feedback
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Figure 20 Total sway & yaw'position trajectories for sea state Beaufort 8 (a) sway (b) yaw
(dotted curves are estimated trajectories)
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Comparison between the Optimal Control and Frequency Domain Designs
Both optimal control and the integrated design technique have 
"been applied to the dynamic ship positioning problem. The inte­
grated CL/MRL leads to a design procedure which requires detailed 
engineering design effort but also allows the designer to inter­
vene at each stage of the design process. It is also easy to see 
which changes to make to achieve a given response objective. There 
is the possibility of producing a formalised design procedure.which 
will reduce the amount of engineering design involved, however, this
latter point also applies to the optimal design method. Because of 
the stochastic nature of the problem and the presence of the Kalman
filter, simulation results are probably necessary to confirm design
objectives have been achieved. However, the number of design/
simulation stages required to reach a given objective are very likely
to be less than for the optimal design.
In contrast to the integrated approach, for specified weighting 
matrices (Qx, Rj) the optimal control feedback gains are easily ob­
tained. If the optimal control solution is not satisfactory new 
Q 19 R j must be chosen following a trial and error approach and 
repeated simulations. However, for this application a systematic 
procedure for the selection of the weighting matrices has been pro­
posed. This involves some delay, due to the time to run simulation 
programs, but entails little effort on the part of"the designer.
The structure of the optimal system known beforehand which tends 
to reduce design engineering time but the useful properties of 
optimal systems are not guaranteed when ad hoc changes to the struc­
ture of the controller are made. For example, integral action can 
be inserted into the optimal stochastic system by appropriately mod­
ifying the performance criterion [109] . However, integral control
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is often added with no thought to optimality and this can reduce 
stability margins and degrade performance. A fixed structure can 
be specified for the integrated design technique for a particular 
class of problem and in addition the outer loop controller may be 
made dynamic.
In its general application optimal control seems more suited 
to the regulating problem and the integrated approach has advantages 
regarding the servomechanism problem. In particular certain per­
formance requirements such as low interaction can be met more directly 
by the latter. In comparing the simulation results note that the 
plant and noise processes and thence the Kalman filters were the 
same for both methods.
It is interesting that the structure of the system designed 
using the integrated CL/MRL approach is the same as that obtained 
via optimal control theory and this was a natural consequence of 
the design process. The control gain matrices:
Optimal Control Gain Matrix
Kc =
Kc _ (5.3k)
1 .7 H 3  0 .89^  ’ 1 .05 1 . 0 9 '  1 .56  . 0.32.
3 .37 1.732 - 1 .U8 - l . U l  -0 .7 9  1.3.6 '
Integrated Control Design Gain Matrix
1 .6 5 1- • 0 .801. O.275 0.133> 1.8 0
3.31 1 .60 - - 0.550 -0 .2 6 7  0 1.8
are similar although no attempt was made to artificially achieve 
this condition The system responses are very similar for the above 
two cases and thus most of the responses for the integrated design 
procedures are presented but only selected responses from the 
optimal design are given.
(5-33) .
The total response of the vessel in sway and yaw is shown in
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figure 20. However, recall that the low frequency position of 
the vessel is to he controlled. The low frequency sway and yaw 
position signals are shown in figure 21. The low frequency sway 
and yaw velocities are illustrated in figure 22. The high fre­
quency motions of the vessel are due to the sea wave variations 
and are shown in figure 23* The control signals are illustrated 
in figure 2k. The high frequency variations in the control sig­
nal are to he minimised.
The optimal control position and control signals are shown 
in figures 25 and 26 respectively. The optimal system is faster 
hut the control signal variations are larger. The two designs 
were not treated competitively since clearly the same responses 
could he achieved hy either method. However, the integrated 
design approach provided a more direct route to achieving a given 
requirement.
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5.8 Conclusions
The integrated characteristic locus/multivariable root locus tech­
nique has not previously been applied to the design of essentially 
stochastic control systems. The use of a Kalman filter together with 
this design method is also new. In fact, it would be more natural to 
use a frequency domain based filter, since the integrated design philo­
sophy is itself based in the frequency domain. However the Kalman 
filter was shown to have several advantages in this system. The filter 
does not introduce phase lag in the way that the notch filter degrades 
the control system. The Kalman filter also provides greater flexibility 
in the number of variables available for feedback which is exploited 
in the integrated design philosophy.
The study has shown that the integrated CL/MRL design technique 
may be used for the design of dynamic ship positioning systems. The 
question arises as to its relative advantages in comparison with 
optimal control design techniques. This has been discussed at length 
in the previous section where two facts emerged. Firstly the inte­
grated technique is more versatile and allows a whole range of different 
performance requirements to meet during the interactive design pro­
cedure. For this application the optimal control design can be more 
straightforward since weighting matrices may be selected according 
to given rules. However, the actual design process may take longer 
since simulation results are necessary to ensure desired transient 
responses are achieved. It is interesting that the structure of the 
system designed using the integrated CL/MRL approach is the same as 
that obtained via optimal control theory and this was a natural con­
sequence of the design process; the control gain matrices are also 
similar although no attempt was made to artificially achieve this 
condition.
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Figure 21 Trajectories for step into sway position, sea state Beaufort 8, closed loop control
(a) state 2, L.F. sway position (b) state 4, L.F. yaw position.
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Figure 22 Trajectories for step into sway position, sea state Beaufort 8. closed loop;control
(a) State 1, L.F. sway velocity. (b) state 3, L.F. yaw velocity
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Trajectories for step in sway input sea state Beaufort 8, closed loop control. Eg, 5.34Figure 23
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Figure 24 Control demands for step in sway, sea state Beaufort 8, closed loop control, Eq 5.34 
(a) control signal input l(ui) (b) control signal input 2 (u2)
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Figure 25 Trajectories for step in sway input, sea state Beaufort 8, closed loop control, Sq. 5*33 
(a) state 2, L.F. sway position (b) state A, L.F. yaw position
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Figure 26 Control demands for step in sway input, sea state Beaufort 8. closed loon control, Eg. 
(a) control signal input 1 (uj) (b) control signal input 2 (U2)
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CHAPTER 6
Concluding Remarks
In the present thesis two main subjects were treated: new 
theoretical results in the optimal control field and industrial 
applications. The theory of optimal control have been extended in both 
the infinite and finite time situations. New results have been
presented on the solution of finite time deterministic optimal control 
problems and on the selection of the performance criterion matrices. 
However it may be an indication of the gap between modern control 
theory and applications that the most successful designs of industrial 
control systems which have been discussed are based on previous and
more 'orthodox' results. The design methods for both the ship
positioning problem and the steel mill problem are original and employ 
results from modern multivariable control theory. Their acceptance by 
our industrial partners was very dependent upon the intuitive
engineering insight that was gained from the methods employed. To 
convince the engineers in industry that the designs were reasonable 
required an understanding of the physical situation and a straight 
forward interpretation of the functions that the rather complicated 
controllers fulfill.
The multivariable design for the shape control problem is likely 
to be applied by British Steel Corporation on their Shepcote Lane 
(Sheffield) Sendzimir mills . An important feature of the design is 
its implementational simplicity. Optimal controllers were also 
considered for this application to this problem, as described in
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chapter 4, but the simpler non-optimal design was considered more 
appropriate by the plant engineers (for the present at least). The 
advantage of the optimal control approach in the above problem, is 
that constraints on actuator movements, imposed by the mechanical 
structure of the system, can be more easily incorporated. The 
disadvantage is the more complicated form of the controller and the 
fact that the BSC and GEC engineers are more familiar with the 
frequency domain design methods than with optimal design methods. The 
steel mills of interest roll materials of different gauges and widths 
and thus a number of controllers have to be precalculated and stored 
in the control computer. The non-optimal controllers have the great 
advantage of simplicity in this situation.
In the design study of the dynamic positioning system both 
optimal and multivariable frequency domain approaches were compared. 
For this case it is not so evident that either method is superior or 
simpler, as both produce controllers of the same complexity. However 
the actual systems which are being applied, are based mostly upon the 
optimal design. The Kalman filter had not previously been used in 
conjunction with the MacFarlane-Kouvaritakis Characteristic Locus-Root 
Locus design procedures. The design study has shown that not only is 
possible to use the Kalman filter in this situation but the Kalman 
filter has obvious advantages, providing the designer with more 
flexible feedback configurations to achieve the required 
specifications. Future research could further investigate the various 
possibilities of using frequency domain controllers together with 
optimal linear estimators. An interesting feature of this study was 
the use of multivariable root locus design concepts to square down the 
system before the application of the characteristic locus procedure.
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The finite time optimal control results are not only interesting 
theoretically but should have interesting applications in self tuning 
systems. It is usual in self tuning systems to estimate • the plant 
parameters at each sample instant and to apply a control based upon 
these estimates. During the estimation procedure the parameters vary 
and so is not appropriate to use infinite time performance criteria. 
However the existing self tuning • strategies involve this type of 
optimal controller, for example the minimum variance controllers. The 
finite time optimal controllers presented here seem particularly 
appropriate in this situation. To improve the estimation or to satisfy 
identifiability criteria a square wave signal is often inserted into 
the plant in the same way as that of a reference signal (for example 
in a chemical plant the square wave may be of small magnitude such as 
that product quality is not affected); the deterministic optimal 
controller may easily be derived for such a signal and a calculation 
procedure for single input single output systems is relatively 
straight forward . There is therefore the possibility that the finite 
time optimal controller developed here might be used within an 
explicit self tuning scheme.
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Appendix 1 Optimal Root Loci for Systems with Cross-Product Weighting
A brief review is given below of optimal root-locus theory based upon 
the work of Kwakernaak [37^Wonhamjl20|Kouvaritakis[38]and Shaked|44] but for 
G ^ 0 and. CB full rank. From (2.40):
FT (-s)RF(s) = W T ( - s ) Q W ( s ) / u 2 + (WT (-s)G + GTW(s))/v + R
For small p (as in deriving equation (19)) and as |s| -*• 00
FT (-s)RF(s) + (R^)T (I - (R"^)T (CB)TQCBR-V ( s 2y 2))R^m
The faraway regulator poles are the left-half plane roots of 
s2 - Y^/p2 - 0 for i - {l,2,...,m}
where Y. are the positive eigenvalues of the positive-definite (rank
k •Q CB = m) symmetric matrix:
(R"^)T (CB)TQCBR"^
For each^i a first-order stable Butterworth pattern is obtained, consisting 
of a single pole -y|/y on the negative real axis. There are exactly m 
faraway closed-loop poles.
Notice that the closed-loop system poles are the left half-plane 
zeros of:
I + O f  ^ ) T ( W T (t s ) Q W ( s ) + p(WT (-s)G + GTW(s)))R~^k m
where k = 1/p2. Thus, the root-loci of the optimal regulator can be 
obtained by considering the root-loci of a system S(A*,B*,C*) with 
output feedback control law: 
u = -ky
The transfer-function matrix of the open-loop system S(A*,B*,C*) is 
W*(s) = (R~hT (WT (-s)QW(s) + p(WT (-s)G + GTW(s )))R^
It may easily be verified that the following theorem holds:
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Theorem Al.l The Primal-Dual System
One realization of the triplet (A*,B*,C*) is given by:
A* =
B* =
TL *"G Qc
B 
TL-pC G J
-A
_ 1 m m  m
C* = CR 2) [ p G  C B ]
The proof follows by calculating C*(sl 
depend upon p unless G * 0.
Notice that B* and C*
The (n-m) asymptotically finite closed-loop poles, or optimal finite 
zeros38, will now be determined. Recall that the zeros of S(A*,B*,C*) 
are defined to be the values of s for which the system matrix:
P*(s) =
si - A* B*
C* 0
loses rank. After multiplying by non-singular transformations:
PCs) =
si — 1
T •C QC
•rTPG C
0 B
T ' T si + A -pC G
B 0
The (n-m) asymptotically finite closed-loop poles (A.) are given by the
i
left half-plane zeros of the system S(A*,B*,C*) as p -*• 0. These are 
equal to the left-half plane zeros of the polynomial zCs) 4  ^et 
for p = 0. Note that the cross-product matrix term goes to zero as 
p + 0 and thus does not influence the asymptotically finite closed-loop 
poles.
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Appendix 2 Clbsed-Lbop Eigenvector Relationships
Mooref^has shown that in state-feedback systems the freedom one 
has, beyond specifying the closed-loop eigenvalues, is to choose one set 
from the class of allowable closed-loop eigenvectors. The gain K is 
uniquely defined, if it exists, by the selection of a set of distinct 
eigenvalues together with a corresponding set of eigenvectors. While the 
overall speed of response of the closed-loop system is determined by its 
eigenvalues, the shape of the transient response depends to a large extent 
on the closed-loop eigenvectors. The following theorem was established 
by Moore [40] ::
Theorem A2.1 (Moore )
Let {X^} be a self-conjugate set of distinct complex numbers. There
exists a matrix K of real numbers, such that (A + BK)x. * X.x. if and—1 1—1
only if the following three conditions are satisfied for i £ {l,2,...,n}.
(a) Vectors {x^} are linearly independent in Cn .
(b) Vector x. = x* whenever X. = X*.-1 -j 1 j
(c) The vectors x. £ span (N^ ), where A £ XI - A B ]•. and
i
T^ = £ M^ has columns which constitute a basis for Ker
(nr-dimensional). The matrix = n x m and
/
Corollary A2.1 Eigenvector and Input Directions
The vectors (x.} and associated distinct (complex numbers {X.} are. closed —1 1floop eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the square system x = Ax + Bu, 
u = -Kx, if and only if, there exist w^ £ Rm , such that
(X.I - A)x. - Bw. = 01 —1 —1
w. = -Kx. , for i = {l,2,...n}—1 —1
= m  x m.
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Proof: Sufficiency follows from direct substitution. Necessity follows
from theorem A2.1.
The following theorem is concerned with the closed-loop eigenvalues 
which do not belong to the spectrum of A. These eigenvalues are necessarily 
controllable. First note the following definitions.
Definition A2.1 Algebraic Multiplicity
The zero polynomial for the square system S(A,B,C) is defined as
z(s) = det P(s) where P(s) is the Rosenbrock system matrix. Let p denote 
the number of the distinct zeros of the system S, then writing
p a-z(s) - Z (s - z.) 1
i=i 1
the constant is defined as the algebraic multiplicity of the zero z^, 
for all i e {l,2,...,p}.
Definition A2.2 Geometric Multiplicity (MacFarlane and KarcaniasjA^ )
The geometric multiplicity of a zero z^, for the system S(A,B,C), is 
defined as the rank-deficiency of P(z^).
Theorem A2.2 Input Direction Vectors.
Let X^ represent a controllable distinct closed-loop eigenvalue 
X^ t a (A). The vectors {w^} are identical (except possibly for magnitude) 
to the vectors v\, determined by the retum-difference equation:
F(X.)v. = 0
l — i
Proof: From the previous equations
F(X.)w. = w. + K$(X.)Bw.
l — i  — l  i  — l
= w. + Kx. = 0
— l — i
The set of X^ values may be interpreted as transmission zeros of F(s).
The solution of F(X^)v^ = 0 are then unique (except possibly for magnitude)
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providing these zeros have unit algebraic and geometric multiplicity [42] 
The above results do not apply to the closed-loop eigenvalues
belonging to the spectrum of A . , Assuming that these eigenvalues are
distinct det F(A^) = Pc-£A.)/p (A^) 4 0. Thus F(A^) is non-singular
and F(A.)v. = 0 v. = 0 .  i — i — l
r ° ° tThe asymptotically-infinite eigenvectors U w  are determined by the 
following theorem:
Theorem A2.3 Asymptotically Infinite Eigenvectors.
' r °°iThe eigenvectors {x.y corresponding to the asymptotically infinite 
eigenvalues are given by:
00 CO
X. = Bv.— 1 — 1
00Proof: The asymptotically infinite eigenvalues {A^/y} are controllable
and do not belong to the spectrum of A. Thus, from corollary A2.1 and 
theorem A2.2, as y -*■ 0
x. = ((A./y)I - A) 1Bv. ■+• B(A./y)v. or x. = Bv.— i i —a. i — i — i — l
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Appendix 3 Zeros and Zero Directions
The following theorems and results are used in section [27jto calculate
the asymptotically finite modes and directions.
Definition A3.1 (MacFarlane and Karcanias [46j )
The vector Ra) (a is a zero-direction S(A,B,C), corresponding*- — o — o
to the zero A , if and only if, o
P(A )m = o *—o
A I - A B o 0) — o = 0
0) e Rn and O £ Rm  are called the state and input zero directions, —o — o
respectively. For square systems the zero polynomial is simply z(s)
= det P(s). In the case of a multiple zero, the zero directions that 
correspond to this zero are by definition to be independent.
Definition A3.2 Unobservable System Modes
A mode of the system S(A,B,C) will be unobservable if there exists 
a vector w and a complex number A such that
(Al - A)w = 0 and Cw = 0
Theorem A3.1 (Shaked and Karcanias [45l )
The state zero directions of a non-degenerate system are linearly 
independent.
Thoerem A3.2 (Shaked and Karcanias [45] )
Given a pair (A°,a)°) a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix 
K to exist such that (A°I - A + BK)oj° = 0 and Cx° = 0, is that A° is a 
zero of the system and (u° is its corresponding state zero direction.
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This theorem implies that the only candidate pairs for the closed-loop 
unobservable modes and vectors (definition A3.2) are the pairs of zeros 
and their corresponding zero directions.
Appendix 4 Distance of the Faraway Closed-Loop Poles to the Origin
The following results are used in the selection of the scalar p as 
described previously.
Theorem A4.1 Zeros of W(s)
If W(s) is square and is full rank the zero polynomial ^Q (s) has
degree (n-m). If M^ is full rank and all lower order Markov parameters are
zero then ip (s) has degree p where p » n - (k+l)m. o
Proof: Note that lim s$(s) ■= I and the zero polynomial ip (s) is defined
| s 1”*°° n 0
as:
^ ( s )  = P«(s) det WCs)o o
but
lim s^c+1 m^ijr (s)/p (s) = lim det (Cs-k+1$(s)B) = det CA^BJ s J-*00 ° ° | s |-*»
and thus ^Q (s) has degree p = n - (k+l)m. Also note that
ip (s) = a U (s - 3.)
i=l ; 1
where a = det CA B.
Theorem A4.2 Faraway Closed Loop Poles
The distance of the faraway closed-loop|37j poles from the origin is 
approximately:
(a2 det Q/(.p2m det R))1^ 2(-n"’p))
where p is defined in theorem A4.2.
Proof: From equation 2.40:
P„(-s)p„(s) = p (-s)p (s) det J l f V V s ^ C s )  + X + S - ( W T (-S)G + GTW(s))) w c o o |i hi u
for all small \i and G,
Pc(“S)pc Cs) = V - s)*oCs> det det
-  igo -
The closed-loop polynomial therefore has the form:
p (-S)p. ts) = (C-s2)n + ...'+ ~ 2 t _ Q _ ( - s2)P + ...)
c c det R
An approximation of the faraway roots, for small y, follows from:
C - l ) V n + a2 det Q(-s2)P / (y2m det R) = 0 .
and the stable solutions satisfy:
s » ((-l)n“p’1a 2 det Q / (y2m det r ))1/^2^-?))
The above approximation shows that these poles are distributed in a
Butterworth configuration^ of the order (n-p).
An improved estimate of the distance of each of the faraway poles 
from the origin is obtained from equation (2*47)
det (s2(k+l)y 2I - (-l)kR ^ ( C A kB)TQCAkBR"^) =* 0m
Let the non-zero (positive)’ eigenvalues of the positive definite symmetric 
matrix R (CA^B) ^ QCAkBR  ^ be given by for i = {l,2,...,m}. The
faraway regulator poles are the left half-plane roots of,
g2(k+i) _ y^/p2 for i s {l,2,...,m}
For each i a (k+l)th order Butterworth pattern is obtained including 
a single pole s = ■"(Y^/V2)1^ 2^ 4’ ^  on the negative real axis. Note 
that the geometric mean of these distances becomes:
i-1
or
C_n (Y./pV/(2(k+1)V /m = det (R"^QMkR"i/y2m)I/(2m(k+l))
i/(2m(k+i))(a det Q)T  s s i. i—  ■ " — • -f 2m , _y det R
This latter result agrees -with the expression given in theorem A4.2 above.
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Appendix 5 Limiting Closed-Loop Pole Positions as y -*■ 00
The limiting values of the n closed-loop pole positions, as y -*■ 00, 
are determined below from the return-difference relationship[22
det (f(s)) = Pc Cs)/PQ (s)
and from equation 2.40:
T
p (-s)p (s) det R = p C-s)p (s) det (R + WT (-s)$jWCs) + WT (-s)£ + £-W(s)) c c 0 0  y* y y
In the limit as y « ■
p (rs)pc (s) +  PQ C-s)po Cs)
Thus, if the set of zeros of p Cs.) are denoted by {s?} then the closed-
cloop eigenvalues approach the numbers s^, for i - {l,2,...,n}, where
r s? if Re (s?) S 0c I 1 1s. - \
1 * -s? if Re Cs.) > 01 1
The cheapest stabilizing control-law is therefore one that relocates the 
unstable plant poles to their mirror images in the left-half plane.
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Appendix $ Calculation of the Gain Matrix
An approximate expression for the state feedback gain matrix, K for
COsmall y, and of the limiting value K , may be obtained as follows.
Assume that G * 0 and let P = P^y then from equation (2.39):
P 1BR~1BTP i = CTQ2C + y(PiA + ATP i)
where Pi is symmetric and Pi 2 0. for small y
P i B l f ^ P i  = CTQiC
Substituting from equations (2*55,2.56) ) and defining A « 
P iBNA.ANTBTP i » cte te c
(A ) 2 gives:
or
ANTBTP i * (CBN)"1C
The optimal control gain matrix is given by 
K = R” 1BTP/y2 = R~1BTPi/y
thence
K = NA2NTBTPi/y = NACCBN)"1C/y
and the closed-loop system matrix Ac becomes:
Ac = A - BNA(CBN)'1CJ/y 
Example A6.1
The above expressions for the gain matrix and the system matrix are 
evaluated below for the system discussed in sections 2.6 and 2.7
K = NACCBN^C/y
5.78 0 2.195
0.078 0 5.219
and for y 2 = 0.001
/V
182.8 0 69.4
2.5 0 165
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The closed-loop system matrix Ac becomes:
A = c
-1.25 - 5.78/y 0.75 -0.75 - 2.195/y
1 - 0.078/y -1.5 -0.75 - 5.22/y
1 - 0.078/y -1.0 -1.25 - 5.22/y
(si - A ) ~n c
s + 5.78/y -0.75 2.195/y
0.078/y s + 1.5 5.22/y
0.078/y 1.0 S + 5.22/y
The characteristic frequencies are obtained using det (si - A ) = 0 forXI c
small y. The finite frequency is obtained as si = -0.5 and the
asymptotically infinite frequencies are given by S2 = -5/y and S3 * -6/y.
The eigenvector corresponding to the finite mode is given by
T£  1 = £ 0 1 0 ] which belongs to the kernel of C.
The above results may be compared with the following computed values 
of gain matrix, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, for the case y 2 = 0 .001.
182 0.62 79
2.9 -0.97 163
Ui, X2, X3> = (-0.5, -158, -189}
0.00079 0.9125 0.995
{xi, x 2, x 3} = 0.991 -0.289 0.072
.-0.00017 -0.239 0.072
The input direction v2, corresponding to the mode X2, is given by
vi = -Kxi =
-0.75 
1.0
This agrees with cr^ in example 3 Notice, however, that the above 
approximate values for the gain K and xi fail to give this result, due 
to small errors in the gain matrix.
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Appendix 7 Parameter-Imbedding Solution for the Riccati Equation
Results are derived below which enable the state-feedback gain matrix 
to be calculated for all values of y within a chosen finite interval.
Prom the Riccati equation (2.39):
y2(CTQiC + PA + ATP) =• (PBR~aBTP + J1PBR~2GTC + yCTGR"1BTP)
where the solution P is a function of y. Differentiating with respect 
to y gives:
P  (y2a - yBR’"1GTC - BR"1BTP) dy
+ (y2AT - yCTGR*1BT - PBR~1BT) Pdy
+ 2yCTQ2C + P(2yA - BR^G 1^ )
• T T — l T ' + (2yA - C GR B )P = 0
If G = 0 this equation simplifies to
P  (y2A - BR^B^P) + (y2AT r* PBR^B1) P  dy dy
+ 2PBR"1BTP/y * 0
for y e [ yo»yT ] • This equation may be solved nmnerically[58]using a 
combination of standard linear algebraic and integration routines. The 
initial condition T(yQ) may be calculated from the above steady-state 
Riccati equation. The gain matrix may be calculated for all values of y 
within the interval using equation 2.38.
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Appendix 8 Input Direction Vectors
The physacal significance of the input direction vectors is important 
and is investigated Below.
Theorem ■ A 8 .1
The optimal control signal may be expressed as a linear combination 
of the exponentially weighted input vectors v . .
Proof: Using the notation in equation 2.59 the state trajectory is given
by:
n tx(t) . = Z ct.x.e i 
j=i «
T . 'where a. A p. x . By definition v. ® -Kx. and thusj =  -o — l -x
-  -n - ' X-t-u(t) = -Kx(t)r = Z a.v.e J
j=X 3 3
' 00 Clearly the m fast modes may be decoupled by choosing v^ appropriately.
00 m r If for example Vj = e^ (a standard basis vector), for i = {l,2,...,m>,
then N I and the speed of each input may be controlled independently.
In the special case when a. = 0 for m  < j £ n then u(t) = NE = E where
E ^  diag {aie^lt:, ame^mt}.
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Appendix 9 The Adjoint Operator in £2 Spaces
The response of a linear system with zero initial conditions may be 
'obtained from the convolution relationship:
y(k) = w(m) u(k - m) (for, 0 < k < k e Z)
m=l
or
y(k) = E^"* w(k - j) u(j) (for, 0 < k < »; k e Z)
j=0
where the weighting sequence is denoted by w(k). For a causal system 
w(k) A 0 for k £ 0. The inner product between the vectors 
y A {y^, y 1, y2, • • •} and e_ A {e^, ei, e_2» • • •} may be defined as:
KL> ®>H-r = z °° y ( k ) T£ ( k )>  £ o r  £>  1  e  A f [ 0 , « ]r k=0
Thus, the adjoint operator W* can be found from the defining relationship:
<Wu, e>H = <u, W*e>H —  —  r — 5 —  m
= E°°( E°° w(k - j)u(j))Te(k) (let m = j +1)
k=0 j=0
= s” u(j)T c z“ wT (k - j)e(k)) 
j=0 k=0
1 = <u, W*e>H
where
(W*e)(i) A Z°° wT (k - i)e(k) = Z°° wT (k - i)e(k)
k=0 k=i+l
The output from the adjoint system is only dependent upon the system
inputs for k > i and the adjoint system is therefore non-causal. For
example, for an input eO O  = 6(k), then the adjoint system output becomes:
(W*6)(i)' = w^(-i) (for i < 0)
= 0 (for i ^ 0)
The z-transform of the adjoint operator relationship may be obtained 
as follows. Let
c (i) A  (W*e)(i)> for all i e (-00, «)
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then
Z2(£(i)) - £(z) A £°° £(i)z 1i=-co
= E°° E°° wT (k - i)£(k)z"1 = E°° ( E°° wT (k - i)z-1)e_(k)
i=_co k=-“ k=-°° k=-co
= E°° ( E°° wT (n)z"*-k~n^)e(k) (where n = k - i)
k=-°° n=-°°
= E°° ( E°° wfI,(n).zI1)£(k)z k 
k=-°° n=l
= wT (z-1)e(z)
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Appendix 10 Adjoint of the Delay Operator
The adjoint of the delay operator may be found as follows:
(D^) (i) A u(i - kQ)
Do£>Hr = E°° y(k)TH(k “ k0)U(k - kQ) (let m = k - kQ)k=0
= E°° y(m + kQ)Tu(m) = <D£y, u>Hrm=0
and
(D£y)(i) = y(i + kQ), for all i > 0
The z-transform of the delay operator is well known to be Z2( (D^Ki))
_ko= u(z)z . The z-transform of the adjoint operator becomes:
Z2 ((D£y) (i) = E°° y(i + (let m = i + kQ)
i=-°o
m=-°°
= y(z)zk°
TAppendix H  Z Transformation for w (N - i - kQ)
The above two-sided z-transform is required in the transformation of 
the gradient function:
Appendix 12 Calculation of the Positive time transform N(z)
As has been defined in equations (3,37 ) and (3.42 ):
N (z)+ = n_i i (z) + ni2 (z) + n 2(z)
The first term nn(z) can be evaluated easily because does not contain 
N Tany z” terms and M (z_1) is the transform of a non-causal system. Thus,
the transform of the positive time terms in the partial fraction expansion
of nn(z) result only from the poles of r ( z ) . The time function nn(i)
follows directly from a table of single sided z transforms.
The reference terms in the n_i2(z) represent an input £^(i - n)H(i N)
into an adjoint system of transfer function matrix M (z_1)Q. This input is
zero for i < N and since only the transform of terms within the interval
[0, N - 1] is required, these will be determined by the adjoint system. To
calculate ni2(z) from the partial fraction expansion of M^(z"1)Qr^(z)zk° ^
the terms due to the poles of the adjoint system M (z**1). are selected. In
-Ntransforming ni2(i) any terms which include z can be neglected since they
only affect the control for i > N.
The final term n2 (z) includes the transform of an impulse occurring
Tat time N with magnitude c. Using the observation that M (z"1) represents 
an adjoint system:
n2(z) = {M*r(z~1)zk°~^} tc
Now if m(i) is the impulse response of the adjoint system, then
n2(i) = E°° m^(k - i)£d(k - N + k ), for ie [0,N]
k=i+l 0
= m^(N - k - i)c for O ^ i ^ N - k  - 1v o —  o
= 0 for N - k ^ i < 0o
where m(i) = Zi:(M(z)).
Appendix 13 Numerical Results
The transformation X may be based on the Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials 
(similar results are obtained using discrete
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.714 0.02 -0.685 -0.999
0.428 -0.632 -0.97 -0.199
0.143 -0.959 -0.417 0.84
-0.143 -0,959 0.417 0.84
-0.428 -0.632 0.97 -0.199
-0.714 0.02 0.685 -0.999
rl.O 1.0 -1.0 1.0
Using Gm
T ** X Tdefined in 4*4 the transformed matrix G ■ » (X X) X G X becomes: ^ x v m
G =
8.37 0.0 -1.97 0.0
0.0 6.03 0.0 -1.5
0.2 0.0 3.04 0.0
0.0 -0.32 0.0 0.9
The eigenvalues of G are {0.807, 3.117, 6.119, 8.295} and the corresponding 
eigenvectors are respectively:
*i =
0 "0.35 “ 0 “ 0.99 ’
0.276 0 0.99 0
0
, X£ — 0.93 ’ £3 = 0 0.04
.0.96 0 O .06 . 0
Using G defined in 4.4the transformed matrix G becomes: m  x
G = x
6.61 0.38 -1.54 0.3
0.36 5.0 0.27 -1.34
-0.79 0.42 3.44 0.02
-0.09 0 . 2 1 0.07 2.15
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The eigenvalues of G are {2.038, 3.02, 5.16, 6.98} and the eigenvectorsX
are respectively:
’-0.17 “ "0.40 " 0 '0.97“
0.43 -0.15 1 0.17
-0.24 » £2 0.90 »■ *3 55 0.24 * ** 55 -0.2
_ 0.85_ _0.06_ _0.06 _ -0.03 _
The eigenvalue spectra may be compared with the spectra for the full 8 x 8  
system. The eigenvalues corresponding to (equation 4-.I ) and 5^ 
(equation 4-4) become.:
{-0.039, -0.028 -± jO.102, 0.205, 0.943, 3.31, 6.46, 8.34}
and * ■ i
{0.00125, 0.119, 0.6, 1.7, 2.2, 3.19, 5.78, 7.18}
The singular values of G and G are respectively:X X
{0.792, 3.00, 6.23, 8.61}
and
{1.963, 3.03, 5.30, 7.04}
The singular values of Gm  and 5m  lie within the ranges (p.01, 9] and 
[p.001, 8]. 4
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Appendix
Multivariable Deterministic Systems/Integral Controller Calculation
The expression for the closed-loop controller with integral action,
given in Theorem 4.2 , is derived below. From4 .4 4
n v  ^ —e W  ^ c ^ — c,v . . _ GmQlGm y(~s)Y(s) ~ ^Rg(-s)°(s) n T (.s)h(s)
‘ s -s*cr (-s)a(s) -sza(-s)<j(i
TY ( s)o s)i .where Y(s) = N(s)/(sa(s)) and N(o) = Q2G . Assuming G“A exists
Now
but
{N(-s)"Ty(-s)G^Q1 j z  }+ = (Mi/s2 + M2/s)G"1
N(-s)“Ty(-s)G^Q1^ - = N ( o ) ' V q i ^ -  + M2G-! i  + V(s)
Mi = Q*G (A.2.1)1 1 m
M2 = ^ “ (N(-s)'Ty (-s )G^Q1G - q | G )/ss->o m m 1 m
N^(-s)N(s) * GTQiG y (-s)y (s) - s2Ra(-s)o(s) m m
thence
N ( - s ) " " T y ( ’“s ) G ^ Q 1 G  =  ( N ( s )  +  s 2N ( - s ) “ T R a ( - s ) a ( s ) ) / Y ( s )mm A m
and
M 2 = si” W s )  - Q|GmY(s))/s
= ^ “ (N'(s) - q |g  y '(s ))s->o i m
Vwhere the dash denotes differentiation with respect to s. Thence
from (A.2.1)
Fn(s)k/s = Y(s) “1 (^- + M2)G_1k/s w —  s m —
or
F0(s) = YCs)"1^  + M2)G_1= N ( s ) “ 1 ( M 1 + sMo)G_1a(s) u s m m
The closed loop optimal controller follows from 5.36.
C0 (s) « N(s)“1(M1 + sM2)(Im - y ( s ) N ( s ) “ 1 ( M 1 + sM2))_1G“1a(s)
In the limit as s->-o C n ( s )  G-1p where ir*», signifying the presence ofu m
integral action.
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Appendix 15
Non-Interactive Deterministic Systems/Controller Calculation
Let the plant transfer function w(s) = gy(s)/cr(s), y(o) = 
a(o) = 1, and r(s) = 1/s then for the non-integral control case 
(L(s) = 1):
YT (-s)Y(s) = (g2qyy + roo)/(oo) - nn/(aa) 
thence
Y(s) = n(s)/a(s)
Fo(s) = agq/(n(s)n(o))
thus
~ / c^.= qa(s)g“1______0 (g“*n(s)n(o) ~ qy(s) )
If g = 1 then n(s)n(-s) = qy(s)y(-s) + ra(s)a(-s) and
r /Qx = ________q?(s)' (n(s)(q+r)2 - qy(s))
where n(o) = (q+r)2 and Cq (o ) = q/r.
If the cost function includes the term L(s) = 1/s then integral 
control results and the closed-llop controller is obtained as follows
j  _  _  — — —Y (-s)Y(s) = (g2qyy - s2racr)/(-s2acr) = nn/(-s2cra) 
thence
Y(s) = n(s)/(sa(s))
F°(s) = frly(mi + smz)
where n(o) “ q2, m^ = gq2 and m2 = “ q5Y(s))g/s » Thence,
C„(s) = g(s)(mi + sm^g"10 (g 1n(s) - y(s)mi + sm2))
If g = 1 then n(s)n(-s) = qy(s)y(-s)-rs2a(s)a(-rs) and
n - q(s)(mi + sm?)' (n(s) - y(s)(mx + sm2))
where Cn(o) -»■ 00.
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